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YOUNG WILD WEST'S RISKY RIDE
OR,

ARIETTA AND THE GULCH GANO
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
A STAGECOACH WITHOUT A DRIVER.

Old Dan Gregory, keeper of the Half-way House, on the
trail that ran from Dry Creek Station to Hard Bottom, a
hustling mining camp, shaded his eyes with his hand and
-looked to the southeast in a way that told he was somewhat
p erplexed.
" I can't understand it, Bill," he said, speaking to the hostler,
who was standing near with four horses, harnessed and ready
to hitch to Ute stagecoach when it came up. It was here that
the outfit always changed horses, and Bill, the hostler, had
been waiting more than 'half an hour.
"I can't understand it, either, Dan," he said, shaking his
head, while he prepared to put a fr esh piece of tobacco in his
mouth. "'Zeb Holcomb Is always on time, especially when
he'.s got tiler mail. Zeb ain't in ther habit of lettin' any grass
grow under his horses' feet. He'sjest about as punctual as ao
alarm clock. Somethin's wrong, an' you kin bet on it. Maybe
the Gulch Gang has been at work ag'in. I reckon it's about
time they was h eard from. It's putty nigh three · weeks since
th ey made a hold-up. You an' some others seem to think
thllt they lit out for somewhere else after Josin' a man in that
little scrimmage the sheriff had with 'em. But I ain't thinkln'
that way. That gang is around yet. They've been layln'
low for awhile. You'll find--"
"Here she comes now, Bill!" . cried Gregory, excitedly.
"Somct hin' is a little wrong, I reckon, 'cause the blamed old
outfit is jest about creepin' along. There she comes around
th e bend. Zeb ain't raisin' no dust to-day, that's sartin."
Before the hostler could make a reply the clatter of hoofs
sounded from the opposite direction.
Turning, they saw a party of riders approaching, and then
they almost forgot about the delayed stagecoach.
"What's this, Bill?" Dan asked, without taking his eyes
from the party. "Gals with 'em!"
"Yes, an' mighty fine- lookin' ones, too," the hostler answered . ·
"See how they're all dressed. Looks as though they've
tried to see how nice they could make themselves show up.
That boy an' gal ridin' ahead s artinly show up about as fine
as any couple I ever seen. The boy has got hlllr about as long
as the gal's, an' if he had a dress on I would take him for a
gal. Fine horses, too. I wonder who th ey kin be, an' what
they're doin ' around here?"
"We'll find out right away, Dan. Here they come!"
Up can;e the riders, reining in their steeds ri ght before
t he ho·.ise.

"Hello, strangers'" said Gregory, giving the customar:r
salute. "Kin I de anything for you?"
"You might tell us how far it is to Hard Bottom," the boy
with the long hair answered, in a cool and easy way,
"Jest about thirty miles, youug feller. Ther stage, which
is overdue, is jest comin' in from Hard Bottom now. There
she is. Zeb Holcomb is a little late, but he'll make it up
with the fresh horses afore he gits to Dry Creek. You come
from Dry Creek, I s'pose?"
"No, we didn't. We happeped to strike this trail about half
an hour ago, and we followed it along, thinking it would
probably take us to Hard Bottom. This is the Half-way House,
I reckon?"
·'Yes, that's jest what It is; an' I'm Dan Gregory, the man
in charge. But what in thunder is the matter with Zeb?
'l'hem four horses is cornin' along jest about like a lot of
snails. They look as though-but say! Where is Zeb? He
ain't on the seat, blamed if he is!"
''No wonder them horses is takln' it so slow, Dan," the hostler spoke up. "There ain't no one drivin' 'em."
This was indeed the case. The long reins were bitched to
the foot-board of the driver's box, and the four horses were
surely taking llleir time about getting to the Half-way House,
even though they were to take a good, long rest when they
got there.
One of the doors of the vehicle was open and swinging idly,
and not a sign of a passenger could be seen.
The strangers, who had arrived just in time to witness
the rather strange sight of a stagecoach coming up without
driver or passengers, were very interested spectators.
"Wild, wha t in thunder is the matter?" one of them, a tall
man with long, black hair and a mustache to match, asked as
he tumed to the boy who had been doing the talking with
Gregory.
"I reckon it means that something has happened, Charlie,"
was the reply. "Maybe the stagecoach has been held up and
robbed by road-agents. Got any such fellows around these
parts?"
Tbe last was addressed to Gregory.
"We did have, but I don't know jest now. One of 'em got
shot, an'--"
"They're around yet, an' you kin gamble on It!" exclaimed
Bill, the hostler. "They've gone an' held up the stage, an' like
as not they cleaned Zeb an' the guard up for fair. As to ther
passengers, maybe there wasn't any."
The whole par ty of strangers now rode to meet the outfit.
The boy with the long hair caught one of the leaders by the
bridle and then steered the stagecoach up to the front of the
house.
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"I reckon we'll try and find out what the trouble is," he
Ti1ere were two who r eally were girls In their teens. One
said, as he coolly dismounted.
was Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of our
Gregory and the hostler followed him to the ·door of the I dashing yonng hero, and the other Jim Dart's _sweetheart,
vehicle, and one quick glance showed them that it was empty. Eloise Gardner.
A leather wallet, spread wide open and lying between the
The two Chinamen were brothers, bearing the names of
seats, was right before their eyes, as if to mock them and Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and were employed as servants by
make them unden;;tand what had happened at the same time. the young deadshot and his friends.
"'Ther Gulch Gang, by gum!" exclaimed Bill.
.
The heathens looked much alike, and were typical of thei r
"So that is what you call them?" the bey observed, with a . race, as far as general appearances went.
nod of his bead. "I reckon we are in luck, then, for gulch I But Hop Wah was something above the average, though he
gangs and all other kinds of gangs are what we like to get had never been able to get hls tongue twisted sufficiently to
after. 'l'he outfit has been held up and robbed, that's certain. speak plain English.
·what has happened to the driver and the others who were in
He was really a very valuable µian to the party, since
it we don't know. But we'll find out pretty quicldy, won't we, many times he had been the direct means of saving their
boys?"
lives-not from his ability'to fight, but by means of bis clever"As sure as you're born we will, Wild!" the tall man an- . ness.
Hop was a magician, plain and simple, and the mystifying
swered, while a grim smile shewed on his tanued and weatherbeaten face.
tricks be performed were many, Indeed.
''If we don't run down the Guieb Gang and corral them no I Besides this, he was a practical joker, always being able
one else ever will, " another boy, who was about the same I to do something that was funny when it was not expected of
age as the spokesman, added.
him.
The astounded mau in charge of the Half-way House looked
It was really not for the work he did that he was kept in
a,: them in a puzzled way.
their employ, but because he bad won a warm place in the
"Who are you, anyhow?" he asked, after a short pause.
hearts of our friends from his faithfulness and · assistance.
"Well, I go by the name of Young Wild West," came the I ·wing Wah was just a cook, and that was all. At oP.e time
reply from the dashing young fellow with the wealth of hair · he had claimed to be "allee· samee likee Melican sport," but .
hanging over bis shoulders. "You see, I have to go by that I that was before his brother had joined the party.
j name, because I haven't any other that I am aware of. Take · Hop had eclipsed him, and Wing seemed to be sati!,fied.
it easy, my friend . You are all flustered up over this. But ! But enough about the Chinamen for the present.
I reckon the driver will be found before long. Sometimes i Young Wild West and bis partners were very much inter•
road-agents think it fun to mal,e a man foot it back home. 1 ested in what they had seen and heard.
Maybe they have se1;1t the outfit on ahead and co~pelled them
The majority of those who have been following the advenall to walk. I take 1t that .there were passengers m the stage. tures of Young Wild West know fully well that the ycun;
I That empty pocket-book signifies that much."
. deadshot and his reliable companions were never better sat·'Yes, that's right,'" admitted Gregory.
This are a mighty i isfied than when they were on the trail of a band of villains
bad piece of business, an' no mistake."
.
I or rascally redskins.
Tbe wonderful coolness of tbi;i boy amazed him, and he was I It was a sort of second nature to th em to do all they could
soon lool~ing at him with adm!ration, intermingled with awe toward pushing civilization to the remote parts and punishshowing m the expressicn of his face.
1ing those richly deserving it.
"Bill,'" he said, nod~ing to ,the _h,ostler, ,,"I reckon you have i Here was a good chance, for tqere certainly had been a
.
dilring hold-up somewhere along the trail, and perhaps murhe.~rd tell ?f Young Wild West, ai1;- t y~r?
Yes, an so have you, Dan. Hes said to be ther Champion der was coupled with it.
Deadsbot of ther West, an' he's. enc of ther smartest kids t_hat
When 11 had made a search inside the sta"'ecoach without,
ever touched a finger to ther tngger of a gun. Heard of him!
.
. e
.
.,
.
w 11 I should eat a peck of salt if 1 hadn't',,
d1sclos111g anythmg more than_ the empty wallet to furmsh a
e '
·
clew, our hero turned to the girls and said:
1
"It shore is him, Bill."
';I reckon it will be all right for you to stay here. We wiil
"I know it. Why don't you thank him for havin' come along take a ride along the trail and try and find the driver and the
' jest in time to help us out?"
guard, and the passenger, or passengers, too. It rs just about
"I forgot about that. Young Wild West, I want to thank neon now, but I reckon we can wait a while for our dinner.··
you."
"I'm mighty hungry, Wild, but I sartinly kin wait," said
·'What for, my friend?" the boy asked, a smile showing on Cheyenne Charlie. "There's business to be done, an' we're
his handsome face .
goin' to do it, even if we have to go without eatin' all day."
··For havin' come along jest as you did. You heard what Bill
Jim Dart gave a nod to show that he was perfectly satisfied
with the arrangement.
said, I reckon."·
"Yes, . but we haYen't done anything yet to make us have
".M:e wantee go, too, .M:lsler Wild," Hop Wah spoke up, as
thanks due. V/ait till we corral the Gulch Gang, as you call he saw them about to mount their horses.
.. No, you stay here and help ·wing look after things ..,
it; then you can thank us, if you want to."
"You think you kin git 'em?"
"Allee light," and the clever Chinee promptly turned his
" I fee l sure of it. If you can tell where they are supposed attention to one of the pack-horses, which he had led to the
to hang out we will start right out to bunt for them. The
: girls and the two heathens can put up here till we get the job scene.
t hr ough with, I suppose?"
"You want to be a little bit careful, Young Wlld West," Dan
"'r h ey sartinly kin. I've got accommodations here for a few. Gregory spoke up. ''If it's the Gulch Gang what's still han~in'
There's my wife lookin' out of ther winder now. She's nigh around the gulch they might be hidin' somewhere, expectin'
about scared to death at seein' ther stage come without a some one would come to look for Zeb Holcomb. Dutch Perry,
driver. Sal always was a mighty timid gal, an' she's been which is · the leader of the gang, as I've beard te11, is said to
gittin' worse as she growed older. Here, Sal! Come out an' be a mighty , dangerous man. He knows a whole lot, too, an'
take care of these here gals. This is Young Wild West. that's why he's been managin' to keep from gittin' ketched
You've hear d tell of him. Somethin' has happened to Zeb by the sheriff."
Holcomb, and Young Wild West an' his pards is goin' to try
''That's all right, Mr. Gregory. I reckon we'll be a})le to
an' fin d out what it is."
take care of ourselvi;is if the Gulch Gang shows up. We are
Out came a middle-aged woman, acting as though she was going to see what happened to the stagecoach and why it came
not quite sure it was advisable for her to do so.
in without a driver."
But the three girls belonging to our hero's party soon
After assuring the girls that they would not be gone a
r eassur ed h er, and Sa! was not long in getting a smile upon great while, Young Wi\d VJ'est and his partners rode away,
h er face.
tal:ing the trail that led to the west from the Half-way HonEe.
It wound its way along close to the foot of tall cliffs for
Ri gh t here we may as well mention the names of those who
traveled about through the wildest parts of the Wild West perhaps half a mile.
,
'
Then the mouth of a narrow gulch showed up, with a
wit h Young Wild West on his adventurous trips.
The tall man with the long black hair and mustache, who stream of water running through it, though tbere was not
has been mentioned, was Cheyenne Charlie, the scout ·ana much ,depth to the stream just now.
The trail wounrl along parallel with the creek, as it might
Indian fig hter, and one of the "girls" was hjs wife, Anna.
Tlie boy was Jim Dart, and he and the scout were known as be called, and was close to the left side of the gulch.
t he partners of Wild, as· our hero was always called by his i There were all sorts of sharp turns, and the angles ot
trienda.
I .rock were many.

I

I

I
I
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Still, the trail was a pretty good one and th<'Y had no difft-1 horse, but he allowed it wou ld be better to have some one
culty in riding along.
come after it after we got to the Half--way House an' told
"I don't know just how far we'll have to go before we find ' what happened. You didn't see nothin' of my outfit, did yer?"
the spot where the hold-up occul'red," Wild irnid, with a
··we saw the stagecoach at the Halfcway House," Wild
£hake of his head. "But we've started out so we'll keep on answered.
going until we find it. '·
"You cid, eh? Then the horses went on al! rig1it?"
.. That's what's the matter, Wild. 1 reckon we won't
.. Yes, they brought the stagecoach to the Half-way House.
have to go an awfu l distance, anyhow. Almost any place We happened to come along just then, arid when we found
along here looks as though it mir;ht be jest the one for the · the:·e was no driver we thought we would ride on through this
road-a.gents to stop a stagecoach."
way and look for him."
This was Indeed true.
''Good! But say, you ain't told me who you are yet. Ain't
There were all sorts of hiding-places where men who might I you Young Wild West?"
choose to engage in such a trade or OC'cnpation might be found.! .. You have guessed it just right, Zeb Holcomb. Bt,t I don't
They continued on through the gulc:h for nearly two miles, · remember of having seen you before. But it's all right, anyth eir horses going at a smart canter.
how."
Then as they made a rather sharp turn they suddenly snw
·' I never seen you, either, but I know a lot about yer."
a horseman and three n~en on fo ot approaching them.
"Never mind, then. But I hope it isn't anything bad you
.. Here we are, boys!'' the young deadshot exclaimed, ash,:; know about me. "
,
turned and nodded to his partners. --one of those fellows , --Bad!
I reckon not. It's all good, Young Wild West.
is the driver, I'll bet."
A in·t I glad you have got here! Now, then, there's soma
"Most ljkely., Wild," Jim answered.
chance of ketchin' the Gulch Gang."
The scout said nothing, but he was looking keenly at those 1 .. Gulch Gang!,. spoke up the horseman, acting as though
1 he was somewhat surprised. "You know, then, who the misahead.
1
The horsemen came forward at a gallop to m eet them, and creauts were?"
as they came up imd then drew rein, he called out:
'!'here wasn't no gals in the stagecoach," Zeb answered,
'·Hello, strangers! It's too bad you d idn·t come along about : with a shake of his head.
an hour ago. Something rather serious has happened, from I --who said there were?" and the horseman laughed lightly.
what these fellows have told me. Robbers heltl up the stage- i "You said something about Miss Creants, or somethln' like
coach and then sent it on without a driver, forcing him to that."
remain and then giving them the chance to walk about five! This caused the fellow to laugh heartily.
miles."
·
I "I don't, see as there's anything to laugh about," the
·'Is that eo?" Wild as ked, as he looked at the man keenly. ··driver spoke up, angrily ... You're actin' like a fool, stranger.
"I am very :30rry we were tiot here at the time, for I am quite I Don't you know that my pal"d got shot dead by the Gulch
sure th e robbery wou ld have bEen prevented if we 'were. "
I Gang?"
"You are, eh?'. and just the vestige of a smile showed for an
Yes, I know that. Excuse me, but you seem to be rather
Instant upon the man's face.
, ignorant. When I said miscreants, I meant villains or scollnYoung Wild West took note of this, and he made up his ' dr-els, just as yo u will have It."
mind right then and there that the 3tranger knew more about I '· Why didn't y-0u say so, then?"
th e hold-up than he cared to tell just then.
I "Did you ever hear anything like that before?" the rider
But he said nothing about that part of it, and rode on until '. asked, turning to our friends.
he met the three men.
I .. Oh, I don't know as there is any need of making too light
Two of them had been wounded, and the ot her acted very ' of it," Wild retorted, quickly. "I regard this as a very serious
much as though he had been subjectod to a ver y bad fright.
matter, whether you do or not."
.. Boys," our hero whlEpered, as he got the chance to do so
'' Oh, you do, eh? Well, there Is nothing strange about a
without letting any one hear him, ''don't say a word to let man being shot in this part of the country, If I know anything
them know that we know '\\ hat happeued until we have heard about it. I ha Ye been around here something like eight
the story."
months now, and It seems to me that this is quite a common
occurrence."
"You have been around here for about eight months, eh?"
CHAPTER II.
th e boy asked, sharply.
CHEYEXNE CHARLIE DISAPPEARS.
"Yes; part of the time I have been living at Dry Creek
Young Wild West and his partners readily guessed who Stat~on, and another part at ~ard B?ttom, the mining camp
the driver of the stagecoach was.
thats about twenty-five or thirty miles from the Half-way
He was a tall, sinewy fellow, and had a bandage about his H?.use."
. .
.
hrnd, but stlll seemed to be angry about what had happened.
Maybe ,,You have been hvmg part of the time In the gulch
The other two men were Lncloubtedly the passengers who here, too. _
had been forced to get out of the vehicle and submit to being
The man started violently at this, but quickly recovering
robbed.
himself, retorted:
.
1
--what's the trouble, gentlemen?" the· young deadshot said,
"I suppose I have. I have passed through it quite a few
as he brought Spitfire, his sorrel stallion, to a halt and looked times, and I certainly must have been alive at the time, if I
at t h em keenly.
am now. That means I was living in the gulch part of the
"Held up," the man he took to be the driver answered, time."
quickly. "'\,Vho are you, young feller?"
"You can put it that way, if you like," the young deadshot
'·Why do you ask that?" and the boy laughed lightly.
said, meaningly. "But I thought perhaps you might have some
" 'Cause I've sorter got an idea that I know yer."
sort of residence in the gulch, where you stopped at different
"You have, eh? Well, I don't remember of having met you, times."
before. Tell me who you are, first. Perhaps I'll remember
"Some sort of residence in this wild gulch, eh? Why, boy,
the nam e. "
you don't know what you are talking about. I took it at
.. No it ain't likely you'll remember it. My name is Zeb first that you were a native of the West."
Holco~b an' I've been drivin' the Overland Stagecoach from
"I reckon I am one, too. But never mind, stranger. I don't
Dry Cre;k Station to 'H ard Bottom for about a year now. I've know who you are, nor I don't care. But I'll be plain with
been in two or three hold-ups in that time, too, an' I jest , ycu and say that I think you are making altogether too light
had another one about an hour ago,"
I of what has happened."
--r see. These are. your passengers, I s111)pose?'' and tl:e boy I ··If you're anxious to know who I am I'll tell you."
nodded to the other two men, who seemed to be brlehtening
"I am nat at all anxious, sir."
up every moment now.
'
I "It rnems that you bear. the peculiar name of Younf Wild
--Yes, I only had two passengers vlhen I come over. My . \Vest."
pard, Tom Jinks, who has been rldin ' with rec as a guard, 1 --r can't help it if I do. I didn't give myself the name."
got shot dead. an' his body Jays back abou t a couple of miles, I "Judr,ing from the name, I would take it that you have been
where the hold-up took place. We covered it over an' started a foendtng, and that those v.ho brought you up gave you the
to hoof It for the Half-way House; which ain't more faan three name for lack of something better."
miles from here. Then this fell er rome along an' Ile let hi,
·T11 teil you, stranger. I don't lrnow as I was exactly a
horse walk along with us. He didn't see nothin' of Whllt 's fr,upd llng, bnt, as 1 h:::.ve been toid, I was pi.eked up near the
left of poor Tom, 'cause it was beb!nd the rocks where the smo,;lclcrlng ruins of a cabin, somewhere in the western part
body lay. I did want him to go back an' carry it over on his of 1:aa::::..s. · Mr parwti and a little sister had been l.r,illed by

1
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t he redskins, and in some way I got into a pile of thick bushes.
A party of hµnters came along after the redskins had made
their escape an d I was found. One of the hunters was named
William West, and he adopted m e. It was he who gave me
the name. Now, then, if you think I was a foundling it's all
right. I can't help it if I was. But since you offered to tell
your name you can go ahead and do it now. I wasn't at all
inter ested at first; but I am now. I'd like to know just who
you are and what you are doing around here."
"Ah, becoming a little curious, are you?"
"Never mind about that. You can suit yourself about telling your name. ,, Of course, I don't believe you wi)J tell the
right one, anyhow. "
"He says he's been around these parts about eight months,"
· Zeb Holcomb, the driver, spoke up. "If he has I ain't never
seen him. He's a total stranger to me, Young Wild West."
"I have never been in the habit of mixing with drivers and
t he like," the horseman said, with a sneer. "I have seen you
at both ends of the route lots of times, but, of course, I paid
no particular attention to you."
"You look to me like a card-sharp," the driver ventured,
"Ha! ha! ha! You guessed it just right, driver. That ls
my line of business, though I call myse lf a gentleman of
leisure. "
"You're what I call a measly coyote," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up, for he could no longer restrain himself. ''You jest
come back with n~e an' we'll git the body of the poor feller
what got shot."
.. I'll do that, thou gh I don't much care to handle the dead.
I am afraid you have got a wrong impression of me, because
I acted in such a light-hearted way. But I couldn't help it.
When I meet veo:ile who are very ignorant, I am so surprised
that I am apt to forget how to act myself."
Seeing that the man was w;lling to go back with him, Cheyenne Charlie at once started his horse forward.
"I suppose I had better tell you my name, Young Wild
West, .. and the horseman nodded to our hero and smiled. "It
is .Tac!t Duncan. If you asl, any one over at Dry Creek Station
about me they'll tell you that I am a pretty slick gambler.
But that's all right. Gambling is honest, if you do it in the
right way."
"I hardly think I shall take the trouble to ask any one at
Dry Creek Station about you," the boy answered, in his cool
and easy way. "You can go ahead and help my pard bring
back the body of the dead man."
The boy shot a meaning glance at the scout as he said this,
and Charlie gave a nod.
Then the two· at once rode away.
As th2y disappeared behind a bend our hero turned to the
three men and said :
"Now, then, you go right on. I reckon we'll go back there
and see to it that nothing happens to our pa rtner. That fellow knows more about the hold-up than you have any idea of,
I reckon."
"Po you think so?" one of the passengers asked, eagerly.
"Yes, I do. But we haven't time to talk about it now.
You go right on. We'll overtake you before you get to the
Half-way House."
.
The driver acted as though he wanted to talk, but Young
Wild West paid no attention to him, and he quickly rode off,
with Jim Dart close behind.
"Jim," he said, as they continued on, their horses at a jogtrot, "you can bet that Jack Duncan, as he calls himself,
has an idea of robhing Charlie. That fellow is surely one ol
t he Gul ch Gang, as they call It. Perhaps he is the leader,
t hough I.. believe Gregory said he was called Dutch Perry.
There certainly isn't anything Dutch or German about this
fellow. But it may be a nickname. It looks to me as though
we are going to get the bunch of scoundrels in a hurry. Take
it easy now, for he may think we are following him. t•
When they came to another bend they just caught a glimpse
of t he scout and Duncan as they were going along at a canter.
Wild and Jim did not hurry, but waited a couple of minutes.
Then they started their horses at a gallop and rode on over
t he trail through the gulch.
Both v,,ere very good judges of distance, and without see1ng
a nything more of the two ahead of them, they presently came
t o a halt when they judged that they had covered a distance
of two miles.
The gulch was a trifle narrower here than at any other part
of it , and the stream almost stretched clear across it.
But there was room enough at the left for a wagon.
Across the. creek rocks and boulders were h_e aped in all

sorts of shapes, and the cliff reared up almost perpendicular
for fifty or sixty feet.
At the left It rounded off in a sort of steep slope away up
for a couple of hundred feet or more.
Wild decided to dismount here, so he promptly did so, and
Jim Dart followed suit.
"Now then, Jim," he said, In a low tone of voice, "it's about
time we struck the place where the body was left. I wonder
where Charlie and the fellow are? Here are the hoofprints,
all right, so all we have got to do is to follow them. I reckon
we'll leave the horses here and go ahead a little distance. If
we find that they have gone right on we'll come back and
mount again and follow. "
Dart nodded to show that ho was perfectly satisfied with
what the boy said, and then the two proceeded on and rounded
an angle of the cliff.
Lying behind a big rock they saw the body of a man that
was covered with a blanket.
They quickly hastened to it, and then Wild examined the
ground carefully.
But it was so hard and stony there that the hoofprints
could no longer be seen.
"Jim," he whispered, with just the least sign of uneasiness,
"I reckon we're too late. That sneaking coyote has got the
best of Charlie. He has taken him and his horse, too, into
some cave, no doubt the headquarters of the Gulch Gang."
"It certainly looks that way, Wild," Dart admitted. "We
had better make a good search."
"That's just what we are going to do."
But both fully understood that they must be very careful,
fo1· if Charlie had really been caught by the Gulch Gang it
was quite likely that some of them would be on the watch.
They moved about, watching behind the rocks and looking
for an aperture that might lead into a cave.
But there was no such thing there, so they went on a little
further.
Then they suddenly saw a horse s tanding a short distance
ahead of them.
It was Cheyenne Charlie's, and the moment the t-wo caught
sight of it they knew for a certainty that the scout had fallen
into the hands of the Gulch Gang.
They hastened to the horse, and as they neared it they suddenly came upon another.
It was the one Jack Duncan had been riding.
·Without a word, the young deadshot stept>ed forward, and
just then a man raised his head above a stone and called out:
"Hello! Help me! I'm hurt!"
It was Duncan's voice, and, without any hesitation, Wild and
Jim ran forward and saw him in a sitting posture, rubbing
his head and lool, ing about in a dazed sort of way.
"What's the matter?" the young deadshot asked, as he
hastened forward and bent over the man.
"I don't !mow exactly," was the rep ly, in 3to muddled sort
of voice. '·Your partner and I had just reached the body o!
the 'man back there when we heard voices up this way. We
rode up to see who was here and then the first thi ng I
knew I was hit on the head and knocked senseless. That's
my horse there, isn't _it?"
"I reckon it is," Wild answered, sharply.
"An{J that's your pard's horse, isn't it?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Well, where is he?"
"'fhat's what we've got to find out. But let me see how
badly you are hurt./'
"Oh, I don't know as I am hurt so very much. The blow I
received rendered me unconscious, that's all. I've got a
lump on the back of my head, though. "
Wild felt of his head and failed to discover any.
He knew the man was lying, but for reasons of his own
he did not say anything about it just then.
"You were stunned, I suppose," he said. "Did you see how
many there were who attacked you?"
"No, I only saw one or two. But there may have been more.
They took my guns from me, I think."
Then he showed that he did not have a weapon of any kind
on his person.
"Jim, this Is too bad," our hero said, turning to Dart and
looking at him in a meaning way. "Something has happened
to Charlie. It seems that the Gulch Gang were here and caught
you napping. But I don't understand why they left Duncan
lying here."
"Maybe they thought I was dead," the card-sharp spoke up,
as he felt in his pockets and acted as though he was very much
worried over something. "They've taken every dollar I had,
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too. Yes, th ey certainly must have thou ght I was dead. Do
you suppose th ey could have t a k en your pard a pr isoner?"
"It looks that wa y, don't it? He isn't an yw here to be seen ."
"Well, what are you going to do? Try to find him?"
"We cer tainly a re."
"What shall I do? "
" The best thing you can do, Mr. Duncan, is to mount your
horse a nd r ide on to the Half-way House. We'll come back
in a little while and we'll bring Cheyen ne Charlie with us. "
··1 suppose that would be a good idea, for I could be of no
help to you since I am not a rmed."
" Yes, it is a good idea, al! ri ght. Go ahead."
The card-sharp walked s lowly to his horse, still acting as
th ough he was somewhat dazed.
But he managed to mount"all right, and, without wa iting a
second,' rode on back through the gulch.
CHAPTER III.
DUNCAN S HOWS HIS H AND.

Cheyenne Ch arlie was certain that Wild and Jim meant to
fo llow when he rode aw a y wi:th Jack Duncan.
He had al r ead y made up his mind that the card-sharp was
o ne of t he vil lains called t}:le Gulch Gang, and wh en he sugge:sted t hat he go back with him to get the body of the dead
gua rd he did no t expect he would do so.
But when he so r eadily consented, Charlie suspected right
a way that t he man had evil designs upon h!m.
H owever , when Wild gave h im a certa in glance he knew it
woul d be all righ t, s o h e did n ot hes itate to ride off.
Charlie did not look behind him, for h e thought if he did
so h is compan ion m ight kn ow wh a t it meant.
Duncan talked gl!bly a s th ey ro de a long, a nd when they fin ally r eached the spot where the e;overed body lay both dismoun ted .
Bu t befor e Ch arli e co uld even make a move to put the dead
m a n on his horse h is compa nion gave a sha rp whistle.
T he se;out k new what that meant, and he pulled a gun in
a twink ling.
··You sn eak'in' coyote! " he exclaim ed. "I !mowed you was
lead in' me in to a t rap. But I've got you dead to rights."
Zip!
· It was t he s ou nd made by a rope as it whizzed through
th e air, and the next t hing Charlie knew a noose had settled
o ver his h ead an d sh ould ers and a sharp jerk pulled him to
t he groun d.
Before h e could free h imself from the rope, Duncan sprang
upon him a nd wrenched the gun from his hand .
.. T his is what I ca ll a prize, " th e villain said, with a laugh.
"One of Young Wild West's partners, eh? I'm sorry it isn't
th e bo y hi mself, fo r I have ever y reason to believe that he has
come he re for t he pur pose of cleaning out the Gulch Gang.
I r a ther think you have lived long enough, Cheyenne Charl!e.
You see, I know your name."
The s cout utter ed a shout and did' his best to free himself.
B ut alread y others were upon th e scene.
A r ope was qui ckly wound about his body, pinning his
arms to his sides, a nd a heavy hand was pressed over his
mo uth to k eep him from shouting and calling for assistance.
T he n he was h ustled along the trail a few yards, after which
he was lifted easily and carried over some rocks into a narro w opening, whi ch he quickly found led into a cave that
was pa rtl y lighted t hrough a long ri ft in the natural ceiling.
J ack Duncan followed them in, and when they finally re;i.ched
a pa rt of th e cave wh ere the r ocky floor was alm ost level, the
sco ut was depos ited in a sitting position and he 1 was able to
look a r ou nd.
He fou nd t hat it was a regular retr eat such as outlaw bands
are won t to h ave.
Blankets and skins lay and hung about, and there was a
t a ble with boxes a nd s tools aboQt it, while at one end there
was a s or t of natu ral fli·e-place, with cooking utensils hanging
fro m hooks that had been fastened into the crevices in the
rock.
'· Quite a snug place h ere, isn't it, my friend?" the cardsharp said, with a sneering laugh. "Young Wild West cert a inly had his suspicions when he asked me if I didn't live
pa r t of the time somewhere in the gulch. The boy is a dangerous on e, a nd I kn ow it. That's why I was so willing to
com e with you to get th e body of the man who was shot. I
on ly wish Youn g Wild W est had proposed it instead of you,
for I would have m uch rather had h im in my power. But, as
it is, it will come out all right . Young Wild West and the
other fellow will certainl y come to look for you, and when they
do we r:;1ay have a chance to catch th em. I am going out now
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to watch for them, though I hardl y think they will come right
away. They'll probably wait until they think we ha"fe been
gone too long, a nd then they'll ride back to see what is delaying us. Dutch, just see to it that th is fellow is well taken care
of until I come back."
"Don't you want me to go out with you, Jack?" a roughlook ing fe llow, with a sandy beard, asked'.
""No, Dut ch. They won't be along just yet. But I'll go out
and make sure of it. If I see th em coming I'll come back
and let you know. An yhow, I want to get my horse and lead
him around into th~ cave. "
The villain promptly went out through the narrow passage.
He could not get his horse in by that wa y, but there was
a wider passage a little furt her on, a nd with the intention
of getting the a nimal after he had made s ure that no one was
coming up t he gulch, he stepped out upon th e trail.
He had ba r ely done s o when he saw Young Wild West
and Jim Dart com ing.
Know ing well the reputation of the young deadshot, he was
seized with a sudden fe ar, and, acting on an impulse, he called
out that he was hurt, as has already been described.
The villain kn ew if he tried to get bacl, to th e cave they
would surely see him, and this might mean that he would be
shot, so h e acted in. the way he thought most advisable at the
time.
,
When he got off so easil y, though he wa., quite sure that
Young Wild West still suspected him, th e villain had no
other alternative th a n to ride on to the Ha lf-way Ho us e.
He had managed to hide th e t wo revolvers he carried behind a stone jus t as our hero a nd Jim Dart r an up to him.
But when he said he had lost his money he had not s11oken
truth full y.
But as th ey had not offered t o search him it was all right.
As the villain ro de on tow ar d the Half-way House he blamed
himself for having discarded his weapons.
Wild a nd Jim had not seare;hed him, though he had convinced t hem that he was r eally wi t hout any arms.
··Tha t was wh a t I call a nar r ow escap e, " he mutte red, as he
ca me in sight of t he three men who had gone on ahead. ·• If I
had started to ge t back in to th e cave they would surely have
seen me. Then I would either have been shot by them or they
would have discover ed the way to get in to Dut ch Perry's
hiding- place. T hings are working in a rather funny way now,
·and I can't imagine just how th ey will come out. But there
is one thing su re, and t hat is that Dutch won't let the prisoner go. I m ust pla y the part of a man who has been r obbed
and ill-treated now, and I r eclrn n I'll be ab! e to do it. The
man at the Half-way H ouse knows me, all right, for I have
stopped there seve ral times. Ther e will be no trouble about
that part of it. The onl y thing is that if Young Wild West
and the other fell ow come back they might take a notion to
make me a prisoner, for I am well satisfied that they suspect
that I belong to the Gulch Gang."
The s tagecoach driver and the two men with him heard the
horseman coming, and they promptly stopped and waited for
him to come up, showing considerable surprise at seeing him
alone. ·
" Where's Young Wild W est an' his pards?" Zeb asked, .excitedly,
"I don't know," was t he reply, "I don't even know where
the one who went with me is."
Then he rubbed the back of his head and acted as though
he felt badly.
·
"What is the matter?" one of the others cried. "You didn't
meet the robbers, did you? "
"Yes, I did. I was knocked down, and that's all I know.
The man with me must have been taken away by them. I
lay on the ground when Young Wild West and the other boy
came along. They found I was hurt and . that I had been
robbed, so they advised me to get on my horse and come on.
I don't know where they are now, but they said they were
going to look for the other fellow."
.. That's a funny kind of story," the driver declared, for
he, too, had his suspicions concerning the man.
"Well, you can see that I haven't a gun on me, and I
a.I ways carry two."
He convinced them that he was telling the truth, and then
Zeb shook his bead.
"You was jest gittin' ready to bring the ~mains of poor
Tom Jinks back when this happened, eh?" he asked, after
the villain had told his story, briefly.
"Yes, that's right. I saw two or three men, and that's all
I know."
"And you was layin' right near the body, I s'pose, when
Young Wild West an' his pard found yer?"
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"No, I warn't. It was some little distance from that. cheerfully ever since they arri'ved, even though she felt badly
Most likely they carried me away, ~o I wouldn't be found near over the hold-up and the non-appearance of the driver.
the place they came from."
But he had arrived now, and no one was hurt, so that put a
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
different aspect upon things.
·
"Well, l don't know what else to say about it."
However, the story the card-sharp told had considerable
'· Au' Yeung Wild West told yer to come on to the Half-way effect upon her, especially when she saw how an:r.ious Anna
House, old he?"
was.
"Yes, he advised me to do it, and I thought it best, so I did
Jack Duncan was what might be called a rather ,; fresh"
so, and here I am."
man, if nothing else.
.. All right, we'll all go on, then. But jest as soon as· I kin
He showed plainly that he liked the society of the girls, and
git a horse I'm comin ' back to see what's goin' on."
h e talked on almost every subject until they became tired
The card-sharp rode along with them, and he went over the of him.
story three or four times befo re the Half-way House at last
Every now and then Anna would go out upon the rickety
came in sight at the side of the trail.
old porch and look for tidings of her husband and his partWhen the villain saw the girls, who were at the front of the ners.
house at the time, he gave a start, while a peculiar light shone
Finally Arietta became tired of the man's company and she
in his eyes.
started for the kitchen, where Mrs. Gregory was preparing
"Ladies here?" he said, turning to thm:e walking near him. dinner for them.
"It sorter seems so," Zeb answered, rather curtly. "Most
·'Gcing to hurry dinner along?" Duncan said, as he arose to
likely they're the gals what goes with Young Wild West an' his feet and started to follow her. ·•Maybe I can help you
his pards. I've heard tell of 'em. There's a heathen, too. out a little."
He's one of the party, I reckon."
"It is not necessary for you to come, " the girl answered,
"An' there's another freatheu," one of the others spoke up, qui ckly, while her face flushed .
as Wing Wah came around the house at that moment.
"Don't get offended, little girh I have never been known
"Well, it isn't so bad to fall into such company, even though to hurt the feelings of a !ally. Let mo go with you. Prob- ·
a fellow has been robbed and hit upon the head," Duncan ob- ably we can hurry matters along a little."
served, and then he started his horse at a trot and quickly
This was more than Arietta could stand.
drew up before the house.
"If you were a gentleman you wculdn't in tr ude upon us
"How are yo u, Gregory?" he called out, as the keeper of girls, anyhow!·· she exclaimed, h er eyes flaBhing. "You should
the place appeared, coming from the barn.
know by this time that we don't want to talk to you."
"Hello, Mr. Duncan!" came the reply. "What are you
''Ohl I am surprised to hear that. Why, I thought my
doin' here?"
company was quite agreeable. I'l go on out, then ."
"Well, I don't really know what I am doing here. I am
"Do so, pka9e."
very dazed. I got a rap on the head with something not long
"You're something like Young Wild West, I take it," D;mago and I haven't recovered from it yet. I suppose it was can obser ved, with a sneer, as he picked up his hat and sta1 ted
the Gulcll Gang who attacked me."
for the door.
But Gregory hardly heard what he said, for he was now
"You'll flnd out , that I'm very much like h1m if the occashaking hands with the driver and asking him all sorts of sion demands it," was the sharp retort. "I know how to hanquestions.
dle a gun pretty well, so look out for yourself."
Arietta came forward, and Anna and Eloise were not Jong
"You wouldn't shoot an unarmed man, would you?" and
in following.
They were anxious to know what had become of Wild and the v!llain laughed as though he thought it a great joke.
"I have already told you that the robbers took my brace of
I.is partners.
But Zeb Holcomb had so much to tell about the hold-up that revolvers after knocking me down and stunning me. But
it was some little time before they could get any informa- never mind, little girl. I shall remember this."
"I hope you will, and not pus!:\ yourself upon those who
tion.
Finally the card-sharp turneti to them and, doffing his hat, don't care to have you near them again."
"What tee mattee, Missee Alletta?" came a voice frcm the
said:
·
"Lddies, I take it that you are anxious to know something window.
Hop wn.s standing there, and no doubt had overheard what
concerning Young Wild West and his pards. ., ,
was being said.
"Yes," Arietta answered, looking at him sharply.
''Never mind, Hop," Arietta answered, quickly. "I rather
"Well, I can tell you quite a little. "
Thon he told ·his story, acting as though he sympathized think we can take care of ourselves. This man seems to be
rather fr esh, though. I c.:an't understand why h e didn't progreatly with them as he die! so.
Anna was dismayed when she learned that Charlie had dis- cure a gun and go back with the stage-driver and the hostler
to help Wild and Jim find Charlie. Some peo ple are cowappeared in such a mysterious fashion .
But it was not the first time anything like that had hap- ardly, though. "
pened, and since Wild and Jim were looking for h,im, she
"See here, girl," the card-sharp spoke up, angrily, "I've
ho1;ed and trusted that everything would be all right.
heard about enough from you now. Please drop the subject."
Young Wild \Vest's sweetheart was a very keen observer,
At this Hop leaped lnto the window and, as quick as a flash,
and she had listened attentively while the card-sharp talked, he pulled from under his loose-fitting blouse the old-fasha t the same time studying him carefully.
toned six-shooter he always carried.
Her conclusion was that there was something wrong about
"You gittee outtee here!" he exclaimed, threateni!lg!y.
him, and he was not altogether tell!ng the truth.
"Me allee samee shootee stlaight, likee Young Wild West, so
But she said nothing to either Anna or Eloise just then.
be. Me puttee um bullet light thlough you heart."
'rhe fact was that she did not have a chance to do it, for
That was quite enough.
Duncan thrust himself upon their company and even followed . Completely cowed, and not a little frightened, Duncan
them when they went into the house.
hastily ran outside.
The Half-way House was an old-fashioned structure, and
''Me fixee velly muchee quickoe, Missee Alietta," Hop said,
had been used before it ·became a station for . the stagecoach with a grln. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me gottee no bulline as a ranch-house.
lets in um gun, but plenty led and blue fire. Pletty soonee
But the grazing had grown poorer every year, and the owner me shootee, and !en um bad Melican man Jun likee Samee
h ad given up the business, thus Jetting it gradually go to Hill."
decay.
Arietta could not help laughing now, even though she had
However, it was all that was required for the purpose, and been somewhat angered by the manner of the rascally man.
Dan Gregory's wife usually served meals to those want!Il'g
"I honestly bell eve," she said, nodding to Anna and Eloise,
them while the horses were being changed.
"that this man is one of the Gulch Gang. I have met such
Very few 11;1,p!es ever passed that way, since Hard Bottom smooth-tongued fellows before. He is somewh:.tt educated,
had not yet aeveloped into anything lilte a town.
and probably may be the leader of the villains. How many
True, there were quite a few miners who had their wives times have we seen it that way before, girls?"
and children there, but t hey seemed inclined to remain there,
·• A great manr," Eloise spo!te up, while Anna shook her
perhaps for the reason t h at it was too expensive to travel head sadly, for she was still worrying about Charlie.
' far away.
"If he leave,i here before Wild comes ba::k I am going t o
The appearance o! the girls at the house brightened 1,1.p follow him, " Ar,etta v11:mt uu.
things, so the landlady declared, and she had been talking
"Don't do it, " Anna said, coaxini;ly, tho,1gh she knew when
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Young Wild West·s sweetheart onro made up her mind to a
"Lat light, Missee A!ietta. He velly muchee· bad Mellcan
certain thing sll.e alwaJ'S arlhere;d strictly to it.
man. Me knowee lat," was the reply.
"Yes, I'll do it, too. If they don't co~11e back Inside of an
Then the Chinaman rod e aloI!g after her, mounted on his
hot:r I'll be well satisfied that something has gone wrong piebald broncho.
w1th them. Whiie I hardly think that Charlie is in any
Along the trail the brave girl went at a gallop, the Chinagrrnt danger, be may have been caught by the Gulch Gang, as man keeping close to her, and soon they were lost to the view
they call it. But that don't rrean that he is going to stay of those standing on the porch.
there very long, for Wild and Jim wll! surely fir.d a way to
Neither of them had any idea just when they might meet
locate him and cause him to regain his liberty.
Wile! and his partners.
Just then the mistress of the house came into the room,
But th ey knew pretty well how far they had to go, for the
and with a smile, said:
stage-driver had specified the exact spot when he was telling
"'Are you ladies going to eat now, or do you prefer to wait Gregory about the hold-up.
until your friends come back?"
Arletta kept a sharp watch as she galloped swiftly along,
"I think we'll eat right now," Arietta answeq~d, quickly. 1 and when the gulch was entered she slackened her pace a little
"But I wish you wouldn't let that mnn who was in here a hit, for she r eadily realized how easy it would be for the
little while a""o sit at the table with us."
Gulch Gang, if any of them were about, to surprise and get
·· certainly not, if you say so. He is a rather fresh fellow, the best of her.
isn't be?"
J
Hop bad Jigbted a big, black cigar, and he was puffing
"Yes. Do you know who be is?"
· 1 away as he rode along, the picture of happiness and content"Notbing more than that be sometimes stops here. He ment.
goes back and forth from Dry Creek Statlon to Hard Bottom. ,• They saw no one, nor did they hea?· anything that would
1
He is a gambler by profession, so I have heard."
, indicate the pr~sence of any one being about, until they at
"I am not surprised to hear that. But I have an idea that length neared the spot where the guard of the stagecoach lay
be is something worse, t oo, if it were known."
dead.
"I don't kno w," and the woman shcok her ~ead.
Then, as they made a rather sharp turn, they came upon Zeb
A_nna declared that she bad very lit tle appetite, but Arietta : Holcomb, the driver, in the act of lifting the body upon the
easily persuaded her to eat, and half an ho ur later they bad . back of his horse.
satisfied them~elves and were ~utside.
When he eaw the girl and Chinaman approaching, Zeb was
Hop and Wing ate in th_e. lntchen, ~nd it was not long be- ! greatly surprised.
for~ the former came and Jorned the girls.
. .
J
'·Tbunderation!" he exclaimed. "What are you doin' here,
'I he _gambler was In another part of the house, w1tn Gregory, gal? But I s'pose I know. You're loo kin' for Young Wild
who did not seem t6 know just what to do.
I West."
There was no need of letting the stagecoach go on, and if I "Y
th t' - • t., ti
·
. d
h
d t h"
he had thought lt wise to do so there was no cl river, since Zeb 1 •• es, . a ..s n~n :
Ie gir 1 answ~!.e , as s e gaze a
im,
Holcomb bad gone back to the gulch to join Young '\'Vild West. ; an.~rnusly.
Ha, en~ you seen him ·
,
Hop sat on the porch listening to wtiat the two men were '
J\'.O! a hair of him, nor o~ any one e!se, ga), Ive, b~en
talking about, and when he heard Duncan ask the keeper of l?okrn around here a long, t11ne, too .. ,r ve waited an Ive
the Ralf-way House for a gun he became quite interested.
j llst~necl t\~l I got Ure~, an ~ot knowm w~at else to do, ~
He moved up a little closer, and had the satisfaction of I tbough_t Id better take whats left of po01 Tom J)nks an
peeping In and seeing Gregory pass a revolver to the man, who t.ote him to the H~lf-way House, ,so b_e kin ~e, buried ill: a
declar ed that be would pay him the next time he came along, i espectabl~ mannei · If you don t 1?i~d givm me a 11ft,
as be did not have any money then, since be had been robbed he.~tben, I_l! b~, glad to have. you do it.
.
by the Gulch Gang.
·
Allee h?bt, Hop answeied, and be qmckly dismounted
A few cartridges were given him also, after which Duncan and lent bis assistance.
'
asked to ba,·e his dinner.
Once the dead man was bang,ng over the bll;ck or his horse
He did not pass by the girls at all in going to the little the ~ri_ver quickly mounted and then, turnrng to Arietta,
dining-room, and spent a good twenty minutes at the table, he said.
when. be came out and promptly started for bis waiting horse.
"Come on, gal. There ain't no use of you stayin' around
Then be tipped his hat to the girls and called out:
here. You couldn't do no good, anyhow. I s'pose maybe
"Now, then, I'll go and see if I can find Young Wild West Young Wild West an' his pard has got on the track of the outand help him rescue bis partner from the Gulch Gang. I feel laws, an' most likely they're miles from here jest now. You
that I may be successful, and if I am I may come back and come bacl{ with me an' wait till they show up. That's the
be rewarded with a kiss from one of you.·•
best way to do. "
With that be mounted his horse and rode away, laughing
"No, lt isn't," Arletta answered, quickly. "You go on. I
heartily as be did so.
am generally pretty lucky when I go in search of any one,
and I am not going to give up until I find them."
"Me stay light here, too, so be," Hop said, with a bland
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"Well, that's what I call wonderful. That gal's got more
"Hop," said Arietta, the moment the villain bad ridden away pluck in her than most men has," Zeb declared, and then,
from the house, "go and saddle my horse as quickly as you shaking his bead as though he could not quite understand
can. I want to follow that fellow."
it, be started his horse' off at a walk.
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me go, too, so be. Me velly
When be had disappeared around the turn, Arietta nodded
smar.tee Cbinee, Me helpee you vclly muchee."
to Hop, and then led her horse into a cleft close at band,
"Well, lf you're going, too, I'd better help you get the horses saying, as she did so:
read y,"
"You stay here with the horses. I am going to look around
"Where are ·YOU gain', gal?" Gregory .asked, as he saw her e. little. If it shou ld happen that I am seen by any of the
follo wing the Chinaman in the direction of the shed where : vlllains they will not harm me very much, I know. But if
the horses had been tied.
1 I call for help I want you to get to me as quickly as pos" I ii,m going to lock for Young Wi ld West," was the reply. · sible. Maybe you can't save me if I do get caught, but you
'·Pshaw! Don't do it, gal. Stay right here. That boy can find out where they take me to."
knows putty well bow to take care of himself. He'll turn up
'· Me undelstanrlec, Missce Alietta," the ChinamRn said, as
all right, an' so will his pards."
be took his horse hy the bridle and led it close to the girl's
""I believe that. Bt:t I have got it in my bead to go, and I s tePd . '"Me do whattce you say."
am going to do so."
Arietta ;,;ave a nod, and then pulling a r evolver from the
'·Better not," and the man hurried aftc:- . er to the sherl.
holstf'r at her side, she started searching nho11t among the
But when he fou,1d that her mind could not be changed, be niches and craDnif's at th9 side of the gulch.
hurriedly assisted to g~t her horse ready, and the re:rnlt was
S!le kept going on until finaliy she was out of sight of the
that she go t off a little quicker than she might otherwise Ch :n:irran.
have done.
Then Hop, who had no int<'ntion of rel'l'n.ir.inr; t'!lere, even
Once upon the back of her white !J,Gncb.o, Znowflake, the tho1;gh he hacl promised to do so, be~'.!:: to io;)k urct.:nd of b is
girl felt better.
OW!1 acrord.
"Come on, Hop'" sh" called ot.:t. "I'll wa,g1w tl~at we won't
E,~ w;,,r. l's::ally Jnrl·v . tr..-,, !:1 fnclinP-: P1:s who were Jost,
be ve ry long ln finding out jn~t \·1hat the trouble is. I bP- an,J he , .. ::i, · ·,:,•;;-.:: :, ~~ tr· n h"w !)!'01:·l he wn:ld !Je if ha
lieve that scoundrel who j.:st left here told us a pack of lies." ::'..:..;i!J ilv a~;:i to c;_e,;;;,er the hitUng--pl~co cf the gang who
ARIETTA AND HOP 1~ TIIE GULCH.
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had made the hold-up that morning and then spirited Cheyenne Charlie away.
Hop really feared that Charlie had been captured, but he
was still of the opinion that Wild and Jim were somewhere
about, searching fer him, if they had not already found him.
He stepped over to the spot where Jhe deu(l man had been
lying beside the boulder.
The blanket that bad coYered the body was still there, for
Zeb Holcomb had not seemed desirous of taking it with him.
As the Chinaman stood there looking about and listening,
he suddenly detected a light footfall.
At first be thought ft was Arietta returning, but he knew
the girl had gone too far away to get b~ck so soon.
Acting on a sudden impulse, he dropped upon the ground
and, stretching himself out upon his back, he drew the blanket
over him.
He was not a moment too soon In doing this, for a man
step ped cautiously into view, though Hop could not see him
just then.
Then the footfalls of another were he,ard, and as the two
came and stood within a few feet of him the prostrate Chinaman managed to get a look at them through a small hole
in the blanket.
"I thought sure I heard voices out here, Dutch," one of
them said.
It was Duncan who spoke, and Hop coulq_ see him quite
plainly.
"Well, I don't know as there's anything strange. if you did
hear some one talkin'," was the reply. ''You said the stagedriver had come back this way. You had to be mighty careful about gittin' in with your horse, too, 'cause you seen
him up that way."
"Yes, that's right. But who could he have been talking to?"
"To himself, most likely. Folks does that once in awhile.
I do it myself, new an' ag'in."
"Ma:,,be that was it. But I wonder why he didn't take the
body with him? He seemed to be anxious about getting it·
over to the Half-way House."
"Couldn't do it alone, I s'pose. Most likely he expected
to find them two boys what come to look for their pard. I
wonder where they are now, anyhow?"
"Oh, they're on a wild-goose chase. They'll never find our
cave, that's certain. We've got Cheyenne Charlie hard and
fast inside, and before night we'll have the other two. Young
Wild West is the one I want to get most of all. If we can
only get the three of them, Dutch, we will have accomplished
a great thing. Those fellows have done more to break up
gangs like ours than any ten men in the whole United States.
Young Wild West Is only a boy, and one of his pards is, too.
But they seem to know a whole lot · more than a great many
men. As far as the fellow we have got ifside is concerned,
he don't know a whole lot, any more than to fight like a
wildcat whenever he gets the least chance to do it."
"I reckon his fightin' days is over, " and the man called
Dutch laughed harshly.
Hop remained perfectly silent.
He feared almost to breathe, lest they might see the blanket
rise and fall.
But they did not seem to be looking at it very closely, and
holding his cigar so the smoke might escape by the end of
the boulder, he waited and watched. ·
Suddenly he heardJootsteps approaching.
The two men started and pulled their guns.
A sudden fear came over the Chinaman, for he knew right
away that it must be Arietta coming back.
But he was quick to think and act.
'Running the risk of causing the blanket to move, he thrust
a hand carefully into one of his pockets and drew from it a
big, home-macle firecracker.
He always carried some of these, as those acquainted with
the adventures of Young Wild West know quite well.
He moved his hand with the cracker until he got it close to
the other end. whieli was holding the still lighted cigar.
The footsteps sounded nearer, and he noticed that the two
men stepped up close to the cliff and crouched.
Presently ono of them started up and called out:
"Pleased t0· meet you, Miss Arletta. I told you we might
meet again soon."
It was Arietta, sure enough, and she gave a startled cry
when she saw the villainous gambler standing before her.
';So this Is the gal you fell in love with, eh, Jack?" the
other man said, with a hoarse laugh. "I reckon she must have
foll ered yer here."
"Yes, It seems so. That shows that she was only fooling

when she got so hateful at the Half-way House. Well, well!
I am really surprised."
"I am not at all surprised to learn that you are one of the
Gulch Gang," Young Wild West's sweetheart answered, very
coolly, for she had been quick to recover from her astonishment at seeing the two men there.
"Oh, you are not, eh? ·well, now don't let that worry you,
little girl. I am not a member of the Gulch Gang at all. I
happened to meet this man, who Is a friend of mine. at Hard
Bottom. He is just as anxious to locate the whereabouts or
the Gulch Gang as I am. But say, you r eally showed a great
deal of courage in following me here. What was your obj ect,
little girl?"
"I don't know as it is necessary for me to explain my object
in following you, but I'IJ admit that I did follow you, and I
am very glad I have found you."
"Oh, you are not half as glad as I am. Now, then, suppose
you give me that kiss I spoke about as I rode away from the
Half-way House. There is no need of resisting, for it will
do you no good. ~ven though Young Wild West may be close
by, he'll not be able to prevent it."
"Stand back!" the girl exclaimed, and, as quick as a flash,
she covered him with her revolver.
"Hah!" cried the villain called Dutch, who was really the
leader of the Gulch Gang. "A regular she-cat, Jack. I reckon
you don't want much to do with her. She would jest as leave
shoot you as eat, I honestly believe."
"Yes, and I'll shoot you, too!" Arletta retorted, spiritedly.
"Hold up your hands, both of you! "
"That's somethin' I ain't in the habit of doin'," Dutch Perry
answered, with great coolness, and then he quickly darted
behind a projecting rock.
"Gal," he called out a moment later, "you had better chuck
that gun on the ground. I hate to hurt yer, but if you don't,
I'll have to break your arm with a bullet. I've got yer dead
to ri ghts, though you can't see me."
The brave girl f!jared that he might be telling the truth,
and for a moment she was undecided what to do.
Unconsciously, she lowered the revolver and, watching his
chance, Jack Duncan sprang forward and knocked it from
her hand.
•
"I've got you now, little girl!" he exclaime~l, jubilantly.
"I'll--"

Bang!
A loud explosion sounded right behind him, and then the
blanket was thrown aside and Hop Wah leaped to his feet.
As quick as a flash, the Chinaman seized the girl by the
arm and half dragged her from the spot, r;oing toward the
waiting horses.
CHAPTER V.
WILD AXD JBI OE'l' l:<'l'O THE CAVE.

Young Wild West and Jim Dart were well satisfied that the
hiding-place of the Gulch Gang was somewhere near hy.
But they had no idea that it was ri ght in front of where
they had found Jack Duncan fei gn ing that he had bren hurt.
As soon as the rascally fellow was out of sight, Wild nodded
to his partner and said, in a low tone of voice:
'·Come on, Jim . Maybe we have passed the place, and he'll
turn into it and disappear before we know where he has gone..,
Dart nodded and the two promptly hurried along.
· They reached a turn, and when thry saw the gambler riding
on through the gulch they decid ed that they were mistakrn .
Bnt it would not do to be too sure a bout it, so the youngdeadshot led the way to lhe waiti ng horses a.nd qt!ickly
mounted.
Jim followed. his example, taking chargr of Cheyenne Charlie's horse, and then they waited 1wti1 the horseman ahead
had rounded another ben d, after which they started along
after him.
They followed him for nearly a mile without being seen by
Mm, and then, thoroughly satisfied that he was going to the
Half-way House, they turned and rode back.
Reacl:ing the place where they had found Duncan, th ey dismounted and took a good look around.
But, as luck would have it, they failed to discover the narrow entrance that led into the big cave.
There were so many cracks and ere.vices in the face of the
cliff that it was hard to te.11 which might be the entrance to the
cave.
Anyhow, the one used by the Gulch Gang was pretty well
hidden from view, as a result of Nature.
"It must be further along, Wild," Jim said, shaking hia
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h ead. "Suppose we go on for h alf a mile and examine every
f oot of the way. I hardly thin!, Duncan would ha ve feigned
being hurt if he was anywhere clcse to th e hiding-p lace."
"It looks that way, Jim. We'll go on, as you say, and w~'ll
k eep at it if it takes all day."
•
. They did ride on slowly for over h alf a mile, but failed to
cllscover anything that looked like the mouth of a cave, or a
passage that led in under the cliffs.
Finally they turn ed an d r ode slowly back.
When they were within about fifty yards of the place where
th ey had met the villainous gambler they halted and promptly
dismounted.
There was a fin e place to conceal the three horses from the
view of any one who might pass along the trail, and they were
noJ long in lead in g them to it.
Now, then," our b,ero said, in his cool and easy way, while
a determined expression showed upon his face at the same
time, " I r eckon th e best thing we can do is to climb up to the
to p of the cliff. If there's an underground r endezvous anywhere around here they certainly must have a fire in it sometimes. We ha ve discovered such places before In that way,
Jim, so we'll look for some opening that smoke has been passing through at some time or other."
"That's it!" Dart exclaimed . "We'll make a good search of
t he high ground up there. I'm pretty sure the horses will be
safe until we get back. "
They looked about and soon found a way by which they
might climb to the top of the cliff, and then they started resolately to do it.
It was tedious work for the most part, but the two boys were
active and muscular, and it did not take them a great while to
r each th e top.
If it had not been that there ~ere so many obstructions of
r ocky formation scattered about, it would have been comparatively level up th ere.
As it was, it covered quite a broad scope, going back !rom
tb e Jdge of th e cliff to a wide, slanting bank, which was pretty
well coYered with a growth of pines and other trees common
to that section .
The two boys moved along, keeping within a few feet of
th e edge.
They covered a couple of hundred yards in this way, but
failed to note anything that wo uld arouse the least suspicion
of there being anything like a habitation below them.
But they were not through yet, and striking a course that
would lead them parallel from the edge of the el!f and about
fifty feet from it, th ey slowly made their way back, looking
to the right and left and pausing now and then to examine th e
fissures they came to.
Just about half-way across the stretch they came to a rather
wide crack which extended in zig-zag fashion for perhaps
t wenty or thirty feet.
Young Wild West came to a halt Instantly and sniffed the
ai r, at the same time nodding to his companion.
.. I reckon we' ve found it, Jim, " he said, coolly.
"Yes,' was the reply. "I smell smoke, that's sure."
"Well, we' ll soon find out all about it now, I think."
The young deadshot stepped along until he was at the edge
of the fissure.
His sharp eyes soo n discovered where the smoke was in the
habit of com ing "from, for th e edges of th e fissure were blackened at either side.
Dropping upon his knees, Wild undertook to peer downward.
But he could see nothing, · for, no doubt, the crack ran in
an yt hing but straight fashion.
Jim squatted near , hirn and waited to hear what h e would
say,
He did not have to wait long, either, for rising to his feet,
Wild nodded to him and remarked:
··1 reckon it's all right. Let me see that rope you were
t houghtfu l enough to bring with you."
.. Not exactly thoughtful, Wild," Dart answered, with a smile,
and s peakin g in a low t one of voice. "It ls force of habit. You
!mow that we always see to it that at least one of us has a
1 ope when we a r e making a search of this kind.
A rope
g e!ierally comes in handy."
"You h a\'e got th at right, Jim. But never mind. I sup•
pose yo u lrnow wha t I purvose to clo."
.. Try to get down there by means of the rope. "
"That's it. I want you to lower me down. But I am not
goiag down where all this black soot Is. I don't care to be
mt,!c:seu 1111, even though it wou ldn't harm me much if I were.
Dul I think I can get clown there witho ut doin g it."
.. I think so, too, Wild. This opening is quite a long one.
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How about the other end? I.t seems to be a trifle wider ther e,
anyhow."
"Just what I was thinking of, Jim. Come on ."
He took the rope from his partner and s tepped along until
, he r eached the widest part of the crack, as it might be called .
I Dropping upon his hands and knees, be peered over and was
/ abl e to see a light below.
·
It was daylight, too, and this made him feel that it was
not going to be s uch a difficult task, after all.
"It's only about thirty feet down there, Jim," he said, with
a nod of his head. '' Now, then, you just let me down. Lower
me slowly, too, and if I give a· sharp pull you will know that
I want to be hauled up right away. If I give two pulls you
will know that everything is all right and I have landed
safely. But ther e is hardly any n eed of me telling you this,
for it is the same old signal we have always used."
Jim nodded, and waiting until the young deadshot had tied
the rope about his body, beneath the arms, he found a place
where he might brace himself to lower away when the time
came.
Seeing that he was all r eady, Wild promptly threw his legs
over the edge of the fissure.
Then, with a hand on either side, he swung himself clear and
Jim stood holding the rope taut.
"Don't make any more noise than you can help, Wild,"
Dart said.
"Of course not," was the whispered r~ply. "I am certain
that we have found the hiding-place of the outlaws who call
themselves the Guiel}. Gang. Undoubtedly, they have captured
Charlie, and it is' for us to free him as soon as possible. "
Slowly and ·stead!ly Jim lowered tne young deadshot downward.
.
Wild had no difficulty in keeping away from the sharp points
of rock, and probably a ' little over thirty feet of it brought
him down into a cave, which had an outlet to the tight. •
The boy knew quite well that this must be at the side opposite the fa ce of the cliff, for he had not allowed himself to
get mixed up as to directions.
When he stepped upon the ground he gave two pulls upon
the rope and th en quickly r eleased himself from it.
At first he could not hear the least sound, but after waiting
for nearly a minute an occasional thud came to his ears.
'fhe boy knew what caused this.
The horses of the outlaws were somewhere close by, for he
was well satisfied that quite a wall of rock lay between.
Stepping over toward the opening, he looked out and foun d
a perpendicular wall of roe!, directly before it, which must
have narrowed in and formed part of the fissure above.
But quite a little light came through it, especially at one
end .
Below was a yawning chasm, looking as though it might extend deep down into the bowels of the earth.
The boy glanced downward, and then shook his head.
"Not a very ni ce place to fall in," he thought. "But I
wonder if there's a way to get to where those horses are? If
there is it won't take more than a couple of minu tes to fin d
the gang we are looking for. I'll take a bunt around."
Then he worked his way around through th e cave, going t o
the darkest parts of it, but without success.
It seemed as if the underground place was completely shut
off from the part that must be occupied by the Gulch Gang
as a h eadquarters.
Wild went over to where the rope was hanging and looked
upward.
Then it did not take him long to see that there was an obstruction of rock to the right, and as it was at the other side
of this where the smoke had made its marks, he was well
satisfied that he had come down there for nothing, except that
it had r esulted in discovering that th ere were horses somewhere close at h a nd.
He adjusted th e rope about his body, and then gave the 8'gnal for Jim to pull him up .
The next minute he was rising slowly, for Dart was qui tie
strong enough to perform the taslr.
As he came within r each of the top he seized hold of the
edge of the rock and helped himself to get upon the solid
grouncl above.
"Well, how did you make out?" Dart asked, looking at him,
eagerly .
"Not ver y well," was the reply. "I got into a cave that ls
walled off from the one the gang is located in, I could hear ,
the occasional stamp of horses' hoofs, but that was al l. I
looked it over carefully, but failed to find any way to get
throu gh. I reckon we have got t o try it over th ere close to
where the smoke has been comln& through."
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"All right, we'll do it, then. 1 think there is a place there
that will let you down without forcing you to come in contact
with the black soot,"
"Yes, probably there is, though it will be quite a tight
squeeze, perhaps."
The two wal;ked, back and soon selected a place to try again.
The fissure was not more than two feet in width here, but
Wild was satisfied that it widened further down.
He found this to be correct, for Jim had not lowered him
more than ten feet when he discovered that he had plenty of
room.
But it was not straight down, and as the rocks were very
sharp in places, he feared that the rope might be cut.
However, he was willing to take the risk, and slowly but
surely he ,·ent on downward.
It was further than thirty feet, too, but Jim's rope was
quite long enough, and when at last the boy's feet tou-:hed
the ground in a very dark place he looked upward and failed
to see anything, though a faint light showed above him, of
course.
But this was due to the fact that the rift in the midst of
rock and earth was irregular.
Wild gave the necessary signal to let Jim know that he had
landed all right, and then once more he removed the rope from
his body.
Stepping a few feet along through the darkness, he came to
the 10ugh side of a.cave.
Then he paused and listened.
He could hear the stamping of hoofs mor,e plainly now, but
as he waited a minute or two he heard something that pleased
him be.t ter.
It was the indistinct sounds rcade by voices.
.. Ah! " the young deadshot exclaimed, under his breath. "I
reckon I'm all right now. I'll soon find out if Charlie is here
or not. If he is, I must find a means of getting him free,
Thero may be a whole lot of the villains here, and if that is
the case it would hardly do for me to open fire on them, for
I couldn't male my escape quickly enough should they get
after me too hot."
But he relied upon his coolness and good judgment to overcome any difficulties that might appear before him, and after
again listening and locating the direction the sounds came
from, ho felt his way along through the darkness, being careful
at every step he took Jest he might step into some p.ole,
It was not more than twenty feet th at th e boy had to go
before he found himself, at a sharp angle, and as he rushed
forward and turned his gaze to the left he saw daylight ,though
it was rather fr.int.
But that was the way he must go If he meant to fl nd th0 se
whose voices he had hea rd , so he resolutely st evped arou nd
it and was soon standing where he could see obj ects quite well,
The voices were quite plain now, and he could distinguish
some of the words, and knew that th e men were talking in
low tones, as if they feared they might be heard from the outside,
Stepping softly along, and making a turn to the left, he
came to a hole that was right through the rocky wall, and
through it he could see the interior of the cave that was oc·
cupied by the Gulch Gang.
Wild took the risk· of having a good look around,
The hole was nearly as high as his head, and he had to
stoop but little in order to peer through it,
One glance sufficed to satisfy him that the cave had been
In use some little time by the villains,
He counted the men there, and found there were seven of
them, all' villainous-looking fellows, and apparently of the
type who would commit any sort of crime for money,
After looking them over carefully, Wild tried to locate the
scout.
If he was a prisoner there he certainly should be somewhere
close by.
To the left was a wide niche or alcove, and it was quite dark
there.
But after waiting a while and noticing that occasionally the
inmates of the cave would cast glances in that dire ction, the
young deadshot decided that if Charlie was really held a
prisoner by them he must be there. ·
The hole was quite large enough for him to squeeze through
if he cared to undertake such a thing,
But he knew he would surely make more or less nofse In
doing it, and before he could get through the villains would
have tho chance to open fire on him,
He decided not to attempt such a thing as that, so turned
to the right and moved along for a few feet, when he came to

a wide opening which was rea lly thP. way the villains entered
the cave after leaving their horses in another part of it.
"Wild could now look half into the natural alcove, and he
qu ickly saw that some one was sitting there,
"It's Charlie, sure eno t.Pgh," he thought. '·Now, then, how
am I going to get him out oe here? There are seven determined villains to contend with, I might shoot down four or
five of them before they had a chan ce, but I won't do that. I
reckon I'd betLer go back and get Jim to come down. Then
if we can find a way to get out of here into the gulch it will
be all right." .
Having come to this decision, he lost no t!me in making his
way back to where the rope was hanging in wai ting.
He had no means of letting Jim know what h e wanted him
to do without calling out to him, anC. fearing that his V\Jice
might be hea rd, he gave the signru to be drawn up,
A little over ha!E-way to the top he called out, softly:
"Jim, let me down again and th n yo u come on down. I
reckon it will be all right, for we'll get out by the other way.
I have fo End the hiding-place of the scoundrels, and have seen
Charlie, They h::tvc ·got him bound hand and foot in a corner.
Come en down as soon as I givo th o signal to let you know
that I have landed safely."
"All right, Wild," came the r eply fr om above, and then the
boy was lowered down again.
He waited until Jim came down the rope, doing it with
the greatest of case. and t hen, ju st as his feet tou ched, the
rope snapped and came down upon him.
"Not a moment too soon, Jim,., the young deadshot whispered. "I was afraid the sharp edges of the rock would cut
the rope, Well, that mean:;; that we can't get out th.it way,
anyhow. But it's all right. 1 W e'll go cut by tlie regular entrance, and when we go, Charlie will go with us,"
CHAPTER VI.
CIL\RLm IS RE8Cl:'ED,

Jim Dart listened while the young deadshot told him, in
whispers, of what h e had discovered.
He coiled up the pieces of rnpe that had dropped down, as
he did so, an d when Wild was ready, the two started to go
around to that part of the underground place that was used
as a headquarters by the band of road-agents.
When they got to the opening, Wild was agreeably surprised
to see that a garue of cards h::td s a r ted at the table, five of
the villains playing and the other two looking on.
He nodd ed to Jim. and placing his mouth close to his ear,
whispered:
.. I reckon I can manage to creep In there and cut Charlie
loose. It strikes me that the passage over there is the way
to get out. It's dark to the left, 50 I reckon we'll both try it.
If we can manage to get Chatlic out wiLhout them knowing
it, it wiil be all the better, for then all we'll have to do is to
find th e way out, and we can come back and bring three or
four with us to help and soon corral the gang."
Jim gave a nod of approval, for he wa,; always ready to do
anything the young deadshot said or suggested ,
They waited for about five minutes, and seeing that the
game of cards was getting more interesting, and that the two
who were watching did not pay any particular attention to the
prisoner in the alcove, they prepared to creep in and make
the attempt,
Wild Jed the way.
He crept along noiselessly, for he was 'l': ell used to that sor t
of thing.
But it was the same with Dart, who followed him without
making a sound.
Straight to a corner they wc>nt, and tl,en they turned :iud
made their way along in the gloom.
Should ax~y of the men look that way they might be seen,
1
but this they did not do,
The villains tallced and laughed, and every few seconds the
table would be thumped as a card was played,
The jingle of coiu;s could be · heard, too, which showed that
'
money was at stake.
As Wild reached th e natura l alcove he was able to see that
it surely was the scout,
Of course, he had not doubted it wa1: h e all alon~, but when
he could see him plainly he seemed to feel better for it.
Charlie was reclining, his back against a r ock, and his eyes
· fl.xeu toward tho men at the table.
He did not see the young cleacishot until he was withi::i two
feet of him, and when he realized that his escape was at hand
he merely gave a start, but did not make a sound,
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Young Wild West crept a l!ttle closer, and then, with his
knife, quickly severed Charlie's bonds.
Jim waited, and managed to give an encouraging nod to
th e relearnd prisoner.
N'ot caring to risk speaking, W!Id shook his head and motioued that they must get out.
Of course, the scout knew the way, and he promptly gave
an answering nod.
Then he got upon his bands and knees and crawled around,
being compel!ed to go slighlly toward the group at the table.
But once around an angle of rock, and there was the passage which led, crookedly, to the outside. Wild forced Jim Dart to go second, for he wanted to bring
up the rear, since if they were discovered he was willing
to bear the brunt of It.
But the game was more exciting than ever, jus't now, and
the two spectators were just making a wager as to the outcome.
The three passed en, and a few seconds later were in the
passage.
Once there, Charl!e arose to his feet and breathed a sigh of
;:elief.
Out through the narrow passage all three went, then, and
as they reached the outside and saw the bright sunlight, foey
nodded to each other and then gripped hands.
"I wonder where my horse is?" the scout said, in a low tone
of voice .
.. He's all right, Charlie. We took care of him, and he is
but a short distance away, with ours." ·
"Good! What are you goln' to do now, Wild?"
"I don't know whether we'll go back to the Half-way House
yet or not. We'll get the horses first and then we'll see what
we'll do.·•
Tbey were not long in reaching the spot where the horses
had been left.
They were there and they found them all right.
Just as they mounted, the clatter of hoofs sounded further
down the gulch.
"Some one comin', I reckon!" the scout exclaimed, as he
rubbed his wrists whe:·e the ropes had cut ridges.
"That's right, Charlie," the young dead shot answered.
"But not from the Half-way House. It's the opposite direction. I reckon we'll ride on and see who It is."
This was satisfactory to his partners, so the three started
along the trail.
Before they had gone a distance of a hundred feet a horseman appeared, riding straight toward them.
He appeared to be a cowboy, and was coming along at an
easy lope.
When he saw the three approaching him he waved his hand
and called out:
·'Hello, strangers! Which way are you headin'?"
"Oh we don 't intend. to go very far in this direction. We
have business the other way," Wlld answered. "But where
are you going?"
·· I'm goin' to make a bee-line for Dan Gregory's Half-way
House,•· was the reply. "I'm mighty hungry, an' I know I
kin git somethln' good to eat when I get there. I'm goin' to
take a short cut, an' not bother goin' on through the blamed
old gulch."
·· A short cut?" Wild asked, somewhat surprised. "Do you
mean to say there's a quicker way of getting to the Half-way
Hom:e than by going through the gulch?"
.. I sartinly do. I kin cut off three-quarters of a mlle, an'
that's a whole lot, 'cause the distance ain't very great, anyhow."
.
.. That's so. I reckon we'll go with you, if you don't object."
"Object, young feller? I reckon I never object to anything
like that. You two boys an' your pard there seems to be all
right. I left Hard Bottom early this mornin', an' I'm dead
broke. That's why I want to git to the Half-way House, 'cause
I know Dan Gregory will let me have what I want to eat, an'
give me a five-dollar bill till pay-day comes. Come on, if
you're goin' by the short way. You turn right here."
There was a narrow pass right near the spot, which looked
as though It merely ran in for a short distance, for it was
quite dark lnelde.
But when Young Wild West and hls partners looked at the
ground and saw the prints of horses' hoofs they knew pretty
well that It must go further than that, since horsemen certainly had been in the habit of passing that way.
The cowboy, for such he was, rode on, talking away at a
' great rate about the llig time he had experienced in Hard
Bottom the night before.
.. I only hau forty-two dollars when I started in to buck the
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tiger over there," he said. "I kept winnin' putty good till
about four o'clock this mornin'. Then I commenced to lose.
Like everybody else what fools wllh a faro lay-out, I kept on
until I went dead broke. The dealer was kind enough to
set up tho dr~nks for me, an' then after I'd took a short nap
I had nothin' to do but to git on my old broncho an' hit the
tra11. But It's all right. I'll go back ag'in when I git paid
next month. I'm game, I am."
·
Our friends laughed at the way he talked.
Wild knew there was no use in trying to give him advice,
for such men rarely take It.
He found the cowboy's name was Hecker, and he judged him
to be a pretty good fellow, beyond the fact that he was a confirmed gambler.
The short cut proved to be all rlght, for It brought them out
within a couple of hundred yards of the rear of the Half-way
House.
"We sartinly saved four or five minutes by com!n' this way,
Wild," the scout observed, as he looked at the house and then
patted his stomach affectionately. "I'm mighty hungry, jest
like Hecker ls. None of us has had dinner yet."
"I didn't have no breakfast, either," the cowboy declared,
with a laugh, "so you see I kin go you one better."
''Well, it will be all right, 'cause you kin git your breakfast
an' dinner at the same time."
The four rode around to the front of the building, and when
they got there Anna and Eloise came rushing out.
"Where did you come from?" the scout's wife cried, as she
looked puzzied.
"We took a short cut," Wild answered, smilingly.
"Oh, that accom1ts for it, then. Arietta and Hop left here
not mere than ten minutes ago. They went to -look for you."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, excitedly.
"She went to look for us, eh? What did she want to do tl::at
for?"
"Tbat's all right, Charlie," Wild spoke up, In his cool and
easy way. "Et always has her own way about things. I suppose she got it in her head that something was wrong, and
she's simply started off, thinking she might be of some assistance."
"She followed the man called Duncan," Anna said. "He was
very insulting to us all, especially to Arietta, and when he left
she went right after him, taking Hop with her."
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said, nodding to his partners, "I r eckon I am going to ride back to the gulch. Since
I have waited so long, I think I can stick it out until a little
later for my dinner."
"So can I, Wild! " Jim cried, as he turned to his horse and
quickly mounted again.
"An' I kin, too, I reckon. It don't make no difference how
hungry I am, we've got to go an' see where Arietta an' Hop
is. If they started out after that sheakin' coyote, the chances
are they'll run into trouble. Most likely he"s goin' straight
off to the cave, where I was layln' tied hand an• foot for quite a
little while."
"Did the villains have you, Charlie?" his wife asked, as she
ran to him, excitedly.
"They sartinly did, gal. But Wild an' Jim got me all right,
an' here I am. Don't you be afraid, 'cause they ain't gain'
to git me ag'in. We'll fix 'em this time, an' don't you forgit
it."
Then he quickly vaulted Into the saddle. .
Wild turned to the cowboy who had ridden to the Half-way
House with him, and, with a nod, said:
"Hecker, i: r eckon if you take a notion you can r-ide out to
the gulch after you have had your dinner. You might help a
little. Just get Gregory and his man to come, too. I reckon
the stage-driver ls somewhere around. If you tell him about
it he'll certainly wa1,1t to come and lend his assistance. I
think that with two or thre of you we'll be able to corral the
Gulch Gang."
''Gulch Gang, eh?" and the cowboy looked surprised, for
neither Wild nor his partners had said anything about what
had happened to them before.
,
"Yes, that's right. But go ahead and get something to eat.
You have been without your breakfast and dinner long enough.
You'll find us somewhere, I think."
"All right, I'll be right on hand.''
Wild did not wait to say anything more.
He was really quite anxious about his sweetheart and the
Chinaman.
He quickly mounted Spitfire, and then rode away with
Charlie and Jim, who had already started.
Along the trail they rode at a smashing clip, and not until
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they entered the gulch and drew quite near to the rendezvous
of the road-agents did they slacken their speed any.
Then they gradually drew down to a walk, and in this way
went on until they thought ttiey were close enough to go
wit h the horses.
Dismounting, they left the animals standing and made their
way, cautiously, ahead, each holding a revolver in readiness
In case any of the villains should suddenly appear.
Not the least sign of any one couid they see, nor could
they hear a sound that would indicate that there was any
one wit):lin a mile of the place.
Reaching the big boulder near which the body of the stagecoach gi.:ard had been lying, they saw the blanket was still
there.
It was in a confused heap, and was torn and blackened
somewhat.
"I wonder ·what this means?" Jim D.art said, as he picked up
the blanket and looked a.t It.
"I can't imagine, Jim," Wild answered, shaking his head.
"I never took particular notice of the blanket before, so I
don't know whether it is the same as it was then or not."
.. Sorter lool,s as though it was on fire," Charlie observed.
"'Probably it was. But we won't try to find out anything
about it just now . We have got to look for Arietta and Hop."
Taey searched around, being careful to keep an eye In the
direction of the hidden entr.ance to the cave as they did so.
But they could not find the girl and the Chinaman, or their
horses, either.
There were so many hoof-prints on the trail that It was impossible to tell if they had gone past the place or not.
Finall y, Wild decided to go on a little fltl'ther, for it occurred to him that Arietta might have proceeded on, since he
knew pretty well that the Gulch Gang could easily have missed
seeing h er and the Chinaman ride past, for they were quite a
distance back under the grom1d.
Going back to their horses, the three mounted and then rod·e
along the trail untl! they came to the spot where they had
turned to make the short cnt with the cowboy.
When they had . made an examination of the ground they
flecame convinced that the missing two bad not gone in that
direction, since the only fresh hoof-prints were those made by
the cowboy's horse, and they were leading that way.
"Well, boys," our hero said, coolly, as he nodded to his
pa:rtners, ·'the only conclusion I can draw is that Arletta
and Hop have been captured by the villains. It is too bad, but
'
I can't help feeling that way. "
·'Let's go an' git 'em, then, Wild. Th ere ain't no use In
wattin' about It. The quicker we do it the sooner we'll have
a chance to git somethin' to eat," the scout said, resolutely.
·' All right, come on. "
Just then they beard the sounds made by horses coming
through the narrow place they bad used for a short cut to
r each the Half-way House when they accompanied the cowboy.
Young Wild West stood by his horse, a revolver in his hand,
and waited, while neither Charlie nor Jim said a word.
The next moment who should appear but Hop Wah.
He was riding his own horse and leading Arietta's, and appeared to be quite disturbed over something.
'"Hello, Hop!" the young cleadshot called out.
"Misler Wild!" the Chinaman exclaimed, delightedly. "Me
velly glad you comee. Missee Alietta gittee ketchee by um
bad Mell can men."
CHAPTER VII.
THE EXPLOSIO ' IN TIIE CAl"E.

Hop Wah cer.tainly did a very clever thing when he exploded
the fire cracker just as the two villains were getting the best
of Arletta.
When he seized the girl by the arm to lead her out of the
smoke toward the horses, he surely felt that he was ·going to
get her away from them.
But, unfortunately, he ran right into a rock that happened
to be in the way and was forced to let go of her to escape
falling to the ground.
Arietta gave an involuntary cry, and then DutC'h Perry, the
leader of the gang, sprang forward and caught her by the arm.
"Not so fast, gal," he hissed, angrily. " I clon't know what
in thunder it was that made that explosion, but, jest the same,
you ain't goin' to git away. Come back here.''
He lifted her bodily and carried her back behind some rocks,
and just then Jack Duncan, who had been badly frightened
by what had happened, r ushed to assist him.
''What was it, Du,tch?" he asked, e/citedly.
'"Never mind what it was. l 've got the gal. She must

have had a stick of dynamite somewhere an' she chucked it
on a rock. She'll tell all about it later on. But let's git her
Inside the cave. That's the thing to do now."
Hop heard all this, of course, and glad that his presence
had not been discovered, he crept on a short distance and then
arose . to his feet and ran swiftly to the horses.
But he bad no sooner reached the animals than he realized
•
his mistake.
He should have remained there and seen where the villains
took the girl.
But It was too late now, though he did creep back and look
around.
But when he got there, there was no one to be seen.
There lay the blanket In a h eap, just as he had thrown it
as the hig cracker exploded.
It was ,smoking, for the explosion bad set it on fire in a few
places.
But Hop did not care what happened to the blanket, so he
soon left it and then once more went back to the horses.
"Ley allee samee takee Missee Alietta in um cave, so be,"
he muttered, under his breath. "Me havee flndee. Me no
wantee go back now, so be. Maybe ley gottee Misler Wild
and his partners. Velly muchee bad. Me- no likee."
He waited for fully five minutes before he could decide
upon just what to do, and even then all he could do was to
make a search.
But he had marked well the spot where he had last seen
the two villains and the girl, and thinking it best to go on
past It with the ho rses, he did so, going slowly so as to net
make any unnecessary noise.
He continued on until he came to the narrow cut that had
been used by our hero and his partners when they went with
the cowboy to the Half-way House.
Hop did not know it was a short cut to the place.
He simply toolc it for a good hiding-place for the horses,
so he led them In for a few yards, and then sat down to
study the situation again.
The more be thought about it the more worried he beca21e.
Everything pointed to the fact that Wild and his partners
had fallen Into the hands of the Gulch Gang, and that being
the case, things were In a desperate strait.
"Me havee flndee, so be," he muttered, shaking his head,
decisively. "Me looke 'lound velly muchee."
He did look around, and it Is safe to say that be went past
the secret opening in the cliff at least half a dozen times
without observing It.
Luckily, none of the villains happened to be on the watch
just then, for If they bad been th ey might easily have taken
hlm by surprise and made him a prisoner.
Finally, Hop decided upon doi'ng exactly what Wild and Jim .
bad done when they found themselves completely balked.
He started to climb up to the top of the cliff.
When he finally got there he rested long enough to regain
his breath, and then crept to the edge and looked over.
It happened just-then that one of tne gang was outsicfe, lookIng up and down the trail.
Hop saw him and was much pleased when he did.
The villain soon satisfied himself that there was no one
about, and then he turned and walked back to the face of the
cliff and quickly disappeared.
Marking the spot well in his mind, Hop started to get down
again, for he now felt that he had found where Arietta had
been taken.
Instead of descending to the trail he found that he C'Oulcl get
around to the spot where ho had left the horses, and h ') accordin gly went that way.
It was a rocky s lope he had to f!,O down, and hefore ho got
thero it occurred to him thn,t he could have made belter time
·
by going the other way.
But he kept on going down, pi~klng his way over tbr rorks,
leaping over the openings he came tc, and finally reached the
horses. ·
Then he mounted his own, and. taking Arletta·s b.v the
bridle, started to ride out to the trail.
It was then that he came upon Wild and his partners, and
to say that he -was el~.tecl would hardly be expressing it.
Bnt tbe first thing he did was to te ll the111 what had happened.
Tl:!e roung deadshot and his partners were, of course, not
surprised at what Hop had said, for they bad alr.,ady surmised that the girl bad fallen into the hands of the Gukh
Ganf'..
' "'Hop,·· said Wild, taking him by t.he shoulder and looking
at him carefully, "where were yo u when Arietta was caught?"
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"Me tellee you, Misler Wild. Me tly velly hard to stoppee, I ness and soon reached the passage that ended in that part of
but me ~ do lat. Velly bad," and he shook his head, sadly. I the underground place that was occupied as a headquarters by
"Go on and tell us all about it, and be quick about it. Don't · the v!llainous band of road-agents.
make a long story of it, because we haven't the time to listen 1 When they got there, almost the first person they saw was
to it."
Arietta.
"Allee light," and then he quickly told all that had hapShe was sitting upon a chair, which was nearly in tbe center
pened, winding up by declaring that he knew where the en- of the rocky chamber, and standing and sitting about her
trance to the cave was .
were the members of the band.
"Ah!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "You found that
One man, however, stood close to the exit, a revolver in his
much out, eh?"
hand.
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me forgittee to tellee ' you lat
Arietta's face was rather pale in the dim light that suffused
before."
the cave.
.. Well, it ls not necessary for you to tell it, because we
But otherwise she seemed to be perfectly herself.
know. We were all in there."
"Well, gal," Dutch Perry said, just as onr two friends came
"You glttee Misler Charlie, so be?"
to a stop and lookecl in upon the scene, "I told yer you could
"Yes. Charlie was a prisoner in the cave and Jim and I have five minutes to make up your mind . The time is up.
went in and got him out without the villains knowing it. If Now, what's your answer?"
they haven't looked carefully they don't know he is missing
"I don't need to give an answer to your question," the girl
yet. "
retorted, boldly. "I have already told you that unless you
"Me wantee go in um cave and makee biggee bang, Misler give me my liberty right away you'll all be doomed to death."
Wild. Len you gittee Missee Ali et ta velly muchee quickee."
"That's only bluff, gal, an' I ain't goin' to bandy words
"All right. You come with me and fetch a rope with you. with you. You have been told that the only way to save your
I reckon I'll give you a chance to make a big bang, as you life is to agree to marry .Tack Duncan. He's gone an' fe ll
call it. Charlie, you ride back along the trail and meet those ! head-over-heels in love with yer, an' you oughter be proud
who are coming to help us. Jim, you hide somewhere right I to have sich a nice-lookin' man as he is for a husband. If
close to the entrance of the cave, but be careful not to show you don't agree to marry him we're goin' to chuck you over
yourself."
the precipice, which is mighty close by, thoug,1 you can't sec
'rhe scout . and Dart nodded, showing that they were ready it from here."
and willing to do as they were told.
"Do your worst, villains!" the girl cried, as she arose from
"If the gang happens to come running out you'll know what the chair and shook her hand, dramatically, at the leader.
to do, boys," the young deadshot added, with a nod of his head.
Wild was very much pleased to note that the girl had not
"Hop and I w,lll get down into the cave, and if you hear an been bound.
explosion you'll know that Hop is responsible for it."
Evidently, the villains thought it not necessary, because she
·· All right, Wild," Charlie answered, while Jim gave a nod. was one of the gentler sex.
Leaving their horses in charge of Charlie and Jim, Wild
Of course, they had taken her weapons from her when they
and Ifop walked along until they came to the place where they whisked her into the cave in such a sudden fashion.
Arietta had been frighten ed and confused when this hapcould climb to the top of the cliff.
OncEJ they got there they looked down, but could see nothing pened, but, true to her nature, she had quickly recovered and
of those they had left behind.
had listened to the villains as they talked and made threats
But Wild knew he could depend upon h is partners, so he as to what they intended to do.
soon Jed the way to the fissure through which he had deShe had been told that unless she gave her consent to bescended to the cave below.
come the wife of Duncan that she would be thrown over a
There was the rope tied about a big boulder, just as J im had precipice.
left it.
This was t~ ultimatum given her after a rather lengthy disWhen Hop saw it he gave a nod.
cussion between the members of the band.
"You no wantee 14! lope, Misler Wild," he said.
Then, 'as the leader had just said within the hearing of our
"Yes, I do. This one got cut by coming in contact with the hero and the Chinaman, she had been given fiye minutes to
sharp rock. We have got to look out and see that it don't render a final decision.
·happen to the other. Now, then, let me see the rope."
But the girl knew quite well that they did not intend to
Hop gave it to him, and he quickly tied it about the boulder throw her over a precipice.
.
They were simply trying to frighten her and force her to
so it would be secure.
''Now then, :flop," the boy said, coolly, "I am going down, give her consent.
and as soon as I pull twice upon th e rope I want you to come,
"I dare you to attempt to kill me!" she said, when she
too. Do you understand?"
"Me undelstandee, Misler Wild.,,
found that her attitude and manner had quite an effect upon
them. "I even dare you to lay hands on me again. I have
"'You have got a couple of big firecrackers with y ou, I sup- heard you say that the prisoner you had 'here escaped in some
pose?"
mysterious way. You know what that means, or you ought
··Yes, me gottee four. "
to know. He will surely find Young Wild West and come
"All right. You may have a chance to use one of them be- back. I haven't the least doubt but that they are somewhere
fore very long."
here now."
Hop nodded, and then Wild swung himself down into the
fissure and descended rapidly to the cave below.
"Don't you think anything like that, gal," Dutch Perry
He knew just how to get there now, so he lost no time, but spoke up, though the way he said it told plainly how uneasy
was very careful to keep the rope from chafing against the he felt about it.
'
sharp edges of rock.
"You know it yourself," the brave girl went on, shaking her
Once he got upon the solid ground below he gave the signal finger at him. "Cheyenne Charlie escaped from here, and
for Hop to come down.
you don't suppose he will forget how he got in. You are a
He was a little anxious about him, for he feared that the set of cowardly villains, and ,you will soon be caught dead to
rope mlght have chafed sufficiently to break.
rights."
But this did not happen, and the Chinaman landed safely.
Wild was quite thrilled by his sweetheart's word,s, but he
When Hop had it in his mind to create an explosion he In- did not become excited, and decided that now was the time
variably smoked a cigar.
to act.
This was to enable him to be ready at a moment's notice
He nodded to the Chinaman, who qi.Jicl;:ly produced a big
to touch off a fuse.
firecracker and lighted the fuse from the live coal at the end
He now calmly struck a match and lighted a cigar, puffing of bis cigar.
away just as though he meant to enjoy it.
Instead of permitting the Chinaman to hurl the cracker
Wild said nothing to this, for h e knew quite well that some into the cave, ·wild took it from him and tossed it across the
of the v!llains must be smoking, and they would not be apt open space, letting it fall under the table, directly behind
to smell the odor of the burning cigar.
two of the men.
·'Are you ready. Hop?" he whispered.
The sound as the cracker struck the rocky floor caused some
·· Yes, Misler Wild, me allee leddy, so be."
of them to turn and look behind them.
''Come on. then. There is no need of telling you to be
But they did not have a chance to see what it was, for at
mighty careful how you tread."
that moment it exploded with a report that reverberated
·· Me undelstandee, Mlsler Wild.,.
through the cavernous place, filling the cave with smoke a t
Then the young qeadshot led the way through the dark- • the same time.
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Wllrt started to rush in, intending to get his sweetheart by
the arm and hurry out of the cave with her.
But there was a heavy thud before he had taken t"ro strps,
and down crashed tons of earth and rock effectually blocking the opening.
'
This had been undoubtedly caused by the shock from the
explosion , and the yo ung deadshot and the clever Chinee had
been balked just as they were upon the threshold ofl success.

He dragged h r out into the cave rather roughly, and looking her squarely In the eyes, excl:.timed:
" Now ll1eu, miss, I want you to J-eep still, and clon't you
,]are to put up aTio! he1· fight. If you do you'll be sorry for
it. If you have got any more dynamite about you loo', out how
you handle it. You must suffer yonrself to be searched, fo r I
don't mean to take any further ris k."
The leader stepped forward and held the struggling girl,
while Duncan felt about her clothing where he might think
she woulcl have dynamite concealed if she had any in her
CHAPTER VIII.
possession.
ARIET'rA's PERIL.
But nothing was found, and, satisfied that it was all right
The villains in the cave were certainly an astoun ded lot now, he tm"ned lo his companion and said:
when the explosion rang out.
"Come, let's get around to the horses. Young Wild ·west
The rumbling of the fallen earth and rock added to tlJ.e , is in the cave somewhere, l~ut we'll outwit him yet. We'll
terror of the situation .
I ride out by the back way and take to the canyon and go on
Arletta alone understood what it all meant, for many times until we find a good place fer an ambush. They' ll follow us,
had Hop caused simllar explosions before.
of course, for Young Wild West is sharp enough to loo\, out
She kn ew that he was close at han d, and figured that Wlld for fresh tracks. Come on, Dutch."
must be with him.
Just then two of the men came hurrying into the cave from
Eut owing to the smoke and confusion, she failed to find a passage.
•
a way to get out, and as she groped about in an effort to do
They were followed by the r est of the gang, for none of
so she got Into a niche and found she could go no further. them had posse~sed the courage to run out into the gu lch, no
Meanwhile, quite a draught was blowing through the under- doubt rearing they would be shot down if they did so.
ground place, and the smoke rapidly cleared away.
They we,e &till badly frighten ed, but when Duncan exWhen the girl was able to see agai n, only two men were in plained to them that the girl had caused the explosion by
the cave.
throwing a stick of dynamite against the rocky wall, they
They were Dutch Perry, the leader, and Jack Duncan.
were considerably relieved.
,
'!;'he r est had either gone on out to the gu lch or had fled
"Bad work, though, Dutch,'' one of th<'m said, 's haking his
into one of the other rocky apartments.
head. "If I'd !mowed the gal had dynamite on her I sartlnly
·'What do you s'pose it was what done it?" Dutch Perry wouldn't hav e helped git her in here. "
a sked, as he stood looking at the pile of earth and rock that
"Never mind now. She ain't got no more, an' we know it,
had closed up the passage leading to the other pa~t of the so she can't cause any more danger. Con:e on. 'We're goin' to
cavern.
git the horses an' rlde out."
"I don't know any more than you do, Dutch," Duncan an"The best thing we kin do, I think.·•
swer ed, quite coolly, for he had quickly recovered himself
Out they weni, through a passage that was unknown to ou r
and was thinking very hard just then. "You know what hap- h ero and his partners, and by going around a few turns they
pened outside, don't you?"
came to th e back of the retreat, v:here the horses were.
"Yes. The girl must have had a small stick of dynamite or
The animals seemed to be very uneasy, for no dou!lt the
somethin' an' made the racket out there."
explosion had given them quite a fright.
''She may have had, and if she did, isn't it likely that she
Bui the villains partly pacified them, and soon had the
might have done this?"
saddles and bridles on.
"I was lookln' right at her at the time. I didn't see her
Then Duncan was the first to mount, and the leader and one
throw anythi~g."
of the other men quickly lifted Arietta upon his horse.
"That's all right, too. But you can rest assured that she
·'My pretty one," the gambler said, as he bent over close
caused the explosion. At first it upset me so much that I to the girl's face and looked fiercely at her, "if you know
couldn't think of how it happened. But now I begin to un- when ycu're well off you' ll be very quiet. I've made up my
derstand it. "
mind to tave you, and you'll either be my bride or I'll !t ill
"That's all right, Jack,'' and the leader shook bis h ead. you. Now, you can take your choice about It. Things are In
"But we h andled the gal putty rough when we brought her a desperate shape now, but I mean to pull out all right."
into the cave. It's a wonder the dynamite didn 't explode
The brave girl l<new she conld gain nothing by putting up
then, if she had any."
a fight, so she remained quite passive, all the while trusting
"Tha t Is easy enough to figure out. It is hardly likely that in her young lover to appear quickly and save her.
she wanted to kill herself. You can depend upon it that site
Out through the passage the villains r ode, soon reaching
had dynamite with her and that she caused it to explode right the narrow cut that Wild and his pa r tners had entered with
here just a little while ago. See what the r esult is. It has the cowboy in order to get to the Half-way H-cuse more
blocked up the opening so we'll have to go away around in c;,uickly.
order to get our horses."
Once there they turned and rode In single file until they
"Well, that's all right, as long as we kin glt 'em. I say reached the gulch.
we had better do it now, an' git away from here, 'cause it's
_Dutch Perry was the first to go o:;t, and he shot a quick
a sure th ing that the feller who got away is around some- glance al.oug the trail.
where. If th ey couldn't find the cave afore they sartinly
But no one was to be seen, and, with a nod of satisfaction, he
kln now, 'cause that big noise would most likely let 'em know exclaimed:
jest where we are."
"Corne on, boys, the way is clear!"
"All right. I agree with you that the best thing we can do
A,.,.ay th r y ,-.rent, the clatte'r of horses' hoofs sounding clear
is to seek other quarters. But we must not go without the anrl di:;tinct.
girl. You know she is my promised bride, ,and I am willing
But the villains knew they would surely be followed, and
to take any kind of risk to bind her. She certainly could not I if they kept on riding they might be ove rtaken.
h ave got outside. Some of the men ran that way, and she
Co-:iscouently, they wanted to r each some place where they
could not get past them."
cculd hide behind the rocks and shoot down th eir purauers
"We'll laolc for her,' then."
as they came along.
Arietta had strong hopes that they would leave the cave
They continued on for at least two mileR, and then Dutch
without coming to the niche.
Perry found just the place they were loo king for.
But she was disappointed, for Duncan had hardly taken three
"Here we are, boys! " he ca:led out, as be waved hi s haPd
steps when Ile saw her.
and slackened the speed of h!s h orse. ''Right here to the left
''Ah!" he exclaimed. "Here she is, Dutch !"
at the side of the trail is the place we're looking for.·•
Then he stepped forward and, reaching in, caught Arietta
The rest quickly brought their horses down to a walk and
by the arm.
follow ed the leader around among the rocka anrt boulde rs
''Wild! Wild!" shouted the girl, at the top of her voice. that were scattered thickly about close to the foot of the cliff.
"Save me!"
"Here we are, miss," Duncan said, with a sneering smile.
"All right, Et,'' came a cry frcm beyond the wall of rock. "I am beginning to think no" that it won't take very long
"Don't get frightened. We'll soon have you."
I to convince you bat you had better consent to be my wife.
The words startled the two villains greatly, but did not I I suppose you know we have a clergyn:an right here.··
have the effect of making Duncan release his grasp upon the l Arietta paled n.s the vlllain lifted he1: to the ground, for
girl's arm.
, .i.he feared that Wild might net cot:1e in time.
0
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But she resolved to stick It out bravely and, looking defiantly at him, she exclaimed:
"You miserable ruffian!
How dare you talk to me li ke
that! Don't you know that you are very near death now?
Young Wild West surely will shoot you the moment he gets
within range."
"Put it the other way, gal," spoke up Dutch Perry, with a
laugh. "Young Wild West will be shot jest as soon as he gits
in range. Can't you see that we've got things our own way
now? Any one who comes along kin be seen by us an' they
can't see us. Jest wait till that kid comes lookin' for yer.
You'll see hov, quiclc I'll pop him over."
Arietta knew there was a world of truth in what the man
said, but she did not falter, and forced a laugh and retorted:
"You think so. Perhaps you have the idea that because
Young Wild West is only a boy he will be foolish enough to
ride up and let you shoot him down. Don't you believe anything like that. He'll find a way to surprise you. He has
done such things many times before, and he won't fail now."
"That gal has sartinly got more courage than most men,
Jack," the leader said, with a shrug of the shoulders. "But
in my opinion, even If you make her marry you, you won't
never lead a happy life · with her. She's got too much spunk
for that. Why, I believe she would turn on yer an' put a knife
in yer if she got mad."
"She'H soon get over a]] that. You fellows just lceep a watch
an d we'll have the marriage ceremony performed right now.
After 1t is done she won't dare to oppose me a great deal.
Come here, Sneaky Dick . "
Perhaps the ugliest and dirtiest-looking rum.an .of the lot
step ped forward, a grin on his face.
·• Sneaky Dick," said Duncan, looking from Arietta to him
and nodding his head, "you used to be a preacher, didn't you?"
"That's right, Jack," was the reply. "I'm one yet, I s'pose,
though I ain't been follerfo• that profession in quite a few
years. Dut I reckon I kin perform a marriage ceremony all
right, an' it will be as bindin' an' lawful as if any one else
done Jt."
·
Arietta knew, of course, that this was a lie.
No such man as Sneaky Dick could possibly have been a
preacher at any time.
She knew, too, that the gambler was simply trying to have
a mock-marriage performed, no doubt thinking she would
regard it as binding.
Sneaky Dick seemed to regard it as a great joke, though
he kept looking over his shoulder as though he feared the
girl's friends might suddenly appear in the gulch.
"Keep a good watch, Dutch," Duncan said, as he gripped
the girl's arm tightly. "This Is going to be one of the most
remarkable weddings that ever took place anywhere. Go
ah ead, Sneaky. The bride le willing, though she is so badly
worked up that she might say she isn't. It maltes no difference whether she answers in tl).e affirmative or not. Proceed
with the ceremony,"
"Wait till I find my book," the villain answered, with a
lat;gh.
'rhen he felt through his pockets and produced an old
almanac.
"Here she ls!'' ho exclaimed, as he turned over the pages.
"Jlne right hands, an' I'll hurry the thing through with."
The gambler reached out to catch Arietta's right hand, but
he was not quick enough, and wrenching herself free from him
she seized the revolver that was hanging at his side and pulled
the trigger.
But the bullet simply went past his h ead, and before she
could fire another shot one of the villains had torn the weapon
fr om her grasp.
"Y,;>U vixen!" Duncan exclaimed, his face paling. "You
meant to kill me. When you're my wife I'll take It upon
myself to subdue you. Perhaps I wlll be compelled to beat
you a llttle. Some men do that to their wives, you know, when
they nre contrary,"
"Wild! Wild I·" Arietta shrieked, as she tried to tear herself
away · from the villains.
But a hand was quickly clapped over her mouth, and she
was pulled bnck behind n big rock.
"Come on, Jack," Sneaky Dick cailed out. "This I~ gittin'
to be kinder tiresome. I want to hurry this thing along. If
I'm goln' to marry you an' the gal, I want to do it right away,
'cnuee there'll be somethln' else gain' on afore long an' I'm
sartln of it, This yellin' she's been doin' Is bound to be heard
llY somebody."
Once ruore Arletta became comparatively cool.
~ I nearly got you that time, you fiend! " she said, flashing
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a glance of anger at the gambler. "Just wait until I get another chance."
"All right, my dear. We'll wait. But I har.dly think you'll
feel like killing your husband. Go ahead, Dick."
He had grasped the girl's right hand now, and while one
of the others hold her so she could not get away, Sneaky
Dick stepped forward , book in hand.
"Do you take this woman to be your lawful wife, Jack?" !l&
asked.
"I do," was the reply.
"Do you take this man to be your lawful husband?" he
said, nodding to Arletta.
For an answer the girl made a desperate struggle and,
breaking away from her captors momentarily, she struck the
bogus preacher full in the face with her clenched fist, sending him rolling against the rock.
"Thunder!" cried Sneaky Dick, .as he jumped back out of
the way. "I reckon I ain't no good as a parson. I give up the
job, Jack. You' ll have to lcok for somebody else to tie the
knot."
The girl was quickly subdued again and the gambler suddenly decided to wait a while.
.. This Is what I call a regular circus," observed Dutch
Perry, who seemed to be enjoying the trouble his friend
was having with the girl. ''If I was you I'd wait until I
found a real minister to do the job."
"Never mind, Dutch. Things are going to work out my
way, though, just the same. I suypose we may as well lie
low until Young Wild West and his pards show up. Then
after we have cleaned them out we'll ride over to the Halfway House and fix up things there. We may as well make a
thorough job of it, too. There are a few there who will probably put up a fight, but it won't talrn long to dean them out.
Then, for satisfaction, we'll burn the old house to the ground,
after taking all we can find in. the way of money and grub, and
strike out for somewhere else. That's the only way I can figure
it out now."
"I don't know about that," and the leader shook his head
and appeared to be thoughtful. "If we manage to clean out
Young Wild West an' his partners we kin go back to the cave.
There ain't nobody else as knows where it is."
"Yes, that's true enough. But it won't be a great while
before it ls discovered, for after doing what we propose, every
man within fifty or sixty miles of here will be looking for us.
The best thing we can do is to leave and go to some other
place."
"That does sound about right," Sneaky Dick observed, turnIng to the. leader.
"Maybe It does. All right, then," was the reply.
Arietta was feeling a trifle mere easy now.
She really felt that the worst of it was over, for she was
firmly convinced that it would not be very long before her
dashing young lover would come to her rescue.

CHAPTER IX.
THE GULCH OAXO IS LOCATED.

Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were keeping a sharp watch
outside in the gulch.
They waited patiently, and finally when the explosion rang
out they knew that W!ld and Hop were at work.
They held their rifles in readiness, expecting some of the
Gulch Gang to appear from the cave.
But none came, and after waiting a few minutes longer,
Cheyenne Charlie turned to his companion and said:
"Well, Jim, what do you think about it? Things ls putty
we]] mixed up, I reckon."
''They are, Charlie. I can't understand why the scoundrels
don't come running out, for Hop certainly caused ti.at exploslon."
"Well, Jim, there's more than one way of glttln' out of that
cave, that's sart!n. You know as well as I do that they don't
take the horses In or out from here. There's another way to
git in an' out, an' maybe they've gone out that way. But we'll
wait a little longer, an' most likely Wild an' Hop will show up
with Arietta.•·
They did wait for perhaps fifteen minutes and then suddenly they heard the clatter of hoofs.
Somebody was coming from the direction of the Half-way
House.
,
As they turned and looked in that direction they soon saw
Hecker, the cowboy, riding swiftly to the scene.
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Not far behind him came Zeb Holcomb, the driver of the
When he found his partners were th ere and that the Gulch
stagecoach, and Dan Gregory.
Gang had disappeared, taking Arietta with them, he was someThey rode on up to the waiting two, who had risen to their what disheartened.
feet now and were standing about fifty feet from the face of
Going to the hole he had found when first entering the cave,
the cliff, where the secret entrance of the cave was located. Wild called out, loudly:
"What was that big noise?" the. cowboy asked, as he reined
'"If you dig right here we'll be able to get out. It's blocked
in his broncho and looked at the two, eagerly.
up pretty well, lmt you may be able to do it."
"It came fro m Inside the cave," Jim answered, as he pointed
" Right you are, vVlld," Cheyenne Charlie answered , for he
to ward the cliff.
could hear the boy's voice quite plainly now.
"Yes, that's so. But who done it?"
He went over to the spot and began pulling aside the
"The Chinaman. He went there with Young Wild West to pieces of rock.
t ry and find the gil'l who was captur ed by the gang."
A.s they rolled downward the dirt follow ed , and he discov.. Let's go in an' find 'em, then."
ered that he was making pretty fast progress.
"That's it," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "We've got to
Jim and the others now lent their assistance, and the stones
take a risk, an' we might as well do it now as any other were sent roll!ng downward in a hurry.
time. Come on, Jim."
But the earth kept caving in very fast all the time, and
Dart was quite willing to do this, so he promptly followed they really were not making very fast progress, after all.
the scout to the cliff, the other dismounting and hastening
But presently there came a lull in the descent of the deafter them.
bris, and then, after another piece ·of rock was removed, an
Charlie had no difficulty in discovering the entrance now, opening was disclosed.
i,nd fearlessly he pushed his way into the passage.
Young Wild West was waiting for the opportunity, and he
But they went on through without seeing any one, ·and quickly drew himi;:elf up and crawled th r ough.
presently they found t hemselves looking into the cave, which
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop Wah shouted, and then he followed
was now deserted.
him.
"Jim, I r.eckon there ain't no one here," the scout said, as
Having found the way the villains took when they left the
he stepped inside and looked around. "They've vamoosed underground retreat, they quicl,ly decided that it would be
\he ranch, as sure as guns!'
·
well to divide into two parties, one to go that way and the
"Nothing surprising in that, Charlie. But where are Wild others to go back to the gulch.
and Hop?"
"Charlie," he said, turning to the scout, "you and the driver
"Hello! hello!" came a call that sounded muffled and un- will come with me. The rest can go outside and remain tbere
natural.
until we get back. The first thing to do Is to find out whether
1
"Who's that?" Charlie shouted in reply, as he looked around or not Dutch Perry and his gang took to the gulch again.
in an endeavor to catch the direction the call came from.
We ought to be able to find that out quickly enough, for in
"Here we are, Charlie! We are walled in in the cave and some places the prints of the horses' hoofs must certainly
can't find a means of getting out."
show."
"Is that you, Wild?" Jim cried, excitedly,
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, while Zeb Hal·
"Yes. Did you see anything of the Gulch Gang? I fear comb nodded his head to show that he was quite willing to
they have got away with Arietta."
anything,
"We haven't seen any of them, Wild. "
"Come on, then. The rest of you go on out and wait there."
"Well, they have got away, then. Try and get us out of here.
The three quickly went on through th e passage, and then
That big fire cracker Hop set off to frighten the scoundrels has Jim Dart nodded to the others ·and they all left by the narcaused no end of trouble for us. There has been a cave-in at row way up the gulch.
two. different places, and we find ourselves caught In a rocky
apartment of solid ro ck that Isn't more than twenty feet
"What did you do in there, heathen?" Hecker, the cowboy,
square. As far as we can see there Is no way of getting out asked, looking curiously at the Chinaman.
.
at all."
"Me makee biggee fireclacker go bang, so be," was the
What the young deadshot said was quite true.
reply.
When he found he was baffled in the attempt to rescue his
"Firecraclter, eh? Where did you happen to git hokl of a
sweetheart it never once occurred to him that any further firecracker?"
damage had been wrought by the explosion.
''Me makee. Me vel!y smartee Chinee."
Quickly recovering from the surprise the sudden cave-in
"A smart Chi nee, eh? Well, that's kinder funny, ain't it?"
had caused, he turned to Hop and told him to come on, hop"You no believee me rnakee flreclackers, so be?" Hop as,tecl,
ing to get out by another way.
a grin showing on his fac.
But it was only to find the passage blocked at the other end,
" Not till I was to see you do It, I wouldn 't."
for the shock had caused the ground to settle and the result
"Allee light, me showee you. ]'.{Isler Jim, you no care?''
was that a pile of broken rocks had .wedged the opening so
"Go ahead and show him, Hop. I reckon I can ke ep a
th ere was no possible chance of breaking through it.
watch here until Wild gets back.,.
Exasperated and eager to get out, the young deadshot struck
Dan Gregory, the keeper of the Half-way Honse, h1cl no t
a match and started to make a search of the place. ·
said a word, but it was quite evident by his manner that he
Seeing this, Hop . was not long in producing a piece of d_ld no~ thin le ~:n uch of the cowboy for starting such a discuscandle, which was lighted, and then they cou ld see very well. s1on with Hop.
The sudden cave-in had caused it to become very dark in 1· However, he showed no little interest when th e clever Chinee
the cave but with the aid of the candle-light they were able I producecl a small roll of thin paper from h!s pocket and bega n
to make ' a thorough examination of it.
tearing off several rather small pieces from it.
But they soon became convinced that there were no means
With Jim, he kept a watch, but he took pains to observe
of getting out.
what the Chinaman was doing at the same time.
The candle was placed upon the ground, and then, after
The cowboy squa!ted near the. clever Chinec, and presantly
thinking a moment the boy nodded to his companion and when Hop produceu an old-fashwnod powder-hon1 that consaid:
'
tained gunpowder, ho grew very mt\Ch iutcrestcd.
"Just as we thought everything was all right the ground
"M~ybe you kin do it," he said,_ as the Chinaman pour::id a
caved in and stopped us, It's too bad but don't think of quantity of th e powder upon a piece of paper.
giving up yet. Chariie and Jim will iurely come into tho
"Me showee you velly mucllee qui_ckee,'' was the r ep_l y. .
cave aiter they find things aro quiet. There's one thing
Then Hop made a fuse of ~h~ thm paper, an~ placrng it so
certain about it, the villains didn't go out Into the gulch. he could r oll the paper contammg the powder tightly, be proWe would have heard some shooting if they had done that. ceedcd to do so.
They've gone some other way, no doubt vacating the cave
Piece after piece he wound around it, and when he had a
for good."
dozen or more tightly rolled he 11roduced some string ai:id
The Chinaman nodded, for he was quite ready to agree with wound tbat around it, tying it securely.
anything the boy said .
Then h e used more paper and some more string, and in
"We'll wait a reasonable length of time, and then i! no , less than five minutes from the time h e had begun he had
one comes we'll have to cause another explosion and make an manufactured the firecracker.
opening somewhere."
·' That thing don't Joolc as though it would amount to much, "
After what seemed to be a very long time, th ey heard sounds the cowboy said, shaking his h c1d. "I don 't believe il would
tn the adjoining cave.
light."
Then Wild quickly arose to his feet and called out.
·' Allee light, me showee you."
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"'Well, Charlie," he said, "I r eckon we can fix It now all
Hop was quite willing to do anything, and producing a match
right. We'll go back and then I want you to fetch all hands
he struck it quickly and touched the flame to the fuse.
There was a sharp hiss, and then be made out that be was up here and work your way along until you are directly opposite the gang. When you have done that I'll r ide down t he,
going to hurl the cracker away from him.
But instead of doing so he dropped it right behind the cow- canyon and save Arietta. If they try to prevent me you can
boy.
open fire on them. But if they don't, I want. them taken
alive."
Bang!
Qaite a loud report sounded, and Hecker let out a yell and
leaped about three feet into the air.
CHAPTER X.
"Hop," cried Jim, angrily, '· what did you do that for?
CLEANING UP THE a.A.No.
1
Wild will surely think that something has happened."
Wild and the scout lingered a couple of minutes longer, and
"Me forgittee, Misler Jim," the Chinaman answered, for
he knew that he had made a mistake in setting the cracker off. managed to catch another glimpse of the vi11ains, who seemed
But it happen ed that Wild, Charlie and the driver were al- to be acting rather nervously behind t he rocks wher e they
had taken refuge,
ready returning.
There was a smile on the handsome face of th e dashing
They came back a little faster than they might have done,
how ever, and when th ey saw the cowboy standing there in a young deadshot as he hurried back along the top of t he cliffs.'
He was pretty confident that even though she was in the
very sheepish manner, they hurried to the spot, wondering
hands of the v11lainous gang, his fair sweetheart would not
·
what it was all about.
"Wild," said Jim, "Hop has been up to some of his foolish- be harmed.
Being well aware how brave she was, he did not have to
ness again. It seems that Hecker doubted his ability to malrn
a firecracker, so he hurriedly made one and then set it off for worry about the fears she might have.
The two found Jim and the rest waiting patiently fo r them.
his benefit. I rather think he Is satisfied now, for, if 'l am not
The moment Wild was near enough for Jim to see the exmistaken, he got the full benefit when the cracker exploded."
" Hop, I wa:::it you to stop this nonsense. You ought to know pression on his face, the latter gave a nod of satisfaction, and
exclaimed:
better than to do anything like that.·•
"You have found them, WiJd?"
'"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me velly solly, But um cowboy
"That's right, Jim," was the rep ly, " and I have settled
allee samee velly rnuchee foolee, ea be. He no likee me. Me
showee him somethling some timee. When you flndee Mlssee upon a plan of action ."
"Al! right. J ust tell us and we' ll get right at them."
Alletta we go back to um house and Jen me havee l!llee fun."
"All r ight. I want yo u all to come with Charlie to the top
"It's time enough to think about having fun after we have
saved Arietta and round ed up the gang. Now, no more of of the cliff and then follow him until he teJls you t o stop. I
am going to ride through the canyon so I can save Arietta.
this."
"How did you make out, Wild?" Jim asked, changing the without letting her be in danger of getting shot. Of cour se,
If we wanted to open fire upon the scoundrels we could do so
subject.
"We discovered that the rascals took to the gulch below from the top of the cliff. But she might be hit, and that ts
here. They carpe out through the narrow cut that Hecker something we don't want to happen, of course."
'"But, Wild," and DP.rt looked r ather surprised, "won't
took us through after we met him here some time ago."
"Then we have got to get our horses and go on after them, you be takmg a fea r fu l risk'?"
"I don't k now about that, Jim. They'll see me coming, and
I suppose?"
'"That's it, exactly. Dut you can rest assured that they probably they might take a notion to capture me instead of
haven't gone very far. There arc too many places where they sheeting me. Anyhow, I'll be watching for them, and If I
might form an ambush, and that's just what they would be ·sec one of them show his head I'll pop h im over before he
gets a chance to shoot. Knowing just exactly where they
likely to do. We have got to be very cautious."
The young deadshot hastened to get his horse and, mounting, are, it won't be half as dangerous as you may think."
The young deadsl;lot now stood by his horse and coolly
he rode out upon the trail and waited for the others.
waited until his companions had ascended t o the t op of ihe '
It was not long before they were all in the saddle.
Hop had seen to it that Arletta's horse was taken car e cliff.
Hop was going with them, too, but he called him baclc to
of, and he now took the animal by the bridle and rode along
take care of the horses.
after the party as they started down tne canyon.
.. Allee light, Misler Wild. Me do whattee you say."
They kept pn for perhaps half a mile, and then our hero,
Wild knew he would, so he said n o mo r e.
who, though not a little worr!efl, was keeping his eyes open
He Y:aited for fully ten minutes, for he wanted ·to give the
and looking about carefully, came to a halt.
"If we ride on much further the chances are we'll h ear other:J a chance to get directly opposite the hiding-p lace of
1
bullets humming about our ears before we know it,,. he said. the gang.
Then he coolly mounted the sorrel stallion, and pa tti ng him
"The thing to do now is to get to the top of the cliff up there
and try and find where the gang is located. I am confident on the neck, raid :
"Now then, Spitfire, I recl~rn you're apt to hear some 1
that they haveu't gone a great deal further. They wouldn't
want to run the risk of a long chase. But two of us will be bullets whizzing about you. If you do It won't be t he first
enough to do the spying. Charlie, you come with me. T he time. We are going to make a clash to save Arietta."
The animal seemed to understand for he gave a low whinny ,
rest will stay here until we return."
,
Without saying anything furth er, the boy quickly dis- and stamped upon the rocky ground.
The young d.eadshot looked around and found that Hop had
mounted.
Charlie cEd likewise, and then followed him over the shoal seated himself upon a rock near the Olher horsrn and then he
,
started away keeping Spitfire at a walk.
creek to the other side of the canyon.
He followed the traU along looking occasionally to the top ,
There was a good chance to climb to the top right here, and
of the cliffs on the other side.
Wild had noticed it befcre he had come to a halt.
But he could see nothing of his partners and the others
Up they made their way and when they finally reached
th e uneven ground above th y lost no time In moving along who were wlth them.
On he went at a walk until he knew he could not be more I
in a directicn that was parallel with the canyon.
For a quarter of a mile they continued on their way, and j than a hundred yards from the spot where Ile had seen his
th en they sudd enly saw a man standing behind a rock some . sweetheart and the outlaws.
'l hen he came to a halt and listened.
'j
·
little distance away.
At that moa; ent a sci ea::u sounded, ancl he instantly recogThey quickly drew back so they would not be observed and
I n!zcd it ar; comin;:; from Arletta.
then watched.
In less than a minute they saw twJ or three othon movin;; 1 "Here we go, Spitfire!,. he exclaimetl, his eyes flas hing,
1 and tb.en, revolver in hand, he rode swiaJy down 1.112 gulch.
occasionally.
·'There they are, Wild,"' the scout said. "They've got a ! At that very moment Arietta was struggling to get away1
mighty fine place there to ketch us if we wa3 to be fools from Jack Duncan, who had taken a notion to tie her t1ands,
. he no lloubt thinking she was grtting to be dangerous.
enough to ride along. Hello! There's Arietta!"
I
As the clatter of hoofs sounded she became despe:·c.~e. and
Sure enough, they got a giimpse of the girl just then as
she attemp~ed to run away froJ..:J lhe scoundrels who were hold- succeeded in getting free from him .
Instead of tr ying to t:-enk through the men who were fl~a n dlng her behind a big rock.
Young Wild West haH raised !:is ri!l.e, !Jut quic'..Jy lcwered ing there to catch her, she lt:aped for the big rock ant.1 sueceeded in getting upon it.
it again.
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"Wild! Wild! Help! help!" she shouted, at the top of h er
voice.
Then she gave a scream of joy, for riding swiftly toward her
she saw her dashing young lover.
"Take it easy, Et!" he shouted, and then realizing that
some one was coming after the girl, the vllla!ns ran forward
to catch her and drag her back.
Wild knew it would be a risky ride, for the Gulch Gang
was surely waiting for him.
"Get ready, Et!" he shouted, as he saw her on the big
ro ck.
. The v1llains were amazed at the daring exploit of the boy,
and before they scarcely real!zed it he had caught the girl in
his arms and pulled her upon the horse with him.
"Don't shoot!" shouted Dutch Perry, as he saw one of them
level a revolver. "We'll take him alive!"
Then out he rushed to seize the sorrel by the bridle.
Crang!
The sharp report of a rifle rang out from the cliffs n.t the
other side, and Dutch Perry staggered back and fell to the
ground, dead.
.
"Hands up, you scoundrels!" Wild shouted, as he quickly
pulled a gun and leveled it at them, at the same ti:ne pulling
Ws horse around so he faced them.
" Shcot him!" Sneaky Dick shouted, for he seeme:i to feel
as though he should take the place of the fallen lender.
"Up with your hands!" again came the command, for the
young deadshot had now succeeded In maldng the sorrel stand
perfectly still.
But instead of obeying him they all tried to seek the shelter
of the rocks.
But there was small chance for them to do this now, since
he could see over the obstructions quite well.
One of the v1llains crept arounu a boulder and was almost
bebind him when-Crack!
Another report sounded from the cllfl at tho other side, and
he rolled over and lay still.
For the first time Duncan realized whore the shooting came
from.
Then he no longer seemed to care about his companions,
or the girl, either.
He crawled quickly along behind the roclrn, and seeing an
opening right near where the horses of the gang were huddied, he hurried through and quickly roached them.
Meanwhile, tho rest of the gang, now terrified and completely subdued, threw up their hands and arose to their feet,
standing like statues.
"Et," Wild said, In bis cobl ancl easy way, "I reckon it was
hardly necessary for me to take you on the horse with me.
Just get down and relfeve those fellows of their hardwar e.
This ls what I call a pretty good piece of work, ufter all."
The boy had failed to notice tho nrcb-villa!n of the gang
as he crept away, but just then tho clutter ot hoofs sonnded
and be turned and saw him riding swiftly up the gulch.
.. Stay right where you are, Et!" ho called out, "and keep
a watch on these fellows. eharlfe anu Jim 11 re at tho top
of the cliff, and l! they dare lower their hands they'll drop
them. I. a.m going to got Duncan."
"Catch him, Wild! Tako him nl!vef" tho glrl shouted.
,, He ls the worst seoundrel ot the lot, He used mo roughly
and Insulted me Pon't let him get aw
..
That wa.s quit~ enough tor the dashin~\,oung detidshot.
He looked uvward and rmw that thoso ab e 1 d th 1 !fl 0.
leveled a.t the gani; ~nd thou !mowing hla ~~e:fhea t r ;8 1~
right h 6 rode ~w!ftly after tho fugitives
r w a
Th~ gambler turned In the saddle and ~aw him coming,
and then he urged bis steed to a ·fa ter pace
It was 11. pretty fair horse he was sr!d!ng bU
h
h
he was being rapidly gained upen he grew desper!tee~n/ a5aw
e olv 6 r
rew
I\ r v
'
He fired a shot, but tho bu!lot tell short,
Around a bend In the trail went Duncan, dlsavpearlng fer
A lihort time, )rnt only to find his pursuer nearer to him a
11ootmd Of two later,
Again be raised his revolver and fired,
'rhls time the bullet whizzed a few feet ever the head of
the young deadsbot,
"Yeu try that a.gain, yeu aeeundrel, and I'll break an arm
toi' you," Wild shouted, as he made I\ threatening move with
b.!s rifle, while he held the bridle-rein between his clenched
teeth,
vent to de-

c!rs~~~~t:::t!;iir;n~:d~esperauon, gave

a

I

It was getting dangerous now, for this time the bullet
narrowly missed the boy.
He 11laced the butt of the rifle to his shoulder now, and
shutting his left eye, glanced along th e barrel.
Duncan saw it, but it did not deter him from trying to take
another shot.
Up went his gun, and just as it did so, Wild pulled the
trigger.
C1ang!
The weapan flew from the villain's hand, and elated at his
successful shot, our hero gave a shout of exullation .
It happened that the gambler had no other gun, so he was
now virtually at the boy's mercy.
But he did not give in.
On he went, the animal h e was riding doing its best and
kicking up a cloud of dust at every leap .
But nearer and nearer Wild came to him, and just as they
neared the spot where the hold-up had occurred that day
the boy got close enough to him to use bis rifle.
He bad already drop ped th e revolver into the holster at
his side, and was swinging the rope, r eady to Jasso the horse.
Duncan turned and saw him just as he let go the rope.
The villain managed to dodge it, but the rope fell over the
n eck of the horse, and the next thing he knew he was sprawling upon the ground, while the horse Jay n ear him, kicking
and struggling to rise.
'"Wrll, you s11eaking coyote," the young rleadshot said, as he
leaped down and ran up to him, "I reckon you gave me quite
a chase. It was a risky rid e I took when I went galloping
strr.ight fer the p 1acc ancl you were waiting with your gang, but
I knew it would b~ all right, for such villains as you ar e are
not used to seeing things done in that wuy. While you came
near hitting me a couple of times, you failed to do it, so
a miss is as gocd as a mile. Now, then, are you going to surr ender a nd go with me peaceably, or mnst I go to the trouble
of knoc king you senseless and then lifting you to the back of
your horse?"
"I surrender, Young Wild West. You have· got me, so go
ahead and finish the job."
"That's all right. You get up and mount your horse."
The villain wan not long in obeying.
Wild knew that be had no chance of getting away, so he
coolly mounted his sorrel stalllon and then rode with him
untll they reached thoee in wai ting.
Duncc.n saw the survivors of the &ang sitting upon the
bacl,s of their hor£cs, their bands tied behind their backs, and
he shook his bead, sadly.
"It's all up with us, boys,!' he said. "But it tool, Young
Wild West_ to do .tt."
Tho bodies of tr.e two who bad been ~hot were tle:i upon
thei r own horses, o.nd then the party was not long in r eachIng their destlnayon.
.
Tho old stagecoach was still there, and the two passengers
were !rnvat!ently wafting to be taken 011 to Dry Creek Station.
When Anna and Eloise saw them all riding back they uttared shouts of joy and ran to meet Arietta, whom they embraced warmly, laughing and crylng by turna as they did so.
"Well, I never!" exclaimed Gregory's w!fo, when she saw
the i;rlsonors brought up to tho door of tbs house. "Is this
th :: G~lc.~ Gc.ng, I?,an?"
,
,.
.
I I eckon It is, ' wa~ the rep .y,
They helcl up the stage.
coc.ch this mornln a.n shot pcor Tom Jinks. But I reckon
they'll ~~v.er s~oot a.n otber 1~an, or bold up another stage.
coach. l wo ot em le dead, an the rest oughtor be nfore this,
But Young Wild i.vost i,;ays thor n1n't to be !ranged, an' I
r eckon he's runnin' thls hero ploco o! business."
Nono of .tho rest lna:stcd upon n lyn~hlng, und tho result
was that "b en tho otnr,;ecoach finally d1ovo off a little later,
the prisonora, securely bound, wont with It, wbflc tho cowboy
nnd tho two pnBsenrters lrntit i;;unra ever them until they
reached Dry Oroolt StuUon,
Our friendfl tll"l lvod thero tho 1~0:tt 11ny 11mt knrned tho.t h 1
spite ot th o rnot thn t tho can,: hn.d bMn turned over to the
Juat!oe or tho pc11.ce, a crowd hnd brolcen open the jail nnd
d-enlt wftb them aummarlly, thus wiping out tho Guieb Gang
forever
That '1a all there js te wrlte l.\bont "Young WIid West's Rls\cy
Ride or A.riott~ and the Gulch On.ng."
' •
Next; week's lasue will eontaln ''YOUNG WILD WEST'S
BUCKSKIN B.AND; OR, THiil SHERIFF'S BIG MIST AKE.~
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CURRENT NEWS
years old and she was twenty they were married according
to the old custom prevailing among the slaves in ante-bellum days. The bridesmaid and the best man held a broom
handle and Griffin and the girl jumped over it, at the same
time saying : "We are now man and wife."
The couple have nine children in various parts of the
Jules Vedrines expects his machine to accomplish a
country.
speed of 195 kilometres ( about 121 miles) an hour in the
race for the international aviation cup at Chicago in September. He is credited with this statement in an interThe next big railroad project of the Harriman system
view given before his departure for America.
is a 30,000-foot tunnel in the Sierra Nevada ]\fountains:
This is part of the program of track improvement under
After $15,000 :1ad been spent on a 160 horse-power way between San Francisco and Omaha. Chairman Robaeroplane, designed to be the fastest and most powerful in ert S. Lovett said that the tunnel would be at a point
the world, De Lloyd Thompson, train ed by the Aero Club between Blue Canyon and Truckee. This tunnel will be
of America to fly in the Nieuport speedster as the Amer- the longest on the continent. Mr. Lovett intimated the
ican defender of the Gordon-Bennett trophy in Chicago on cost would be in excess of $10,000,000. Trains propelled
September 9, refused to drive the machine. "I'm not by electric power will have to be used in the bore. The
crazy," said Thompson. "I am willing to defend the title object of the tunnel is to cut out about 1,000,000 feet
for America, but the machine provided is so designed that of track on the present mountain grades. It is to be for
it would be foolish to by to drive it at any speed, let alone a single track, double tracks running up to its east and
100 miles an hour."
west portals.

J. D. Ashley flc-.v from Hendon, England, to Hardelot,
near Boulogne, France, in three hours and five minutes
August 28. He carried 11liss Mary Davis as a passenger in
his biplane.

The Chinese Government is endeavoring to hush up the
mutiny of 8,000 troops at Tung-Chou, according to a dispa tch from Peking, but the authorities have taken military
precautions to protect all the roads leading to the capital.
The mutineers, the dispatch adds, have defied the imperial
troops sent agaimt them. They have seized the road leading from Tung-Chou to Peking, and are looting the adjacent villages. Tung-Chou is an important entrepot in the
tea trade behrnen Tien-Tsin and Kalgan. It is situated
on the right bank o.f the Shaho, twenty miles east of
l'cking.

Miss "Cy" \Voodman, of Bay Shore, Long Island, N. Y.,
globe trotter, lecturer and newspaper correspondent, left
this city on a motorcycle for the Pacific Coast. Miss Woodman went t o Couey I sland to dip her rear wheel in the
brine of the Atlantic, and then, with an escort of motorcycle police, began her long trip. She will follow a route
mapped out by the Touring Club of America, making her
way northwesterly to Chicago, Cheyenne and then to San
Francisco. She will go entirely unattended and will make
her own repairs. ' She will lecture and sell postcards on the
way, auc1 will be, she expects, about fifty days in the saddle.
She will be entertained in the various cities through which
De (:)Tted and an outcast from her tribe, Melissa Hous- she will pass by members of the Motor Cycle Club of
ton, a full-blood K iowa, once the popular Indian wife of America.
Gener.al Sam Houston, first president of the Republic of
T exas, has been left alone to die of hunger and neglect in
The steamer Nantucket, of the Merchants and Miners'
her weather-beaten tepee, three miles from Andarko, Okla. Line, which arrived at Baltimore, Md., the other day,
.According to the best authority, Mrs. Houston is 155 years from Boston, lies at the bottom of the harbor, just across
old. She is toothless, blind and a pitiful sight as she sits the stream from the company's docks. Fire started in the
in her lonesome tepee. It has long been a custom of the vessel, ancl spread rapidly. An hour later the oteamer
Kiowa and Comanche Indians to abandon their old men turned turtle, and went clown in sight of thousands of
and women to fate and allow them to die by' degrees. Me- excited spectators on the piers. It was feared many lives
lissa Houston h~s not escaped the common fate.
hacl been lost, but it is now certain that oi;tly one man,
James Rotton, perished. He had been ashore, but went
A negro w110 says he is 108 years old and a negro woman back to get some money left in his stateroom. .About forty
78 years ·old got a marrii1ge license in Paterson, N. J., Aug. firemen and members of the crew who had been :fighting
28. The man is Timothy Griffin and the woman Lucy the flames from .the deck, narrowly missed death as the
Blackwell. They have been living together, they said, as steamer turned suddenly over and sank, amid a cloud of
man and wife for fifty-eight years. Griffin told Register steam. They clung to the masts, stanchions, and parts of
Call tbat he was born in Ashley County, Va., in 1804, and the rigging, as the plunge was made. All were rescued by
that his father was Samuel GTiffin, who took his name fire and police boats. The steamer was comparatively new,
from the owner of the plantation where the father worked and valued at $450,000. She lies in the mud off Locust
as a slave. Griffin declared he gnrl the woman were slaves Point, with only a portion of her deckhouse and spars
on the same plantation. Ile said that when he was fifty above the water lin.
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THE SUNKEN FLEET
OR,

WORKING FOR MILLIONS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IL ( Continucc1)
There was no occasion for such rrughty haste apparently,
yet every one seemed to be equally in a hurry.
Behind Tom came a host of men and boys, all running
as though their lives depended upon their speed-the
young man had simply got alrnad of the rest of the crowd.
Oh, no, there was no :fire; th ere neither had been nor
was there about to be any terrible catastrophe.
It was only a ferry-boat coming in-noth1ng more, and
each and every male passenger was trying for all he was
worth to get ahead of each and every .other male passen~
ger, after a custom which has existed in New York time
out of mind.
Now, upon this particular occasion Tom Hunter came
out of the gate ahead of all the rest.
This was a time-honored custom of Tom Hunter's. He
usually managed to come out ahead somehow in wnatever
he undertook to do.
And at this point in the story let us take the reader into
our confidence and state that Tom Hunter is our hero,
but please don't ask us to describe him, for writing long
descriptions of . our heroes is something we particularly
dislike.
Briefly the qoy measured five feet nine in his stockings,
and weighed 144¾ pounds.
He was not handsome, on the contrary his face was
freckled and rather homely, owing to hair of a reddish
tinge and a decidedly tum-up nose.
Nevertheless that face was a frank a,nd manly one; red
heads are usually enterprising, but hot-tempered, as every
·
one knows.
Tom had been taught to control his temper and give full
swing to the spirit of enterprise.
His very walk showed. that as he thru st his hands deep
in his overcoat :i;iockcts and whcelerl around the corner of
Tompkins street in the very teeth of Lhe cutting wind.
On to Fourth · street, and then came a halt before the
door of an old and apparently deserted foundry close down
by the water's edge. The windmvs were broken, the big
doors bad a bar nailed across them, and even the walls
showed signs of decay.
Yet improbable as it seemed that the boy could be employed in such a place Tom Hunter knocked boldly upon
the office door.
After some delay footst eps were beard within, and the
door was cautiously opened by a gigantic darky with blinking eyes and a face several shades darker than the typical
ace of spades.

"Hello, Ed! Has my father arrived?"
"Golly, yes, 1\las'r 1'om . De boss's arrove 'cause he
never went away; workecl here de hull blessed night."
"I thought as much. How arc things progressing, Ed?"
"Specs' mighty lively, Mas'r Torn. Noise enouf to inake
a feller deef in one car an' to bust de bass drum of
t'oi.hcr. Hark! Don't you hear 'cm at it now?"
By this time the cloor had closed behind 1'om Hunter,
and preceding his sable companion out into the foundry,
which indeed proved to be empty and deserted, he raised
a trap-door set in the floor and descended a ladder to
what hnd once been the casting room. On one side tbi.s was
below the level of the street, but on the other it opened
directly at the water's edge.
Now there was no desertion here. On the contrary all
was life and action.
Blocked up upon in1mense stanchions in the center of
the inclosnre stood the most curious craft imaginable, extending from the foundation wall of the building on the
one hand to two wide doors on the other, which evidently
opcnccl directly upon the river front, a distance of fully
sixty feet .
It ,rn_s an iron-clad vessel of some sort evidently-the
metallic ring of the hammers of several workmen gathered
at the end nearest the rloor testified to that.
Nevertheless, it difTcrecl materially in appearance from
any of the numerous iron-clad experiments which were
so freely turned out at the clo8C of th e late war.
Its shape was that of a huge cigar, or rather a cheroot,
bulging in the middle, tapering to a point at both ends.
Like the cigar again, its sides, top and bottom were
smooth and rounding, being formed of semi-spherical
plates of solid steel, firmly riYetl'd to a steel framework
within.
There were no maFts nor place for mast;:, nor smokestack nor at.her· ip.clication that this oclcl craft was to be
prope ll ed by steam.
Indeed, the only projections of any sort were the screw
and rudder, and a 'Small turret provided with windows of
thick plate glass.
Behind these windows, hending over the wheel, stood
a man somewhat beyond the prime o.f life, whose features
seen in the strong glare of light which f11led the inclosure
left no doubt of his relationship to Tom Hunter, who
now ran nimbly up a lander :mcl entering the turret
through a panel into which the gln~s had not yet been
placed, stood by his side .
"Hello, pop! You are hard at it?"
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"Ah, Tom! Is it you?" exclaimed Captain. Matt Ilun- as Coney Island and back again had been sucessfully
ter, looking up from his work at the approach of his. son. ma<lc.
Then the 1crrick seized her an<l drew her back into
"Of course it is. I hardly slept a wink last night, looking forward to onr trial trip. Ed tells me that you've the seclusion of the casting room.
That night Captain Hunter slept in his Brooklyn home
been working all night. You'll use yourself all up if you
for the first time in many months.
keep on doing that."
"She's a grand Ruccess-she's immense, Thomas!" he
"I shan't do it again, Tom, but as the end of our work
"This clay week we start for 1Yashington unexclaimed.
got
I've
dollar
EYery
anxious.
naturally
am
I
approaches
My boy, our fortune's made!"
water.
der
in the world is invested in the Cyclops. If she should
it looked so.
indeed
And
prove a failure I'm a ruined man."
success the government had promised Gapof
event
In
"But she won't prove a failure, father. She can't."
Hunter an enormous sum for his invention.
"It won't do to be too certain of that, my son, though tain
as Tom hrid yet to learn, in dealing with goYernBut,
I hope and believe, of course, that you are right. Long
there's many a slip betwixt cup and lip.
officials
ment
before the war my brother Jack and I used to talk over
nine o'clock on a certain day about a week
at
Promptly
our plans for building a sub-marine craft, but we never
opening of our story the big doors of the
the
than
later
hoped to be able to put them in practice. Jack went over
again swung open, and the Cyclops
room
casting
old
to the South, and I haven't seen him in four years. Now
unnoticed, to return to her birth~
waves
the
beneath
glided
that I've und er taken the work of building i.his boat for
.
more
no
place
the purpose of removing the rebel torpedoe~ in the ,James
"How does she behave, Tom ?'I inquired his fathe r, enriYer, I can only hope that the Government will accept
the turret where Tom stood at the wheel.
tering
.,,.,
her-that's all."
been below inspecting the batteries, and upon
had
He
what's
know
don't
they
because
be
will
"H they don't it
first returning announced that they had already passed
good for them, pop."
Robbins' Reef, ancl were now somewhere off the Staten
"Well, they ought, Tom, and that's a fact. Look at h er!
shore.
Ain't she immense? Propelled by electricity furnished by Island
pop!" replied Tom . "She ob~ys the slight._
"Splendidly,
a battery of my own im·ention, which I propose to prewheel."
the
of
turn
est
serve a profound ~e<'ret, the Cyclops is capable of· going
that's good! How do you manage about .
good,
"That's
is
everything
Why,
.
under water from here to Australia
perfect, if I do ay it myself. We have reserrnirs capable seeing?"
"Very well, now that my eyes have become accustomed
of holding enough air to enable us to breathe for fortyeight hours, and so arrange<l that fhe minutes on the to it."
"Good again! I think, however, that we are too near
surface is quite rnfficient to fill ihem up again. Then,
shore. We must be off Quarantine now. Stand out
patent
in
our
ligMs,
electric
our
have
we
that,
all
besides
diving dress, with air knapsa<·ks permitting us to walk a bit."
"I wouldn't wonde'r if you're right, pop. I can see the
about freely un<ler wntrr; our double doo.r exit, our-well,
about
much
as
quite
bottom off to starboard."
what's the nsc of talking. ~-ou know
"I am not surprised. I rather expected-good heavens,
the Cyclops as I do myself."
a diver walking on the bottom right ahead of us!
the-re·;;
success,"
"Yes, and I know she ,rill proYc a complete
Port! You'll cut his air-tube! Merciful
hoy!
Port,
dcciclc<lly.
Tom,
exclairncrl
clone it. The man is lost!"
you've
!
Yen
a
he
gcn('rnll_,he
cC"iclcdh
N ow wl1en Tom Hunter ~pokC' ,l
·· Xot lost if I can sal'e him!" cried Tom, as pale as
J-,ne,r what he was talking ahout, and in thi ,; partil;nlar
cleatli . "llcrc, take 1.he whorl, pop! I'm going out after
instance the event provC'd that he ,rn~ right.
The Cyclops proYecl thr l,i gge~l kind of FlH'<'C'ss as a thai. man!"
"Without your su it! Yon are mad!"
submarine craft, bnt \Yonld the go vernmr1 1t r r warcl the
"~o, no, it's only for a. moment. I can stay four minthing.
:mothnr
e
cpti
was
that
Ah,
?
inventor
1111rler water easy enough."
ute~
l1rcn.
BdorC' noon the ,rorkrncn who for rnonib~ hn<l
lite
of
rnnm
rn~iing
i.hc
in
Frndly
labors
"B11l--"
carrying on the
Bu t Tom lrnrl alrcad~· pullrc1 a h:rn<lle . stopping the acold foundry put the finishing 10\1 l1rs lo th e rrnft, ancl lJciion of ihc ,crew insiantl y, ancl vanished clown the turret.
forP night the i rin l iri p hn<l bern marle.
Th ere was no invited guesfa, no flourish oC trumpets, ladd rr like a flash.
.\ t (he foot of the Jnclrler was a little door, so arranged,
no rfoplay.
On hoard were onlv C'npinin datl Hunl<'r, tl1c fomollfi Rs to he perfectly water-t irrhi.
iron-rlad com;tnictor.and invcntor:Tom, his 1«rn, Erl, i!te. Thi e, the bo_v opened, after having attached two weights
colored cook and steward, and five divers who 1rcrc to (o his fret, passer] throu.rrh it, and closed it behind him.
H e was now in a srnnll compartment brilliantly lighted
form the entire crc1r.
At half past three prcci~ely the big rlonrs were thrown 11,r electricity, and before him was to be seen a similar door
open and the Cyclops n10,ccl fonvar,1 hy means oC a sys- in the vessel's aide.
Rrttin_g his lips firmly, Tom opened the secon d door.
tem of levers.
Imlantlv i.he water poured in, but at the same time
waters
the
hPJ1Path
disappearPd
had
Fil!'
In fh e rninnt0s
of the Ea~t rin'r, nor tlirl ~lie reappear again frir nn hour . Tom lcn:Jed out.
_(To be Continued)
during which time the trip bcneai.h New York Bay as far
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
F LYING SAFE NOW.

Canal.

The picture shows a steamship landing from the

An appliance which will render aeroplanes so etable that southern lock and another vet,sel being raised in the norththey cannot upset or plunge to the ground while Hying is
claimed to have been invented by a Belgian engineer.
It consists of rotatory wings ,1·hich, when put in motion,
permit the machines to rise directly from the ground, turn
in all directions and so·a r with perfect security at any
height. Both progression and ascension, the inventor asserts, can be effected by the apparatus without any backward or for ward motion of the wings.
GREAT SLI DES AT CULEBRA .
Two great earth slides at Culebra cut, Panama, one of
nine hundred thousand cubic yards, and the other of a
third of that amount, have filled sections of the big canal,
partly buried a big ste~m shoYel an~ other ma~~in,er:'., ~nd
threaten the destruction of the 1: oung Mens Chnsti~n
Association building. The latter, which is two ston~s
high, has moved eighteen inches toward the cut, and engineers say it ctmnot be saved from sliding in. The commission has warnings, forbidding its use, posted on the
building.
The whole hill upon which the st ructure is built, Culebra H eight s, seems to be going down rapidly. Commission engineers say the latest slides will delay the work OJ:\
the cut from six weeks to t wo months.
TURKS FIRE ON U . S. FLAG.
A yacht flying t he U nited States flag, and haYing forty
Americans on board, was :fired upon by a Turkish fort in
the Dardanelles, recently, accor ding to reports brought by
passengers on the steamer Manitou, from Antwerp. Miss
Gertrude L. Carey and her niece, Miss Gertrude Barnes,
of Duluth, Minn., and Albert Evitts, of North Milton,
Conn., who were on the yacht, said no official report of
the occurrence was made, as the party did not wish to be
delayed. The yacht was chartered by a tourist agency_,
and was bound from Athens to Constantinople. Near
Constantinople a fort fi red a blank shot, follo"'ed by a
shell across the bows, in answer to which the American
fl. a" was run to the fore t ruck. Despite this display of the
col~rs, a shot was dropped within a few yards of the
yacht's stern. Officers examined the yacht, and, placing
a Turkish officer and pilot aboard, allowed t he vessel to
proceed.
CANAL SCENES ON STAMPS.
P ostmaster General Hitchcock has approved the design
:for the new 2-cent postage stamp which will be used to
com memorate t he P anama-Pacific international exposition in 1915. Th e first issue will be on sale in a few weeks.
T he new stamp will be a little larger than the common
for m of 2-cent postage, its dimensions being about an inch
in height by an inch and one-quarter in length. In the
center is an engraving of the Gatun locks of the Panama

ern one. In the middle distance is a group of tall palm
trees, rtnd in the background the hills of Panama rise.
The color of tho new group ha not yet been determined.
Two small designs in the border are intended to have symboli cal efTect. On the left an olive branch, signifying
peace; on the r ight a palm tree, indicative of both \ ictury
and the tropics.

HAD AUTO LOAD OF SXAKES.
Raymond L . Ditmars, assistant curator of reptiles at the
New York zoo, came back recently from two weeks collecting in Sullivan County. In his automobile he had a cargo
,of 18 000 assorted buO's· for the collection and some rattlesnak~s. He said thaf there are more rattlesnakes around
Xew York right now than at any time within the last five
years. The Ditmars m::ichine had trouble all the way, particularly at the Nyack ferry.
'l'hen at Webster avenue and Tremont Mr. Ditmars' machine bumped the bumps and spilled a whole boxful of
rattlers. Some of the bugs are said to have wearied of the
·journey here, too, and left the car.
Arrived within city limits, around the Fifties, that is,
Mr. Ditmars talked 0£ his trip, bugs ,randering about ihe
car cushions antl peeping coyly from the pockets of their
captor.
"Snakes in Sullivan County and nearby resorts are increasing rapidly. In and around New York there are more
than known for the past five years, due to the abandonment of forestry there, the fact, that the territory is not
touched and that t here are few to exterminate them.'
MEXICAN SADDLES
The making of saddles, while in the aggregate an important local Mexican industry, is purely a home affair,
the artisans, for the most part, working independently in
their own homes, and often pressing the entire family into
service. Tl\e manager of the largest wholesale and retail
dealers in saddles in Durango says that all the saddles
which they handle are made locally by hand, and that his
firm alone.keeps about ten men so employed. He estimates
that more than one hundred families in that city are similarly employed.
:Many of t hese hand-made saddles are handsomely
carven., and most creditable in appearance, although the
leather, as a rule, is fa r inferior to that used in American
saddles. It is the practice of Mexican retailers to f urnish
the trees, leather and fittings of all kinds to the workmen,
and to pay them for their actual labor. The labor is the
cheape t item entering into saddle construction, many entire families being satisfied with a wage of 50 cents to $1
American currency a day. The saddle-trees used for the
better grades of saddles are imported from the State of
Colima, t he cheaper grade saddles using a tree of local
make.
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KIT CARSONtS CHUM
OR._

A BOY'S FIGHT WITH REDSKINS
BY COL. RALPH FEN T ON
(A SE RIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XX_I.
DUDD AT THE STAKE.

So tightly did Budd wind his fingers about the renegadc 's throat that the man would have been choked to
death in a fevv moments if the savages had not interposed.
The man grew black in the face, his eyes bulged, his
tongue hung from his mouth, and in a short time he would
J1ave been strangled if the redskin had not sprang to his
rescue.
They tore aside Budd's fingers and threw him back into
the hut, where he stood glaring at them and breathing in
quick, short gasps.
It was some little time before Bill Hanford could get a
full breath, and then he arose wit,h bloodshot eyes and a
haggard look, and gasped ns if it were painful to him to
draw his breath.
"You young demon, I 'll get even with you for this," he
said.
"Give me half a minute, and I won't want any more,"
said Budd . . "I'd like to do the same to your master, Red
Wolf, ye miser.able whelp."
"All I've got to say to Red Wolf," answered Hanford, in
husky tones, it being still clifncult for him to breathe after
th e krrible choking that Buld had given him, "is fer him
to burn you ·at the stake, and he'll do it. You've made a
lot of trouble for him, and killed many of his warriors."
"Auel all I want now is to kill him," said Budd. "I'd
die the next minute if I could have my gun in my hand
ju st long enough to send a bullet through his wicked
brain."
"You won ·t get a chance for your life; you'll be put to
death like a dog, and the old women and the brats·'ll laugh
nt ye and spit at ye. You won't have the satisfaction of
fight ing for your life."
'' They may kill me," said Budd, "and I know iihey want
ter fast enough, but if the whole tribe ain't wiped out afterwa!'d it won't be Kit Carson's ianlt. They didn't catch
him, and when he's around you better look out for squalls."
•· Kit Carson can't help you," laughed Hanford. "He's
dead. They shot him last night."
"Yon lie!" hi ssed Budd. "If Kit Carson had been
killed there 'cl been a hullabaloo that'd raise the roof, and
you wouldn't find a Injun within fifty miles of this place
by mornin'. 'l'hey dassen't kill him an' stay around here,
an' yon know it. Kit Carson's a1ive, an' you'll hear from
him before long, you c'n bet."

"Boy talk too much!" g_runted one of the Apaches, and
the door was shut.
"You'll be brought out in a few minutes," laughed Hanford, on the outside, "so make up your mind to die. It's
all up with you, my boy, and that's sure."
Budd said nothing, and in a moment he heard the man's
retreating footsteps .
. In a short time the door was thrown open and four or
five redskins rushed in, seized him and dragged him to the
center of the village, where a heavy stake had been driven
int.o the ground and fagots piled at one side.
Budd grew pale as he saw the stake, but he said nothiug,
and nerved himself to endure the ordeal through which he
knew he had to pass.
He was taken to the stake, and bound to it hand antl
foot, and then the women and boys began to pile the fagots
about him.
Hanford stood not far away, and presently Red Wolf
came from his lodge, his eyes heavy with liquor, his hideous
face haggard ancl seered with deep lines, and a look of hate
distorting his features .
"Paleface burn, make big fire, make Injun wa rm," he
laughccl.
"Recl Wolf," said Budd, "there's just one thing I'd like
to ask before you start the fire ."
"Ugh!" grunted the red fioucl . "What dut?"
"I'd like to kill you. You killed all my folks, burned
our home, and carried away my little sister. I've made a
big fight ag'in you and all Injuns ever since, an' now if I
c'n kill you, I'll be satisfied to die."
"Paleface talk toe> much," snarled the chief. "Kill many
braves, now got to die."
"Set foe to it, and don't let's have any more talk,"
hissetl Hanford. "It's gettin' late."
One of the old women c:uuc forward with a lightetl
torch in her hand, the loose wootl beiug now piled as high
as the boy"s face.
'l'be instant she attemptetl to light the pile, however, a
sharp report rang out, and she fell on the ground, the torch
under her, putting it out.
'l'hen there was a wild yell from the edge of the village,
and a score of horsemen came dashing into the open space.
'111e old women and the children fled shrieking, and the
dogs ran away uttering angry howls.
Red Wolf drew his tomahawk, and poised it for an instant before he should send it crashing through Budd's
brain.
Before it could leave his hand a young white girl dressed
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like an Indian sprang for,rnrd with a gun in her hand and to continue ,,ith so large a party. and the majority of the
fired.
· men were ,ent back.
The man fell to the ground "11·ith a fierce yell, rolled over
A small party, . ay of fire or six, coulcl make better progon;,c, ant\ lay sti ll.
. ,
.
.
rc_ss than a large on:, anJ so Cars011 c1e1.er111incd to push on
That~ an ernl of lrnn ! 'muttered Du<lcl, "but Im sorry, with as few as possible.
I dirln't do it mysc1£."
lt was likely that Han.ford hacl fled at the ftrst sign of
. Then more shots were fired, and Tim, CuIT and Carson chngcr, taking Bcity ,1·ith him, ancl it ,ms he, rather than
hnn~el£ dashed up, the fagots were scattered, and Budcl th e Indians, that they must follow.
was released .
'l'he scout, Budcl, Colonel Hawkins and Tim and Cuff
"Look out for Hanford," he cried. "He's here, and so were left to follow the scounclrel, therefore, and they
is the gal. Don't let him get away."
pushed rapidly on .
Then he seiz_ed _the gun from Tim's hands and clashed
"If Yrc could find that white gal, she mought tell us
towards the prrnc1pal tepees.
Ir:omcthing about him," said :Budd. "It's funny she didn't
In a ~ew minutes Cuff came running to him, and cried: ,;o 1rii.h Betty, 'cause they 'peared to be friends ."
"There's nothin' to be seen• o' Bill, nor o' ]lfiss Betty, I ""What <lo yon suppose rnacle her kill the chief?" asked
1'Iars Budd, an' half the Injuns am dead, an' de oder half the Colonel.
run away."
j "Can't say. J\Iaybe she had a grudge ag'in him. She
"Betty missing?" cried Budd. "Then, to the rescue!" was more lil:,e a lnjnn than a "\\·hile gal. :Meliby he wanted
to many her, or had killed some one she liked, an<l so she
shot him. If she hadn't I wouldn't be here now."
"Golly, he didn't do much after she don~ shoot him,"
CHAPTER XXII.
said Cuff; "jus' roll ober once, an' go dead. Dat was a
mighty putty shot."
H.A.NFORD's RUSE.
"Yes, an' I ,ranted to get it myself," said Budd; "but it
,
sa,c<l my life, aucl so I can't complain. Anyhow, the
Halting only long enough to make sure that Recl Wolf . miscral.Jlc skunk is ,dead, and can't do no more harm."
was dead and not simply wounded or shamming death, and I As they rode_ on they suddenly ~amc to the very girl they
that the missing girl was not in any of the tepees, which · lrn~ bce~1 speakmg of standing l~es1de a ?reat _bo'_"l<ler. .
were now set on fire, the party mounted with all haste antl
\Vl11te m:m no go that ,my,' she sa1cl, pomtmg straight
set off in pursuit of the fleeing redskins.
'
,1l1cacl. "Indian wait behin<1 bush to kill him, many In" I'd like to have killed the skunk myself," muttered the J (au, so rnu11y," 11nd she held np. both hands, put them
boy· "but he's dead anyhow and that part 0 , the s . ·-, Jown, ~.ncl then hcl<l them up agarn.
'
'
COielb
"l'
] bl'1 dt r
f · \·'[J''RdWlf"
, 'd
O
1
settled. What became o' the white gal, I wonder? She
,,d~" muc 1 ~ tged ~ d} O~t ur,, • f ;~
c
'
sai
1
O 1
1
mnst ha' been the one I heard talking to Betty last night." Bi'.~,, b~t . "an e . ter
nl}"C ·
. · ,,
.
The Indians left a broad tra'l
d
t f
h ed 'i\ olf bacl chief, bad man, good to 1'1ll, replied the
1, an
one easy o o11 ow,
., 1 fl
.
c<n .,
t l ·11 b
t· .,
but at length it divided, showing that the f~gitives hacl I other m Li asl11~g eyes.
uau man ~rn~ n
oy ieu.
scattered in many directions maki'no- ·t O d'ffi lt t up, no can help lnmself, that bad, me kill.
,
0 1 mre
11cu
o
""'y
.,. Bl ue E·)CS, am
· 't
?".as,,c
1-d B clcl 1 1-·
hack the party that had Betty.
J.01, ic.
ye.
u , oo,rng
.
fixcclly at the 9·irl.
0 nee th ey came upon a party of women ancl children
a-, :
]~'
r,,
,,
vl
t .,'fi d a t tl1eu
'
' l
d t
J.CS, me ·, 1UC J'.yes.
, 10 were c111 e
approac 1, an s oocl Im dd le d'
"'YI
. tl
'
t
n J \\' If , <l · th ·11
tl
togctirnr, as if fraring instant Jeath.
. l ]{1crcf s ,, ile w1111·~ f:~ 1 ,c
, o . na m e n age, le
.
s::r11·
an oru ;ron"'
lo~
0
_C'arson que~ti~nccl th~m, anc1 asked if they had seen any- "' "White girl <ro, rnc no see. )le think bau ,1·hite man
thmg of the wlute captive.
, k "
"'
" .~'h i~e girl kill great chief: great spirit angry, kill her, La,\. on Jicl noL sec liim tn kc her nwny ?"
too, saH1 one old hag.
"Xo: me "·ant lo kill Hc<l 'iYolf: him baJ. Jo kid thing,
"Not tl1at one," said Carson. "The other one; the onc•mu:t kill him. 'l'hcn me go, no sec while girl."
that was taken from the fort."
"A11<l L11erc's tlrcuLy Injum "·i:.iliu' for us clown Lhere?"
"She go; me no see," said the hag.
asked OarsoJJ.
No one had seen Betty leave the village, nor had they
"Y cs; bacl Tuj uu, shoot i 11 cl:.ll'k, ];eh i11Ll l;a11l,, thiuk you
even seen her that morning, and the party continued its come thi;; way, then shoot."
journey.
"J fow far arc they?"
Th ere was a much larger party than at first, and Budd
"Lillie way, dowu road, nll 1brk, l.iig roe!,, y<Ju 110 seo
asked Carson if he had sent for reinforce1n<!nls dming the' him, then he shoot. X o go there.''
night.
"I ain't much a-skcerecl on 'cm," said Carson, drily;
" Ko," said the scout. "Thei;e was 110 time for that but "hllt if Hill l:l.anforr1 isn't 1yith 'em, there ain't no use
I rna1le up rny mind to make a sm1clen attack on the p'laee, ta(;klin' ·e·rn. 1s the bad ll'hite mun \\'ith 'ern, Blue Eyes?"
nn' make 'em thi.uk we had twice the men we did and then
'' ~o; be not thNe.''
,
l'ic1c out again, but these men met us 011 their ,~,ay to the
"Well, ":c want '.o fin_a him," said H'.Hl: "'cause he's
fort, and I tool · 'em."
got the while gal with lllm, you know; sne s the gul you
After following one trial which seemed to promise some- was talking to last night wl1 cn 1 came in."
thing for some time, it was decided that it would be useless
_( To be Coulinucd)
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TIMELY TOPICS
The other day, at CulYer·s Lakr, X J., five-yea r-oltl
Elsie J e\\ ul bit almo::t an inch 01 her tongue off when she
fell from a landing into a boat Her powers of speech,
however, will not ,Le impaired, a Dr. Edward A . Ayers
sewed the severed part on again. 'l'hc child is the daughter of Mm. J. A. Jewul, of Brooklyn. They have been
spending the summer on _the north shore 0£ the lake.

Mrs. Robert Dowden, the largest woman in Baltimore,
::\Id., who weighed 445 pounds, died recently in St. Jo~cp h's 11.ospital. Mrs. Dowden had been ailing for several
months, and owing to her weight it was almost impossible
for the hospital attendants to get her into an ambulance.
A large ambulance was stripped of its covering, and with
much difficulty the helpless woman was lifted into the
comeyance. It required the efforts of five strong men
After being a cr ippl e for nearly fiye years, ns a re~ult to raise her. Mrs. Dowden ha.d an incurable disease, and
of burns received '"hen he was a baby, scYen-ycar-olcl the surgeons decided an operation could not be performed.
Carl Kolosky, of :Monessen, Pa., is now almost completely
r estored to health. The cure was accompli.hcd by a r eMount McKinley overtops all other peaks on the Jorth
markable series of skin grafts performed by Professor
American continent after all, <lespite the report of the
J ohn B. Roberts, chief of the Polyclinic Hospital staff.
discovery of an unknown mountain of about its height in
The cunature in his opine was abo treated, and he now
1~laska . Coast and Geological Survey experts, n10Yed by
ap pears as though h e had been entirely made over.
the statement of Miss Dorn Keen, that she saw 150 miles
to the eastward an unknown mountain, apparently as high
Made insane, it is said, by excessive use of cigarettes,
as ]\[cKinley, have identified the peak as Mount Steele.
J oseph (farrett, b1·enty-fivc years old, of Edison street,
).fount Steele is only 16,-:1:39 feet high, while :McKinley
Bloomfield, 1.:r. J., was taken ·to the Essex County Jlo~pital
towers more than 20,000 feet. All the mountains in the
for the Insane at Overbrook, N. J ., the other day. Dr.
direction indicated by 1Uiss Keen have been fairly well
Frederi ck G. Sbai1l a])(1 Dr. John D. l\foorc <lcclared him
determined by the sun ey scientists. Mount Blackburn,
insane. Garrett leaped from a second-story window of his
from which Mount Steele ancl other p eaks were observed,
h ome, and after running half clad to Illoomfield renter,
is rn, 140 fcc•t high, 300 feet lower than Mount Steele.
more than two miles, sought sa f ty from a lJancl 0£ i magThis part of 1'i la ·ka is rapidly being unfolded to civilizai nary Indians by cra1rling into a b ig drainpipe.
tion by the pushing forward of government expeditions.
'
Bnroness von Erkhardstein was acridruinlh f'hot and
mortally woundr<1 the other day, nerir Berlin; Ucrniany,
by a kinsman, Count Find: Ynn Finckcnstrin . The haroness and tl1e count "·ere sl10oling :it a wild hoar from adjacent i-tations, in a clvnse ,rood , whe11 a lmllrl from the
count's rifle glanced from a tree and s tru ck lhc haroness,
who r1rnppec1 unronsrion~. She was l:lkrn lo thr nerghboring hunting lod;_-;r, ,rhcrc ,.;l,o rliccl shndl_y afterward.

,rh cn Peter W altar recovered from the effects of ether
at a hospital in Wilkesbarre, Pa., the other day he discovercrl his left ]pg mi,;sing rit the hip. He had been run
lloll'n the night Lefore by a trolley var, and the limb was
FO badly mai1gled that amputation was necesRary. As he
looke<l about the room, his eyes met a familiar face in
the next cot, nnrl he recognized his son, Alexander, who
harl had hoth legs arnputnted in an accident while on a
frright train on the L chi,rrh Yalley. Neither know of the
other's !roHl>lcs 11nti1 their eyes met as neighboring palirnts. 'J~he accidents to each occurrocl only a few hours
apa rt., and the father and son unknowingly were in the operating-room together.

An Au~tralian hns inY011fr,l an elcdr:r ,miter for hc!els
anrl restanranh, Ojll'rntcd hy tlw t;ll~tornrr s<·:ilecl at h i~
tal;le. 1\ woodrn .frame hol<ling lite me111t cnrrl iH fitted
Y:ith pnsh bn lt om oppo.- itc each ii rrn, anrl '·prrssing lhc
hution" ring:;; !he hell in !be ki!chcn and disp lays 1.hc
orrln anrl the tflhle rn11nhrr. 'I'h<' kite-hen apparatus al,o
pri ats a check thr original of ,rhi rh coin rs to 1lw rn~tomer,
A man-eating shark weighing more tlrnn one thousand
with a rlnplicatc on an <'nrlle,;,-; 1ape. T!iis llericc has l;cc1 1 pounds, and a horse mackerel h alf the size of the shark,
in succcP:=:ful me in New icaland.
greeted the fohcnncn from Ga rrett Hennessey's pounds
at Long J1nnwh, X . J., the other day. The crew, in
~\ l1omelr,~. homely, li"lf-X011 fo11]1(llan;J <lo.e: li111prr1 fnr- rommnnd of Captain Simonson, were ready to tackle the
l nrnly into South Bou!Hl Brork, . ' . J ., n few days azo. ,lnd, hor~r mack<'rel, when the man-cater bobbed up, and they
too tin'cl tn ;::o further, to0k np quarters nnrlrr tho lrnat- n·alizcrl they hac1 a fight on, as both were trying to escape.
hou se of J 0hn 'i\'olJ11s, on tl1c Hariian Gtl')fe. lfe v:n~ bying .\fter _getting the shark partly out of the waler the fisheron the piN the 01 her aitcrnooll, 11·hcn ).[ ifs Jkrilia Thom p- men la :1ced the big fish. It put up 11 hard fight, and for
son came doi1·n anr1 ,rent out in her canoe. ~Ii" 11·110 fifiy a time things looked ba<l for the fishermen, as the manfeet from ihe pir>r when ~he dropped her parlr!ic. ln try- Pafrr thrcntene(l lo s1ramp the beat. Several of the fishing to rce()Ye r it, she upse t tht; craft. The rlo_g phtn 6 c<l ermen ,rerc exhausted 11·hen they got ashore. A few
•off the pier and swam off ~wifil)'· 1\s ,,he rose he fa,tenrcl honrs Inter tlw shark anr1 rnackerel were on the way to
bis teeth in hr clothing nnd in a J'cl'; minute.; had hr ~~ PW York. The ~hark 11·:.:.s the biggest faken along the
safely on shore. '1 Le deg i~ nc long1;r ltc1!1clcEs.
co..ist in ye::.rs.
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Beating a dishpan with a rolling-pin was the sole means
of defence employed by Miss Em Bovard again st the attacks of a big and vicious mountain lion at the Chief of
the Hills mining camp on the desert. 'I'he miners at the
camp, which is located on Fourth of July Mountain, in
California, went to another property to spend the night,
Miss Bovard declaring she was not afraid to stay alone.
She was awnkened by a noise in the middle of the night,
and, peeping out of the window, she saw a big mountain
lion walking around the cnbin. A few seconds later she
heard the beast scratching on the roof. In desperation,
she ran to the kitchen, and, seizing the dishpan and
r olling-pin, started a terrific din, the lion fleeing in terror
at the racket.

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

GRINS A~)) CHUCI{LES
GOOl> .CUH.REN'l1· Nl~WS AU'J11CL1~S
Ted-What became of his summer hotel that failed beThe new battleship Pennsylvania, the only one author- cause the place was so unhealthy? Ned-Oh, he's r_u nning
ized by Congress at the last session, will be fully as large it now as a sanitarium.'
as the great battleship which the British government has
l\Irs. Boston-Did you bring any light fiction read ing
just ordered, according to plans of the N avaJ. General
with you this summer? :Mrs. Manhattan-No; it wasn't
Board.
necessary. You see, I get a letter from my husband eYery
day.
The famous Craik chair, once. the property of General
Washington, and given to him by Dr. Craik, his family
"I can truthfully say that I owe my success in life to
physi cian, is now in possession of the :IIIount V crnon Assomy
wife ." "And yet you complain of her extravagance."
ciation, and may be seen in the mansion at l\fount Vernon,
"That's
just it. She spends so much money that it keeps
on the Potomac. For several years it was a prized relic
hustling
to make it."
me
of Presidtmt Andrew Jackson, and was often pointed <Yut
in his home in Nashville, Tenn. Colonel Andrew JackJohnny-Hey! Wanna go to de show tern_ight? I got
son came into possession of the relic, and finally sold it to
two
cornpliment'ry ticl,ets. Willie-Lessee 'cm. What's
the Mount Vernon Association for $7,500.
non-transferable mean? Johnny-Oh, that only means
yuh can't git in unless yuh go yerself.
Th e log of the oil steamer Rosecrans, which was burned
and sank at Santa Barbara, Cal., recently, reveals many
Teacher-I£ I divide anything into three equal parts,
lurid pages. Built in Glasgow, in 1883, and launched as each of those parts will be called a third; or if I should
the Methven Castle, the vessel was renamed the General divide it into four equal parts, each Gne would be called a
Rosecrans, and used as an army transport in the Spanish- forth . But if T should divide it jnto two equal parts, what
American War. One of the Phmnix Patrk murderers, would one of them be called? Small Boy-A tooth.
Carey by name, the informer who revealed the names of
his confederates in the murder in Dublin of Lord FrederThe meek-looking man walked up to the book counter.
ick Cavendish and Thomas F. Burke, was killed on the "I want something to keep me at home at night, show me
lVIethven, near Cape Town, soon after the launching of my faults, tell me how to spend my--" "Hold on, old
the vessel. The Ilosecrans went ashore off Gaviota, Cal., man," sai<l the clerk; "you're in i:he wrong departm:mt.
lust March. and two of her crew were lost.
)farriage bureau on the left, three aisles down."
A most unfortunate loss has occurred to mar the success of the preparations to celebrate the battle between the
Russians and French on the famolls field of Borodino.
The news reaches St. Petersburg of .the disappearance of
the steamer having on board the French monument of
granite sent by the French government and nation to be
erected at Borodino in memory of the soldiers of the
Grand Army who fell there three hundred years ago. Telegrams indicate that the vessel has foundered on her way
to St. Petersburg, and the author of the monument, the
French sculptor DesenYal, is believed to haYe been on
board, it having been his intention to be present at Borodino on the occasion of the inauguration of the me1norial.
I

•

Little James, while at a neighbor's, was giYen a piece of
bread and butter, anr1 politely said, "Thank you." "That's
right, Jan1C's," said the lady. "I li ke to hear little bo;-:s
sa? 'Thank you.'" ""Well," :::-ejoined James, "if you ,rnnt
to hear me say it again you might put some jam on it."
"A fortune-teller told me that you are going _to marry
me," s~id the young man with the prom inent socks: "Did
she also tell yo,1 that you are g0ing to inherit a very large
fortune?" inqt1irecl the girl witj1 the matinee hair. "She
didn't say anything about a fortune ." "Then she is not
much of a fortune -teller, and :·on had better not place any
reliance in anything she says."
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"Fody-five to the east, one hundred to the west, made
from a huge tree of peeuliar growth," then the American
1
disappeared in a tangle of verdure.
Darting forward, Largarette peered down through the
B y Alexander Armstrong.
brushwood and saw the man passing down the hill-side
Largarette was a French lad, and inherited, although he t01rards a solid mass of rock some twenty feet below.
was terribly poor, all the vanity and love of pomp and
Instantly a low rumble was heard, then the flat stone
elegance which seems to be part of the French nature.
slid aside, revealing a spacious opening through which the
He had been born in the slums of Paris, and from the American passed.
time he was t en years of age, he never did anything rnve
Gliding down the rocks, Largarette hid himself in the
run errands and carry baskets for the painted and pow- vines near the mouth of the cavern and fixed his eyes upon
dered singers who made their living in the casinos, and en- the stranger.
vying them the brilliant glitter of the tawdry tinsels he
The ...'1merican passed forward, lit a lan tern which was
saw on their cheap stage dre~scs.
hanging near, and setting it down, wept to work. He
He would pause on the broad avenues and look at the counted the paces from the opening, then he knelt down,
elegant carriages as they rolled by, and sit down on the sho\·ed back a slab, and Largarctte saw in one aperture
curb and wonder if ]~ would ever grow rich-if he would heaps upon heaps of dazzling golden pieces.
,
ever be able to drive fad horses, :pend money- like water
''I knew it-I knew it!" he cried. "Gold-gold! it must
and wear diamonds and broadcloth.
be mine!"
With this feeling in his heart, Largarette grew till he
Into a heavy leathern bag which he bore, tlle American
was four-and-twenty years of age, but long before this he was sco'.lping the gold pieces, the light of the lantern
had obtained the coyeted gol<l, although not enough to streaming over the coins, and bringing out his white yachtmal:e him rich as he had hoped, foi his thoughts led him ing suit in bold relief against the darker background of
into the company of thicYes and villains, and already the cavern.
he was a noted residen t of that criminal portion of Paris
His back was to the opening, and unsheathing a keen
known as the Devil's Quarters, which forms the road from knife, Largar-ette tip-toed his way to him.
.
Fontainebleau to the Seine.
For an instant the bright steel poised in the air, then it
)Tews came one night that a wealthy American had ar- fell, the blade sinking deeply between the man's shoulders.
rived in Paris and was living in elegant style, entertaining
"Monster!" shrieked the dying man, "may the curse of
his friends and rioting night after night.
Heaven blight you! You have ruined all my hopes, and
This news excited Largarette's cupidity, and he deter- my son must die poor. Oh, Largarette-Largarette!"
mined to see for himself. Accordingly he prowled around
Largarette recoiled with a cry of horror.
the house and found that it was one of the richest in
"How do you know me?" he cried .
.equipments of all Paris.
"I do not, fien<l!"
Ile noted that once a week the wealthv American for"But you have just called me by name?"
sook the clubs, left his friends, and eailed out of the bay
"Are you named Largnrette?" he screamed.
in his yacht, but returning at night and e;1tertaining his
"I am."
ucquaint:rn ces lavishly.
"Good heaven! and were you ever taken care of by an old
On the following lcrid ay the American sailed away woman named Caumont? D@ not fea r to speak, for I am
alone once more, and hiring a boat, Largarette, <lisguise<l dying and cannot betray you."
as a simple fisher, followed him.
"You have spoken the truth," returned Largarette.
He watched the little yacht sweep away across the waves "1.Iothcr Caumont did take care of me till I fled from her."
toward s a cluster of little islands to the leeward, and when
The dying man flung up his arms with a fearful shriek,
next he looked, it was out of sight.
and fell back upon the rocks.
"Parbleu," he cried. "Where has he gone?"
"Heaven is just!" he cried.
Sailing up to the islands, he saw the yacht standing off
"What do you mean?" asked Largarette, turning deadly
in a little bay, but it was <lcserted.
pale.
Turning his hca<l, he saw a boat upon the beach, and · " I was too poor when a common sailor to take care of
knew the American had gone ashore.
my child, and put him in the charge of the woman CauRunning his own boat into a sheltered cove, Largarettc mont. I lost track of her, and of my child, too. Years
sprang out, ran to the boat on the beach and began tracing rolled by; I became ·a pirate, and one night blew up the
the footprints of the man across the snnds.
vessel to alone possess our hidden treasure, that I might
They passed on across the island for some yards, then scour the world in search of my boy. I assumed to be an
as he was about to rush forwarc1 where they were lost on American, and lived fast in hopes that Mother Caumont
the rocky surface of the ground, he drew back with a cry might see me and let me leave my chil<l rich. But Heaven
of delight, and shrank out of sight behin<l a fro1rning willed it diffcreutly, and the greed of gold has ruined us
boulder.
both; man, you arc Largarette Capoul, my son!"
And what had caused this sudden move?
And eYen as the last wor<ls passed his lips, Largarette's
~imply this : A few feet in advance of him, he sav, fot-her fell ucacl at his feet .
t he wealthy American measuring oiI paces 1.owar<ls the . Hurriedly scoopiLg the gold into the sack, the assassin,
sun.
too horrified to epcak, closzd llp th.c cavern, and left the
L::.ragarette made a mentg,I tally of t11cm.
iat:il island.
LARGAilETTE.
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Years rolled on, he lived in elegance, but he ·was1almost
crazed lest his secret should be discoYered artd his gold
stolen.
But retribution was on his track; his old associates found
him out, and one day the body of Largarette Capoul was
found upon his coach gashed and mangled.
And such was the fatal repayment of the companions he
had deserted, and the final scene of his life greed for
gold.

THE HORSEHOE TRACK.
"Clark," said the chief one fine morning in spring, "here
are t he telegraphic particulars of a robbery and murder in
the town of Bre\;sters, on the Harlem road. You know the
town ?"
" Yes," said I.
" Then take the case iri hand."
I took the particulars, and the train from the GranLl
Central Depot within the next half hour, and soon found
·
myself in Brewsters.
The town was greatly excited, for Squire Baker had been
a much respected man in the little community, and therefore the only topic of the townsfolk was: "Who killed the
squire?" ·
The_doctor who had been called said that the squire hall
been dead about six or seven hours.
I immediately looked at the window and found that
some of the woodwork of the sill had been "barked," probably by the heel of a boot, and I at once made up my mind
that the burglars had entered by means of the window,
robbed the cabinet near the old squire's bed, the squire
. had awakened, and the burglars had been forcecl to crack
him over the head in order that the ohl man should make
no outcry; for the blow, I considered, might not haxe been
given with deadly intent.
I asked some questions, looked for clues in the room,
found none, and then looked out of the window. I saw
the t rack of a horse, t:lie shoes having left a good impression
in t he soft soil, moist from recent rain . As I looked at the
t racks and traced them backward they suddenly ceased, and
a high fence intervened, and then I saw that I was looking
upon a very small enclosed space.
The plot of ground enclosed by the fence could not have
been more than six feet square, ahd had been railed to
protect a favorite tree that had once stood at that spot,
t he stump of which I could now see protruding from the
earth.
I went to the jail and desired to see the prisoner.
I was conducted to his cell, and then we mad~· a jump
for one another.
"Clark!"
"Fred Ketchum !"
And then we clasped hands-for we were old college
churns, and dear ones, too .
"Tell me what all this rubbish is about, my dear Fred,"
said I. "The idea of you. committing a murder."
For he was known to me as one of the finest and kindli,est
• of men.
" Well," he said, "I did quarrel with the old' man, but
we made it up yesterday, and were good frien ds again.

Last night I was out late, and returned home at about
·
midnight.
"I heard a noise in the stable and went there with my
lantern in hand, finding that one of the horses had broken
his halter and was straying all over the barn floor. I tied
him up again ·and then returned to the house and went
direct to my room and to bed. I knew nothing of the
murder until this morning. Need I say that I am
innocent?"
"Not to me," said I. "The authorities must have the
right man, howeYer, before they will let you go."
"And how is he to be found?"
"By search."
"And who will make it?"
"I will," said I. "Fear not, old friend, that I'll let the
matter rest until the man who committed the crime is
brought to justice and you are set free."
"Heaven bless you!" he said, and then we parted.
I hung around all day, but found no clue, and at night,
somewhat chagrined, returned to the city and reported to
the chief what I hacl done.
"W'e want you," said the chief. "A posse of us are
going down to Water Street with the intention of bngging
four of the Washington Bank's burglars concealed in a
saloon. Come along."
Nothing lolh, I j oined the party, and we marched to
Water 8treet.
Yve boldly entered the saloon, in whi ch ,rere over a dozen
hai:d-looking men, and the chief cried:
"Sunender all! 'l'he man who draws a ,reapon or tries
to leave the roorn will be shot down. In the name of the
law 1 demand of you all, sunen<lcr !"
'l'he men hn<l ju~ped to their feet, and seYeral of them
looked more unea'sy than the rest.
"1Iy business is soon clone," said the chief to the keeper
of the place. "I demand the bodies of the four men who
own those carpet-bags ancl vali oes r esting un<ler yonder
table."
ccrrhere they are," said the man, pointing out the culprits,
and some of the boys at once handcufl'ed them and seized
upon the I u_:rgage supposed to contain both tool s and spoils ;
but a raseal ,i:ho was sitting by jumped up and said:
"Hold on! that black valise is mine!"
"Let us see what is in it," I said, taking it up; and
ripping open the lock, out tumbled a pair of boots, attached
to the soles o E which were a pair of iron horseshoes.
}[y brart jumped, and my brain fairly burned with a
rush of thought; but in an instant I was myself again,
and clapping a pair of handcuffs on the wrists of the man I
cried:
"I arrest you for the murder of Squire Baker in the
town of Brewsters 'late last night!"
"Caught!" he ci:ied, and, bei.rayed by his 01m words, he
fell in a fit on the floor.
With the addition of the horseshoes, my theory of the
case was correct. After putting on these double shoes he
had climbed into the open window aLld robbed and murdered the old man, and the horseshoe tracks had diverted
suspicion from that quarter and given rise to the. surmise
that Ketrhurn had comb1itted the crime-a charge from
which I had thus freed him within twenty-four hours by
means of a horseshoe track.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
Altonians have been unusually lucky in the finding of
p earls in the mussel-shell beds of Norman's Hollow, above
Alton, Mo. A pearl weighing 18 1-2 grains was picked up
by Nick Borutrager and Thomas Uarlton, and brought
to the Goulding je\\"Cihy store, where it was valued at $50.
A short time previous, Thomas Hatzell, of Quincy, picked
up a pearl weighing 38 gra ins, which he sold for $110 to
a pearl buyer. Both Hatzell and his wife were digging
mussel shells at the time of finding the pearl.

William Reinhardt, according t o t he police of Chicago, ·
has the power to throw his shoulders out of joint at will.
This unusual faculty got Reinhardt into trouble the other
night. He was taken from a cot in a West Side hospital
and locked up in a police station on a charge of at tempting
to operate a confidence game. Reinhardt fell from a street
car a few days ago and company officials said they had
ascertained that he at one time s,'trindled a railroad out of
$1,500 because he was able to dislocate his shoulder joints.
An attorney offered a settlement for $1,000 for injury of
British officials on the frontier of Tibet are watching the shoulder and Reinhardt's arrest followed.
closely the intercourse of the Chinese with the Tibetan s.
'rhey refused at Darjiling to permit the pas~age across
:Mrs. Parton, "·ifc of a homesteader living nine miles
the Tibetan border of a mission claiming to represent the east
of Keota, Colo., devised a unique system for keeping
Chinese Republi c. 'rhe party arriYet.l at the Briti~lt post tramps
a\\'ay from the place when she entrapped one of
carrying credeniials from the Uhine~e agent at Ualcutta, them in her
cellar, and gave him such a fright that he
but these are suBpecte.d to be forgeries. It is believed promi~ed
to leave, and never visit that part of the country
the members of the mission arc Mongolians 1,hose object again.
The cdlar, a large hole in the ground some disis to arran ge an alliance between :\Iongolia und Tibet.
tance from the house, is frequented by snakes. It has
not been used for some time. When the tramp appeared,
A fine specimen of the American skunk delayed the d·e- and begged for food, she
told him that he could have a
parture of guests at the niount 1\"ashington Hotel, Hrettott meal if he would get
milk from the cellar. When he
Woods, N. H., Sept. 10, by walking calmly into the bag- was inside the woman
slammed down the door and sat on
gage-room, di:ipersing tl1e pori.e r:;., and en,;concing hi1melf it. .After the
man had gone :\Irs. Parton shot two rattlers
behind u pile of outgoing b,lggage. Work on the baggage in the cellar.
was stopped, and the local authorities were er.lied on to
arrest the invader. 'l'he cull to arms caused the Hretton
'l'he strange phenomenon of an automobile, run ning
Woods police force to turn in their badges and resign,
at
a rapid rate, hitting the rear end of a vegetable wagon,
rather than attack the enemy. The offender Jinally rnlved
lifting
a sleeping boy out of the rear of the wagon and
the problem by seeking the woods for himself.
tossing him into the machine, which sped on, all with out
a\\'akening the boy, recently occurred in Columbus, Ohio.
In love with farming, despite the hardships incident to The boy was Stanley Cramer, living fourteen miles fro m
a pioneer's life, which they haYc experiC'nce,l on their Columbus, and the automobile belonged t o Walter J. J efhomestead south of La Salle, Colo., Sadie and J<:clith Row- frey, a local manufacturer. It was not known at fi rst
l and, sisters, young Den ver girle, have just prov ed up on that the boy had been transferred to the automobile unth eir two quaTter sec tions. ] .eaYi11g a comfortal>le home harmed, and pedestrians rushed to the demolished wagon,
in Denver,. five years ago, tlie gi rls filed on the land and expecting to find the boy dead under t he debris. Only
built claim shanties on adjoining corners, ploughed, plant- his hat was found, and a search was commenced of nearby
ed and cultivated crops. The har\'ests were scanty until alleys and streets. In about an hour the boy r eturned,
this season, when they hacl bumper crops, which paid off and told how he had awakened to find himself in a raptheir debts and gave them a nest egg in the bank. They idly moving automobile.
said: "We love our farm, and will return to cultivate it
each year."
Because he could no longer endure t he guilty con science
of having knowingly failed t o pay his f are on a trip taken
Accompanied by his mother, Asa Patton, twenty-two over the Cincinant i, Hamilton & Dayt on lines, between
year old, of Auburn, Ill., visited local newspaper offices Indianapolis and North Salem, Ind., mor~ than eighteen
recently and left as an advertisement a brief statement years ago, a man whose identity has been withheld walked
that some of his work in the Springfield High School had into the office of R. B. Whit e, superintendent of the i-oad,
not been honest, and that therefore he was not entitled and found relief in t he payment of t he debt. T he m an
to the honor of valedictorian of the class of 1910. Re presented his case to J. Le Roy Powell, chief clerk to Suclosed his advertised confession with a quotation frorn pcrintenclent White, and after relating t he mental tortures
:Matthew, v. 24. ' Patton left Springfield for Chicago with he said he had endured because of his act, offer ed t o pay
his mother, to enter the :Moody Institute, to study for the fare . Powell was unable to find rate sheets as far
the ministry. His teachers say that ihe so-called "dis- back as 'eighteen years ago, and it was estimated t hat t he
honesty" consisted of using quotations from the writings fare would be about eighty cent s. In order to be certain
and addresses of others without giving credit in his de- that the obligation had been fully met, t he man deposited
clamatorv work.
one dollar.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
GIVES EMPLOYEES $70,000.
The Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Company, of
Yonkers, J . Y., gave $70,000 recently in a bonus to thirtyone hl~ndrcd of their seven thousand employees, men and
women.
Employees who had worked ten years or more r eceived
a check equal to ten per cent. of their wages for the six
months ended June 3 , and those who had worked between five and ten years rnce iYed checks for five per cent.
of their wages fo r the same period .
This is U1e -fourth time the company has distributed
bonuses to its employees. In August, 1911, it gave them
$40,000: in March, 1912, $G[;,000; and four years ago,
$100,000. Th e first distriLution ,ms made by Mrs. Eva
Smith Cockran, the mother of Gifford Cockran and Alexander Smith Cockr~n, memLers of the company.

of a thorough "combfot' to proc:ure specimens of various
breeds of fleas . More than 420 rats were combed during
the past thirty days, but not a single flea of the "low
jumping" species, which carries the bubonic plague germ,
was found .
Last :March the depar tment turned loose along the city's
waterfront twenty-five rats, each of which had been dyed
either red, yellow or green . Xatnrally it was the luck of
an Irishman to capture the first green rat on St. Patrick's
day, and the department paid $2 .for the rodent's carcass.
Since that time five other rats of the colored variety
have been returned to the department, leaving nineteen
unaccounted for.
'l'he purpose of the department in dyeing and liberating
these rats was to trace the migration of the rodents from
the waterfront during the spring and summer months.
None of the rats captured had strayed rnorc than three
blocks from the waterfront, proving that th e rodent,; prefer the shippipg district, where docks and .rare houses
afford a good living.
'l'he city last month paid out $42.20 for 420 rat carcasses, 10 cents bounty being paid to any one who brings
the carcass of a rat to th e depnrtment of health and sanitation.

EQUITABLE TO LEKD ON FAR1.1 LAND.
Besides committing nearly $20,000,000 of its funds to
the Du Pont Company fo r the improvement of its . old site
with a thirty-six story office bnil Ll ir.g, the Equitabl e Life
Assurance Society, of New York, it has been announced,
is going in foi· farm mortgages, and is to open agencies
in several of the Western States. To what extent the
Equitable . wiil divert its inycstmcnts from railroad and
industrial bonds has not been determined, but if the move
ROBS INVENTOR'S 1.{OUSE.
proves satisfactory it is thought that it may lead to far
Money and jewelry to a considerable amount were stolen
r eaching changes in current of investments. President the other morning from Snug Rock, the home of Dr. L eo
William A. Day, after studying conditions, came back H. Backland, in Harmony Park, Yonkers, _T _ Y .
from his tour fa irly bubbling with optimi m over improvThe burglar operated as \lrs. Baekland and h ~r sixteen ing business and the possibilities of development in the year-old daughter Nina looked on _'.',.om their bed. He
,vest.
proved to be a very considerate intruder, lea ving those
things that the mi. tress of the h ouse in stru cted him to.
Mrs. Buckland ,,aid : "Jt WhS after 2 o'clock when Nina
WILL CAMPAIG FRO}! BO AT.
People are accustomed to the .sight of campaign speak- heard footsteps on the staircase, and i hc next moment a
ers gesticulating from the rear end of a special train, the man walked into our bedroom . He looked the burglar,
tonneau of an automobile, and sometimes from a barrel with his electric lantern in his hand tha t he f-1.ashed all
or stump, but George A. Hann, a real estate dealer, of over the room, and with his slouch hat.
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., a candidate for senator on the
"Nina was frightened, but she managed to tell the thief
Bull Moose ticket from the Eighth Senatorial District, he was welcome to take all he wanted, but not to harm lier
intends to put a new idea in campaign speaking on the and her mamma. By this time I was awakened, and I oat
market.
up in bed. I did not scream, nor did 'Nina, but I saw he
Mr. Hann intends purchasing a large motor boat and was going through the drawers, an<l \\·hilc doing so he kept
ronducting his campaign in it. Of course, the plan could up a running talk .
hardly be used in any other district than in the Eighth,
"He had my pocketbook in his h:rnd and I asl:ed him ,jf
which has twenty-five miles of water front, including he would not leave the pocketbook. I said he could bavc
Cerney Island, Sheepshead Bay, Bath Beach, and other the money. Then~ was about $GG0 in it. H e left the
points. Mr. Hann will steam his launch to these points pocketbook. He took my gold watch and chai n and then
and tie up at a dock. Then some of his adherents will went ·away."
distribute handbills, and when a crowd has collected at
The police investigJtion proved that entrance ,,·as
the dock he will make his speech from the prow of the gained by means of a ladder, which was found ag[linst the
boat.
north side of the house,•and 1.hat the burglar got inside.
through the door leading from the piazza on the second
SEATTLE'S COLORED RA TS.
floor. l\Irs. Backland is a del ega te to th e third party conThe rat colony of Seattle-reduced to a minimum by vention at Saratoga. Her husband is a chemist, rep'..1icd
the department of health and sanitation under the direc- to have grown wealthy through an invcnt;oll iu photion of Dr. James E. Chrichton-is enjoying the luxury tography.

CHANGING MONEY TRIOK BOX.
With this trick box you can
~ make money change, from a
~
penny into a dime or vice Yersa..
Also make dimes appear and dlsap_pen.r at your command. Price
l0c, each by ma.ii, postpaid.
'
H. I:'. LANG,
1815 C~ntre St., B'ldyn, N. Y.

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be joined
together and their struggle to be released only
makes matters worse. It
wlll hold them as tl gh t
as a rat-trap, and t he more tl1ey try to pull
away, the tighter It. grips.
Our traps are
extra. long. Price, 10c. ea.ch; 8 for 20c. ·by
mall, postpaid,
J. KENNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. ll.

,s,:·,s

~~~~~ ~22 REPEATER
HAMMERLESS

Learn to I swim by one trial
Pr-lee ZG ceato, Pootpald

These watcr-w l ng.s t-.ke up no D"Jore room th2.n a
pocket·-bD.n l::erohlet. 'I'bey weigh 3 onoces D.nd •up-

f::;J~n::/~?o~6gJ'
i~n;g;. u':ei.t~o: E:!~ ~~~a~;~~
them, blow ..tbem up , a.nd press to1&ather tlla two

Reminuton-UMC-the perfect ohooting combina:.;on
299 trG1dwa1, New York cu,

r.EMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

ring marks un!ler tbe mouthpiece.
II. 1,·. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'klyn, N. Y.

m1TATION moAR :auTT.
It Is made ot' a composition,
exactly reeembltng a
lighted
cigar. The white anhe• at the
end and the Imitation ot tob acco - lea! being pe rf ect.
You
can carelessly place it on top o!
th e tablec.loth or any other ei,pensive p,ece of furniture. and
await the remit. After they eee
the Joke everybody will have a
good la.ugh. Price. 10c. ea.ch by
ma.11, postpaid; 3 !or 23c.
KENNF.DY, 303 West 127\h St., N. Y.

J.

BINDOO FLOWER-POT TRICK
With this trlclc you can make a. pte.nt
1
f~~~y!;g~i y~~r ;uJ-1e~~:.er1;t~ri1~:ir;
empty ea rthen flower-pot 111 handed t'l

1I .W~ard

LfRUfDRepeating
I Y ,PISTOL
j

i~ ~ii~~
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ope.n:J

itself.

1
1

!

nl'!atl y

encasect.

The

nut

con-

O:U SNEEZING l'OWDJl:B.
The greatest tun-maker

l

&

(:°~

THE JUIIIPING BEAN.
,:..
The runni est
~hlng
'0
out!
You place them
in a p la t e, and tho:,
~
suddenly hop up Into
th e air with the most
o.stoninhln3' a i; I 11 t y.

Japan. Placo on!;} t,prl;;- ;
In a · bowl
or wuter,
T hes~ quee r li ttle fela11d it bdglns to •xu ~~
various bri gh t tints. Th en It s low ly opeus nvt 1 lows :1.r3 gun.ra n~eed to mystify tho smnrte.st
In to vat l ou s shapes of exQulsite flowers. They I r1r of~E~or by the ir raysterlous actions. Nobody
ca!"1 o.ccm.:nt for their runn:,~ movements. ?troro
!~~ni,1~!:all 10
Is very ; ru:1 then n. circus ! Got a few and watch th eir
1~f t~l~~

j

co!\~;7,.

,·~~;~~owinn;,~

Small size, prke 5 rP-ntG: lnr(l'e size, 10
c ents a pat'knge, by mail, post pai d
.b, O':NJ;;JLL, 4l:o V., (,6th !St .• X, l'..

titrr~na:~ ju:n;is.

i,y m~i1 .

Price, Ce. each , or 6 :tor 25c.

..,

?I.I. O'NEILL, 425 W . cGth St., N, Y •

111. O'NEILL.
42G W. 50th St., N, Y.

YOU ALL WANT THIS MEDAL!
You Can Get Ono for Six Cants !

ot

1,.h e1n all. A small n.mount
or thla powder, when blown
1n a
room,
wil l ca.ua&
everyone to sneeze without
anyone knowing 'l'i'here it
comes !rrun. It Is very light. will float In the
eJr tor eome time. n.nd penetra.te every nook
a nd corner ot a roon1. It h1 per!ecttly ha.rm ...
1enu.
Ca.choo is put up in bottles, a.nd one
bottle co n t ains enou gh to he used from 10 to
16 times. Price, by 1naJI, l0c. each; 8 !or 25c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St .. N. E'.

things Cl n tho
Th~y conRbt
dozen dri ed-up I

hondeomc ly dec•orated eu veJopes, just n.s
they are 1ruported from
iu

t nched.

tains 25 beautifully lithographed views ot tho
prin cipal points ot Interest in and around New
York City. You can address the tag, put on a stamp, and mall It. A
nice souvenir to mail to your distant friends.
Price, by mall, 10c . each.
M, O'NEILL, 425 W. 50th .St., N . Y.
OACHOO

W.\TElt fl ,O W EU!!
\V it hout eJ..ce'pUon, the
m ost l1 eautifu l and ln-

or a
!lpr!ga,

011 FREE TRI.IL,
I~ Ur cures, 1ond $1.00; lt not dou"I.
Give e:r.pl""SS offtce. Nation.al l:hemlcat
Oou>po.y,837' Ollb J.•••• Bh!nez, Ci.to

NEW YORK IN A NUTSHELL.
25 Colored Views of tho
Big City In an English
walnut
shell,
prettily
hini;ed with ribbon, to
which a small tag Is at-

Remain.o

t e1·tt.'i t 1t , g

W, E. HILLPOi, Frenchtown, N. J,

l Sth ma

loclced until ret11lecl. Ce.n be ueed
UL c1. we tchcharn1.
Mon·!Y re!unded l! no t sat!sfled.
Price, 10c.
by mall.
L. SENARENS,
an Winthrop St., Birookl7D, N. Y.

marl..:e-1.

'fhe real western article,
carried by the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather,
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, o! the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. Any boy wearing
one of these fobs will attract attention. It will
give him an air of western
romance.
The prettiest
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
oue to-day. Price 20 cents
each by mai,l postpaid.

Rl!UED\' S:!111 lo yon

.

GOOD LUOK BANKS,
Orn:l.mentn.1 s.s well llR useful.
Medo or highly nickeled bro.as.
It holl'8 just One Donar. When
~t

GOOD LUCK CUfl FOB

·urtt:ii1.b; fl•1hln1re4 or 1rua .,... Look.a 1fe11, wu.11
..,,n t.!)d phatH, Drs"' .,c.ntion nH'fWhvo. Prlo, e:,;ly
160 et I tor ~,jo; warU lll.O:-e. \'Vbc-1Hal1: 12 tor tl.00 .. B!:

FIFFI.

filled

wave your wand over tt. When the
handkerchief Is removed there ts a
beautiful ple.nt, apparently In full
bloom, in the pot. Full dlrectfona with
each outfit. Price, lG cents by mall,
postpaid.
III. O'NEIT,L, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.

!Y.J£Un?.!~.osey 15c

1
~. . .
~ -~Tc1 e~ I~a)l,,,17~~~•
:
ing of the n ose exactly, except
that the noise Is magn,lfled at
least
a
doz en
times, and
s ounds like the bass-horn In a
•
Ge rman band. This device Is
us ed by simply placing It between the teeth
and hlowtng. The hnrder the blow the louder
th e noise. Price, lCc. each by ma.tJ, post paid.
WOLFF XOV.ELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

ii;

0

i~t:,~

PAl\XER, STEARNS & CO ... 273 GEORGIA AVE., BROOKLYij, N, Y.

Also known :,.a a
Japanese butterfly. A
pleasing novelty onclosed in .an envolope.
When the envelope Is
ope ned Flrn will fly
th
st~\'.'~grhe. l ;nr~~~
Made o! colored paper
to r epresen t a buttertly sh, inches wide.
Price, 10c.
111. O'NEILL. 42G W. 56th St., N. Y.

1!~d;~;i,~~~ff: ti~~ pi:~e~16~!~ lt an~
tyou
repeat a few magtc words, and

Will otop the moot Tie•
leuo do&' (or man) with•
oat permanent tnJury
Per!eotly s&fo toc11rry ;,lthontda
of loa.kage, Ji'lrea and reohargosng;:
pulllng the trli'gor
Loada fr
LI Id N
car.t rldges required.' Over ol,r
on~~Oa!lln o
All dealers, or by we.II, 50c, Pis to! wit h rubber ooV.ered bolster, GGc, HoJa tors sevare.te, 10c, MoneJ
orderorU.B.stampe. Nocoln<J.

NOISY HANDKEROHIEF.
A grea. t deal of amusement
8

SIDE-EJECTING

Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And a Simple Rifle to Care Fo:r
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted aad tested for
aecuracy by expert gunsmiths. It shoots as you bold. The simple, im• "
proved safety device on every Remington- Ull1C ,,22 repeater never fails
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible,
The Remington-UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. In taking
down, your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pia
and extractor, come out in one piece-permitting the barrd to bo •leaned
from the breech.
The action handles .22 short, .22 long or .22 long rifle cartridj111-any
or all et the same time without adjustment.

Ayvad's Water-Wings

,--=~-t

Solid..:hreech,
Hanunerless

';Ie.s

a picture of Fred Fearnot on one side and

Evelyn on the
otbcr. The chief
characters of
"WORK AND WIN"
The lltC<lc,ls are
beautifully lire-gilt.
In orcter tbnt
every reader of this
Weekly n1ay seen re
one or more o:f tbese

medals, we have
put the price a.way

below cost1, ns you
wlll see when you
receive lt. :Sena to
u8 THREE 'l'WOCEN'l' POSTAGE
S'l'AM PS, and we
will send the medal
to auy n.rtdress,
postngo pald, b:,
retnrn mnll.
RE31 F:MDEHI
Yon ca.n secure :Ls
ma.ny rueda.lsas r ou

,rant.
. Address your envelope plainly to
F R ft N E. T O lJ 9 J: Y , P n b J I " I\ e ,r
108 Weit 2lld Street, l'i'ew Yorli.

PICK-1\IE-OUT
PUZZLE.
The head ts tlt11shed In
bluc.k japan and In the
ollsh d
mouth ts a bl hl
Tf,e Yp~zzle els
steel ball
to pick ou't th 8 b ii p .1
10c . 3 for 2 r:c a l)y
1•
u ·
poslPatd
?t~. O'NEILL,
4.2:S W. 66 Ui S t ., N. Y,

I

r:i:!•

VANISlllNO CIGAR.
This cigar le made tn
exact Imitation or a good
one. It ts h,eld by e. rubber cord which, with the
attached safety pin, ts
fastened on the Inside or
th e sleeve. When o!Tercd
to a friend, as It to allout to be taken, It w111
Snetantly disappenr.
Price, 10c. each by mall, poatpald.
J. KEXNEDY, 303 West 127th St., N. Y.
PIGGY IN A COFFL"I.
This lo a wicked pig that
died at an early o.ge, and h ere
he ls in his coffin ready for
burial.

Thore will be a great

r;;,~n~s:,ou~~ffl~. a~r~l1/u~:ralt
Jooko, Is very trl cki·, and the man who gets
lt open w111 feel real grief. The coffin lo made
of metal, perfectly shaped and beautifully
lacquered. The trick lo to open It to s ee the
pig. The roan that trlea It gets hi• tlngers·
and teeUngs hurt, and piggy comes out to
o;p!~~
romn:, a;_:i'ih vl;!~~;on/l(in'.\lrirr:-g
l)resaes tnw~rd, conta1na a. needle whtcn stabs
the victim In his thumb or tlnger every time.
This is the late st and a. very ''impressive"

er::~

0
b':i. 1:t:i~<;.te~~irh~i;,k~nt~n:at~
i :r:\ec;!t. c'!.':id
0

Tst,

~~~ip~~d~n~~~P~"c,":.,'1,; b;r~c;:
' {8~.~•eJr t~~
preao, 7Gc.
CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
NOVELTY
• WOLFF
JIIAOIO "Dm BLOCK.
A wonderfully deceptlve trick! Asolid
block, two I n c h e s
square, is made to appear and dlsappeo.r at
Borrowing
pleasure.
a hat from one of tl\e
audience, you place
the block on top, sliding a cardboard cover
(which may be examined) over It. At th&
..-ord of command you lift the cover, the block
la gone, and the aame Inst.ant It tnll• to the
floor, through the hat, with a solid thud, or
: !tito one ot the epectator's hand a. You may
I •ary thll excellent tri ck by passing the block
, through a table and on to the floor beneath,
or throu~h the 11(1 or a desk Into the drawer,
etc. This trick never falls to astonish the
apectatora, and can be repeated o.s often as
Price, Mc., pllstpa!d.
.:iealred.
J. KEN1'"EDY, SOS West 127th St., N. Y.

*

BUBBLER.
grea.test
T h e
Invention ot the
age. T 11 e b o x
contains a blowP I p o oJ neatly
enameled meta.I.
and tlve tablets;
also printed di·
rec tions for playing n u n1 e r o u a
aoap-bubble games, such a Floating Bubbles,
Repeaters, Surprise Bubbles, Double Bubbles,
The Doxers, Lung Tester, Supported Bubbles,
Rolling Bubbles, Smoke Bubbles, Douncing
Bubbl e s, and many others. Ordinary bubbleblO"'l ng, with a pipe and soap water, are not
It produces
In It with this scientific toy.
Jargt'r, more beautlrul and stronger bubble•
t han you can get by the ordinary method.
Tho games are Intensely 1ntere3tlng, too.
Price, 12c. by mall.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'klyn, N. Y.

LATEST GIANT 'l'YJ.>EWBITEB.
It Is II t r o n g I y
made, but slmplG
1n construction, oo
that any one can
quickly learn to
operate It, an d
write as rapidly aa
they would w 1 t h
pen nnd Ink. The
letters of the alphabet moat !requently used being so grouped
n s to ona.ble one t.o writ.e rapid.Jy; tho numerals,
l to 10, and the punctuation marks being together. With this machine you can •end letters, address envelopes, make out bllle, and
do almost any kind of work not requiring a
Jo.rge, expensive machine. With each typewriter we send a tube ot tnk and full instructions for using the machine. Prlco complete,
t,H.00, by ex1,res11.
WOLl'F NOVELTY CO., 20 \V. 26th St., N. Y.

I

NEW TEN-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.
THE FINGER THROUGH THE HAT.
Having borrowe d a hat from '
your t1n·ger I
~ · your trlend, push or
it, and It i
..______ through the crown
~
One of the most peculiar and mystlrylng
le seen to move about. Though ·
' very amusing to others, the own er or the hat pens on the market. It requires no Ink. All
does not s ee the jol<e, but thinks It meanness you have to do Is to dip It in watow, and It
to destroy his ho..t; yet when lt is returned it wJII writ e !or an lndofinite period. The secret
ts perfectly uninjured. Price , 10c. each by mall. can only be learned by procuring one, and you
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y. ~~us~~~t 1iya cl".,_~~[:g oto ~oottr ~~f:~~~e wtr:.i

tt

I
tor I

can do and then de.monstt·ating the fact.

Moreover, It Is a good pen, flt for practical use,

JRAVELLL"IO JOKE.

y;s~~\ ~~~

d~fec'tft~ ~~~':;°t~f:\~~\;l'i~tyg~_r pocket, as a.
tt1aril'vor~~n..1af;S:·
Price, 10c. each by mall.
this one. It consists or a nice littie bobbin around which Is wound WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
You pin the
a spool or thread.
SLIDE THE PENCIL.
bobbin under th e lapel or your coat,
a:,d pull the end or the thread
The penctl that keeps them
through your button hole, then ~
Made of wood and
iruesstng.
watch your friends try to pick the
lead just like an ordinary penpiece of thread oft your coat.
'
ell, but when your victim starts
Enough so.Id! Get one! Price , 12c. each, by
to write with It-presto! tho
mall. Postage stamps taken same as money.
lead disappears. It ts so conH. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
structed that the slightest pressure on the paper makes the
LITTLE GIANT MICROSCOPE.
lead slide •Into the wood. Very
This powerful ltttl• Instrument
fun ny and a practical .1oke.
It
~ Is made or oxidized metal.
stands on two supports made Price. 10c. each by mail, postpalcl; 3 !or 250.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre tSt .. B'klyn, N. Y.
the exact length. to get a eha.rp,
BLACK-El.'E JOKE.
~~'::,';,~tl~~~us ~ie~~e 1:je;1
New and nmustng jolrnr. The
powered · tens ot Imported glass
victim Is told to hold th e tube
mounted In the circular eye-piece. It can be
to his eye so as to exclude
close
exfor
liquids,
In
used to detect 1mpur1tles
all light from the back, and then
am1n1ng- cloths, or to ma.gnlry any object to
to remove the tu be until pictures
enormous size. Can bo carried In the vest
appenr in the center. In trying
Prlce, Ge. each, postpaid.
pocket.
~~l~~cfi~: ~~:st;,~{~~e:: y";;~lle~!;
111. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.
saw. We :turnJsh a small box ot
blackening preparation with each
SLICK TRICK PENCIL,
,_._..._._....,
tub e, so the joke can be u sed 111 ...
Thts one 19 a hummer! It t•
1
!~nn~t: ~itul~t~~,e~~t tl~:.he ii~~~
~~t .. ~xp"t!.T:!a~;:d ~~n:1~~ 1
Price by mall 15c. each;
~u~~1 25~~rmless.
- \ t~~t~ ;~~m~~ifiii
0
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St .. N. Y .
,lt
h
Wh
,I hand It to hi
th: end
I tempts to wtlt~'wtth
PIN MOUSE.
Instantly turns up, and he cannot
It Is made of cast metal and
_ _ _ __,
write a. stroke.
has tho exact color, shape ancl
Price, lOe., postpaid.
size of a live 1nouse. Pinnecl on
your or somebody else's clothes
If. F. LANG,
will have a startling eITect upo~
N Y
1815 C tr St B'l I
The screamlnll'
the spectators.
' yn, • •
"
en e
fun had by this llttle novelty, especially tn tho
---------------presence of ladi ef~. is more th an can be tmIMITATION FLms.
A ri~i~ig~r }~na t~a~eh~gtepn:retd "~~t~hJ~~e, there' s
Absolutely true to Nature!
dandy scarf-pin nnd a rattling good
Price, 10c. each by mall, postpaid: 3 tor 250.
joke. It Is Im possible to do these
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., ll'klyn, N. Y.
ptno justice with a. description. You
how
have to eee them to understand
LIGHTNING TRICK- BOX-.- - llreltlce they are. When people oeo
A startling ancl ploastng llluthem on you they want to brush
sion ! "The wnys ot the world are
them off.. They wonder "why that
d evious," says Matthew Arnold,
fly sticks to you" so persistently.
but the ways of the Lightning
Thia ts the most rcaltsttc novelty ever
Trick Box when properly handled
put on the market. It Is a distinct
are admitted to be puzzling and
ornament for anybody's necktie. and
uncertain. You take off the lid
a decided joke on those who try to
and show your friends that it ts
chase It .
full or nice candy. Replace the
Price, 10c. by mall postpaid.
when you can solemnly assure
W<'l.FF NOVEL'.1.'Y CO., 29 W. iGth St., N. Y. your friends lid,
that you can Instantly empty tho
box in their presence with out open in g it; and
taking off th '3 lid again, sure e n ough the candy
THREE COIN RECISTER BANK
Or :rou can change tho
lu1s disappeared.
One of la.teat a11d best candy into a p iece of. money by following tho
ooveltl • • on tho market. 11 directions sent with each box. This is the
ad d• and registers Nickels, neatest and best c heap trick ever invente<l.
Dimes and Quarters put
Price, only lOc.; 3 for 2Gc., ma11od, postpaid.
throui:h the same slot. It
111. O'NEILL. 42G W. 56th St., N . Y.
bolds coins to the amount
then
of Ten Donars, 8.lld
TRICK CIGARETTE nox.
opena Itself nutomatlcr>lly.
:i'his one is a corker! Get n.
0110 lever n.ctJon does a.ll tbe
box right away, tr you want to
work. Other banks only
h ave a barre l of joy. Here's tho
hold one ktna cf coin,
It looks like an ord 1secret:
whereas this one takes three
nary red box ot Turkish ci(.;'n ..
kinds. Tho three coin l>nnk
rettes. But It con tatns a trigIs bana1omely tlnlsbed, ts
ger, under which you place ::.
guaranteed mecba.nloally perfect, operates wit.h ea.ae
paper cap. OITer your friend a
u.nd &ccuraoy, and docs not get out ot order.
and he raises the lid ot
smoke
Z"l!S.:li.:ii~-.::l'I
Price, by expre••,Sl.00
the boi. That e:<plodes the cap,
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
and 11' you are wise yvu will ge t
out of sight with the box hcfore
ho gets over thinking he wan
RUBBER TACKS.
Price, lGc., postpaid.
shot.
They come six In a box.
J. KENNEDY, 803 \Vest 127th St;, N. Y.
A wonderful Imitation ot
Made ot
the real tack.
WHISTLEPJ[ONE
rubber. The box In which
they come ts the ordinary
Th is is one of the
tack box. This Is a great
i ngreatest musical
parlor entertalner and yOu
strun1ents ever fnven tcan play a lot o·r tricks
ed. It ts made entirely
with tho tacks. Place them
of m etal and Is almost
In the palm or your hand,
invisible when in use.
Then slap
point upward.
With It, In a few mothe
over
hand
the other
ments, you can learn
tacks and It will seem ac
to play 1111 kinds of
Or you can
!t you are committing suJcide.
please and am.use
tun,
of
Jots
have
tunes,
your
In
show the tacka and then put them
make s ome money, too. Fine
mouth and chew them, making believe you your friends and or
accompanin1ent or
have swallowed them. Youl' friends wlll think t01· etther song Youpiano
place the whlstlephone
Then, again, you can by Itself alone.
)"OU are a magician.
exhibit the tacks and then qulclcly push one In the mouth with half circle out, place end
tn your cheek or somebody else's cheek and of ~ongue to rounded part and blow gently
they will shriek with tear. Absolutely harm- as 1f to cool the lips. A few trials will enn. ..
less and a v.3ry pructl cal and tunny joke. bte ono to piny any tune or air.
Price 6 cent• each by mall, post-paid
Price by mafJ., 10c. a box of 6 tacks; 3 for 25c.
J, KENNEDY, 803 West 1Z7Lh St., N. Y.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 21l~~ St._ 'i, Y.
r·
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No. l.
NAPOLEO~'S ORACULUM AND
DREAM BOOK.-Contaln lng the great oracle
or human destiny; also the true meaning •t
almost any kind ot dreams, teg-ether with
charms, ceremonies, and curlcms game• of
cards.
Ne. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The greai
beok or magic and card tr icks, containing rull
instru ction on aJI the leading card trick• or
t!'ie day, also the most pop,ular magical ·111u110ns as perform ed by our leading magicians:
every boy should obtain a copy of thJs book.
Xo. 3.
HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wlles or ntrtatlon are fully eXJ)lalned by this
Jltt Je book. Besides the various methods ot
1
t!~d~f~;_~~~. ff;'· c!~~':..1ur~a~~ /1 ";l~tdo~
language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4.
llO\V TO DANCE ls the title ef
thfs Utt1e boolt. It contains full inatructtons
In tha art of dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and at parties, h ow to dress, and full
directions for calling ott In all popular square
dan ces.
No. 5. now TO MAKE LOVE.-A compl10-te guide to love, courtship and marriage,
giving s ensible advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed.
No 6 now TO BECOME AN ATHLETE
-GtVlng' ful l inl!ltructton ror the use of dumb:
bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizQntal
bars and various other methods or developing
a good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
UJustrattons.
No.1 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.-Hand1
:ror:;: ~o~llf;~r~:~-a~!~;~f
'i~a{~/~titfi;;
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroqu et, parrot, etc.
.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOIIIE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy,
Every lntellll'ent boy reading this book ot instructions can
mas ter the art, and create any amount or fun
tor hlmse lr and friends.
No. JO. HOW TO BOX.-The art of selfcletense made easy. ,Containing over thirty
IUuatratlone ot' guards, blows, and the different positions or a good boxer.
Every boy
•h ould obtain one of these userul and lnstructtve books, as it will teach you hpw to box
without an instructor.
No. 11. HOW TO W;RITE LOVE-LETTERS.
dl~c~i~~ ~~';'P.!,';.\~1~~tl;:,:e"..r~t.:':.~t~~ln~~~~
to use them, giving specimen letters for
yoNunog. la2n.d HolOdW. TO WRIT"" LETTERS TO
"'
LADIBS.-Glvlng complete Instructions for
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
letters or Introduction, notes••and requests.

~~~

i.:-~':i

1;,~

f?l!•

EiiQU~TT~~t
,!>~r!~/
.!g,~t~ a~!
one that every young man desires to know all
about. There's happiness In It.
No. 14. HOW TO ~ CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making· all kinds or
ca~,a,,y., 118c_e -cHre0aWm, 1~y
eEnceBs,EeAfoU.T
' IFetcU.L.
0 ruBpEs,Ce0s:
.,
..1
-One or the brightest and moat valuable
1d
E
e;:r
tr: ;;,~~ m"e be~~ri=
fu l, both male and remale.
The 1ecret Is
slmNpol.e,20a. ndHOaWlmoTsOt cEoNstTleEssR.TAIN AN EVENING l'AR'rY.-A complete compendium of
games, sports, card diversions, comic recltart 01o0nms, enettce.r'taslnumltaebnlte. for parlor or drawingNo 21. HO\V TO HUNT A.ND FISH.-The
m ost comvlete hunting and fishing guide ever
publlshed. It contains full Instructions abont
guns. hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishIn g, together with descrl-ptlon or game and
fish.
·
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.He1Jer's second sight explained by his form-er
a ssistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
eec ret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and thJ> boy on the stage; also glvIn g all the codes and signals.
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\1§,Th is little book gives the explanation to all
!~~iikyofdf;;ams, together with lucky and
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEMEN.-Cotalnlng full directions for
writin g to gentlemen on au subjects.
No. 2ii. HOW TO B ECOME A GYMNAST.Containin g full Inst ructions !or all kinds of
gymnasti c sports and athletic exercises. Emb racing thirty- fi ve Illustrations.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full lnstru ctfons
are given In this little book, togeth er with Inotruct10ns on swlmmlhg and riding, companion
•Ports to bo8.tln g.
No. 27 .. ROW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular
•elections in use, comprising Dutch dlaJect,
French dial ect. Yankee and Irish dialect
pieces, together with many standard readings.
No. 28. HOW TO TrEkLL FlORTUhNES.-1
E veryone fs desirous o
now ng w at h •
futur e life will bring rorth, whether happiness
er misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
by a gla nce at this little book.
IYVEN
No. 29. HOW TO BECOMhE ANI • ti
TOIR.
-Every boy shou Id know ow nven ons or glnated. This book explain& them all, glvtnir
e:aamplea tn electricity, hydrauHca, magnet..
l•m . optics, pneumatics. mechanics. etc.

~~~:
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Ne. 31. HVW TO COOIL-0111> of the moat
Instructive llooks on oooklng e-var -,ubllshed.
It contalna recipes for aoektag meats, fl,sh,
gam,e. and. oys-ters; alse pies, puddings, cakes.
and all kinds of pa.stry, and a g-rand. coUec..
tton ot recipes.
N•. 31. HOW TO BEC011IE A Sl'EAKER.
-Containing fourteen tilustrati.ns, stvtng the
different poslttons requisite to beceme a good
speaker, reader and elocutionist.
AJso contatning gems from all the popular authors of
prose and J)oetry.
No. S2. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalnlng
the rules and etiquette of good society and
the easiest and most approved methods of
0

ft:~~t~~fre~ c~~~h~~':t~~g~h:t d~:~l~!i-r~d~:
Ne. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and userul little book, containing the
rules and reculatlona or billlards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. S6. HOW '.l'O SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
-Containing all the 1"adlng conundrums of
the day, a.musing riddles, curious catches and
witty eaylngs
No. S8. H6W TO BECOME YOUB OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing usetul and practical information tn the treatment
of ordlrrary diseases and aliments common to
every famtly. Abounding in useful and effecttve recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A usetul
and tnstru cttve book.. HandsemeJy illustarted.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
1
1
0
;;-e1;!1sc,;1~~ ~ft-er~ ~!~s. ;'gui~:is t~ndct\';~s. m1\es':i
how to cure skins. Copiously Illustrated.
Ne. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great varlety or the latest jokes used by the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is
complete without this wonderful llttle book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUl\lP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied ' assortment of stump speecqe s, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men' s Jakes.
No. 4S. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.
-Containing the grandest assortment of mag!cal illusions ever placed bet'ore the public.
Also trlcka with card~. incantations, etc.
No. 44.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL0
!Y!:i,7;Aro~r:~~ ii~:c~;;-;; o !ca"!l:i:nei::;:~~
ing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Humor, Respect, and Condolence; also Verses
Suitable ror Valentines and Weddings.
No. 40 • THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very Instructive, Every boy
~~:t~~~t1':i~tsal~0 /hi~g!;;fz~;,/':,.;t a~!'[:~~\rf::;~
•
t
• ~~- t i~P~OW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC·
TRICITY.-A description of the wonderful
uses of e-lectrlclty and electro magnetism; to•
gether with full tnstructlens for making Electrlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D.
Containing over nfty lllustra-

4

tlo;!. 48.
HOW TO BUIL,D AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book tor boys, containing
full directions for constructing canoes and the
most popular manner of aatllng them. Fully
Ill t t dN"o.'a4:. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glylng rules
tor conducting debates, outlines tor debates,
questions for discussion, and th e best sources
!or procuring Information on the questions
given
No: 50. HOW TO STUFF BIBDS AND
ANilllALS.-A valuable book, giving lnstructlons In collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds. animals and Insects.
No. l'il.
HOW TO DO . TRICKS WITH
OARDS.-Contalnlng exph}nattons of the general principles or sleight-er-hand applicable
to card tricks; ot card tricks with ordlnaty
cards and not requiring sleight-or-hand; of
tricks Involving sleight-of-hand. or the use or
specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No 62
HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng
~uech;~1e~rl~~fge,rugas1~!~cvg~~-l~!.
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auct10n Pitch, All
Fours. and many other popular games of

li~~d~;,

cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS:-A
wonderful little book; telling you how to
write to your sweetheart, your father, mother,
sister, brother, empl oyer; and, In fact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 54 . HOW TO KEEP AND l\IANAGE
PETS.-Glvlng complete l'nfarmatlon as to the
!?Vl-nner and m ethod o! raising, keeping, tamtn'g, breeding, a nd managing all kinds or pets;
also giving ful, Instructions tor making cages,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight illustratlons.
N
55 HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS A.~D
co&s _:Containing valuable Information re·
d a
ngl g ot
1
gardlng the ~01 1ectii'.fnd:nmely
rrl~ust~ated
stamps 5ind
TO B~COl\lE A.~ ENG~'iER .:._Containing rull Instructions how to
b l>me ~ locemotlve engineer; also direction,
ec
t1
. t0
th
1 or~~~y;J~'t;,g
1
for bullfdllnlgd a
e~:
with a u
eacr P
l'ineer ahould know.
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Ne. 69. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOO,'RA•
PHER.-Contalnlng useful lnfonnatl<m regardtng the Camera and how to work it; alao
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
illustrated.
Ne. 82. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT
MILITARY CADET.-Explalna how to gain
admittance, course of Study, Examtnattona,
Duties, Staff or Officers, Post Guard. Polh ,.
Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a. cadet. By Lu SenarenL
No. 6S. BOW TO BECOJUE A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instructions or how to
gain admJssion to the Annapolls Naval Acad~:::;;: d!!~~lpct~~~at~~ngg/.;'uena"~u~~d 0 ~u1~~~;:"g~~
historical sketch, and everything a boy should
know to become an officer In the United Statea
Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
MACHINES.-Contalnlng full dlrectlons for
making electrical machine", Induction coils,
dynamos, and tllany novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully t1lustrated. .
No. 65. l\lULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and 1t Js
brlmtul of wit and humor.
It contains a
large collection ot songs, jokes, conundrums.
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorJ.st, and practical joker or the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contaln
tng over three hundred Interesting puzzles a 1
conundrums, with key to aame.
A comple te

boN~·.

~!ly ~~tirat;i DO
ELECTRJCA
TRICJ.:S.-Contalnlng a large collection or I··
structlve and highly amusing electrical trick
together wl\h . Illustrations. By A. Anderso,
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEl\OCAL TRICK ·
-Containing over one hundred highly amu
ing and instructive tricks with chemicals. B y
A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HA,."U).
-Containing over fifty of the latest and beat
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
s ecre t or second sight. Fully llluS t rated.
:No. 71.
HOW TO DO MECHANICA L
TRICKS.-Contatnlng complete lnstructiona t' r
performing over sixty Mechanical Trick.._
Fu·i.1l. 11J~~!r~t'\v TO DO SIXTY TRICR ~
WITH CARDS.-Embraclng all or the latea t
and most deceptive card tricks, with lllm.~ ...
traNtloon7sS. now TO DO TRICKS WITH NU •
·
•
t I k
wit h
BERS.-Showlng many curious
r c •
ngurea and the magic of numbers. By A. AndeNrs o_n. .FuHllOyWlllT•Jr"ie~iTE LETTERS COJ,74
0
RECTLY -Containing tull Instructions tor
(writing ietters on almost any subject; ah,o
rules ror punctuation and composition, with
ap;,';!m;; l~~~ TO BECOME A CONJURER.
-Co;.tal;,lng tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thlrt)•·
A d
six lllustratlons. ~ A. Tl; eFrsOoRn.TUNES B Y
No. 76. HOW TO TE.,..
!o~ne:'t~~-;,;C~~a~,;i~Fne:u~rs th~0 \a~~'. 1
the secret or palmistry. Al so the secret o
telling future events by aid or mole, ma~ks.
t d
scars, etc. Illu•t raTeO · DO FORTY TRICK!'!,
wf,.\'il 7'fjARt</i~ontalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
m~i: 1;;•·now TO DO THE BLACK ART.Containing a complete description of the my•terles of Magic and Sleight-or-Hand, together
with many wonderrul experiments.
By A.
I1
t t d
A'¾1;rs~o" HciW ~Oe BECOME AN ACTOR.Contalnl,;g complete Instructions how to mak•
up for various characters on the stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. Gt;)S WILLlAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, apecdotes and
runny stories or this world-renowned German
comedian.
Sixty-tour pages; handsome col~~:d aii;:;; containing a halt-tone photo ot
No 81 .HOW TO l\lESl\lERJZE.-ContalnIng the ,;,ost approved methods or mesmerism;
also how to cure all kinds of diseases by
animal magnetism, •or magnetic healing... By
Pro!. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., author or How
tJ
.. etc
to N1:;:P
zi'iow TO DO PAL111ISTRY.-Contalnlng8 the most approved methods of readIng the line• on the hand, together with a rull
expla.natlon or their meaning. Also explalnIng phrenology, and the key for telllng char•
acter by the burnps on th-e head.
By Leo
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Ful.ly Illustrated.
No
HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnlnir
83 · and tnstructtve information regardvatuS:bte
Ing the science ot hypnotism. Al10 expla!~;
Ing the most approved methods which
employed by the leading hypnotists or th•
ld
By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
WNo '84 HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR. ,
-Corttal;.lng lntorrriatlon regarding cholc• of
subjects, the use or words and the manner of
preparing and submitting manuacrlpt.
Alhao
tatntng valuable information aa to t •
· ~~~tness legibility and ~eneral compoaltlon of
manu•cript.
st
b
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eta. per copy, or 3 tor 25 eta., In money or polltace

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

ampa,

1

No. 168 West 23d St., New York ~
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